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Abstract. The Sesame environment provides modeling and simulation methods
and tools for the efficient design space exploration of heterogeneous embedded
multimedia systems. It specifically targets the performance evaluation of embedded systems architectures in which task-level parallelism is available. In this paper, we present techniques that allow Sesame to also model intra-task parallelism
exploited at the architecture level. Moreover, we describe a case study using a
QR decomposition application to validate our modeling concepts. To this end,
we were able to compare the performance estimates of our abstract system models with the results of an actual FPGA implementation. The results are promising
in the sense that they show good accuracy with minimal modeling effort.

1 Introduction
Modern embedded systems, like those for media and signal processing, often have a
heterogeneous system architecture, consisting of components in the range from fully
programmable processor cores to dedicated hardware components. Increasingly, these
components are integrated as a system-on-chip exploiting task-level parallelism in applications. Due to the high degree of programmability that is usually provided by such
embedded systems, they typically allow for targeting a whole range of applications with
varying demands. All of the above characteristics greatly complicate the design of these
embedded systems, making it more and more important to have good tools available for
exploring different design choices at an early stage in the design.
In the context of the Artemis (ARchitectures and meThods for Embedded MedIa
Systems) project [19], we are developing an architecture workbench which provides
modeling and simulation methods and tools for the efficient design space exploration
of heterogeneous embedded multimedia systems. This architecture workbench should
allow for rapid performance evaluation of different architecture designs, application
to architecture mappings, and hardware/software partitionings and it should do so at
multiple levels of abstraction and for a wide range of multimedia applications.
In this paper, our focus is on a prototype modeling and simulation environment,
called Sesame [18]. According to the Artemis modeling methodology [19], this environment uses separate application models and architecture models and an explicit mapping
step to map an application model onto an architecture model. This mapping is realized by means of trace-driven co-simulation of the application and architecture models,
where the execution of the application model generates application events that represent

the application workload imposed on the architecture. Application models consist of
communicating parallel processes, thereby expressing the task-level parallelism available in the applications. By mapping the event traces generated by different application
model processes onto the various system architecture components, this task-level parallelism is exploited at the architecture level. In addition, the underlying architecture
may also exploit intra-task parallelism inside a single trace. This paper presents the
newly added techniques Sesame applies to model architectures that exploit such intratask parallelism. Moreover, using a case study with the QR decomposition algorithm as
application, we demonstrate the effectiveness of our modeling methodology.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 briefly describes related work in the area of modeling and simulation of complex embedded systems. Section 3 gives a general overview of the Sesame modeling and simulation environment,
while in Section 4 we present a more detailed description of Sesame’s synchronization
layer. In Sections 5 and 6, we describe the methods applied to model intra-task parallelism and discuss their impact on Sesame’s synchronization and architecture model
layers. Section 7 presents some validation results we obtained from the case study with
the QR decomposition application. Finally, Section 8 discusses several open issues and
Section 9 concludes the paper.

2 Related work
Various research groups are active in the field of modeling and simulating heterogeneous embedded systems, of which some are academic efforts (e.g., [6, 11, 9]) and others commercial [8] and industrial efforts (e.g., [5]). Many efforts in this field co-simulate
the software parts, which are mapped onto a programmable processor, and the hardware
components and their interactions together in one simulation. Because an explicit distinction is made between software and hardware simulation, it must be known which
application components will be performed in software and which ones in hardware before a system model is built. This significantly complicates the performance evaluation
of different hardware/software partitioning schemes since a new system model may be
required for the assessment of each partitioning.
A number of exploration environments, such as VCC [1], Polis [4] and eArchitect
[2], facilitate more flexible system-level design space exploration by providing support for mapping a behavioral application specification to an architecture specification.
Within the Artemis project, however, we try to push the separation of modeling application behavior and modeling architectural constraints at the system level to even
greater extents. To this end, we apply trace-driven co-simulation of application and architecture models. Like was shown in [18], this leads to efficient exploration of different
design alternatives while also yielding a high degree of reusability. The work of [15]
also uses a trace-driven approach, but this is done to extract communication behavior
for studying on-chip communication architectures. Rather than using the traces as input
to an architecture simulator, their traces are analyzed statically. In addition, a traditional
hardware/software co-simulation stage is required in order to generate the traces.
Finally, the Archer project [23] shows a lot of similarities with our work. This is
due to the fact that both our work and Archer are spin-offs from the Spade project [17].

A major difference is, however, that Archer follows an entirely different applicationto-architecture mapping approach. Instead of using event-traces, it maps symbolic programs, which are derived from the application model, onto architecture resources.

3 The Sesame modeling and simulation environment
The Sesame modeling and simulation environment [18], which builds upon the groundlaying work of the Spade framework [17], facilitates the performance analysis of embedded systems architectures in a way that directly reflects the so-called Y-chart design
approach [13]. In Y-chart based design, a designer studies the target applications, makes
some initial calculations, and proposes an architecture. The performance of this architecture is then quantitatively evaluated and compared against alternative architectures.
For such performance analysis, each application is mapped onto the architecture under investigation and the performance of each application-architecture combination is
evaluated. Subsequently, the resulting performance numbers may inspire the designer
to improve the architecture, restructure the application(s) or modify the mapping of the
application(s).
In accordance to the Y-chart approach, Sesame recognizes separate application and
architecture models within a system simulation. An application model describes the
functional behavior of an application, including both computation and communication
behavior. The architecture model defines architecture resources and captures their performance constraints. Essential in this modeling methodology is that an application
model is independent from architectural specifics, assumptions on hardware/software
partitioning, and timing characteristics. As a result, a single application model can be
used to exercise different hardware/software partitionings and can be mapped onto a
range of architecture models, possibly representing different system architectures or
simply modeling the same system architecture at various levels of abstraction. After
mapping, an application model is co-simulated with an architecture model allowing for
evaluation of the system performance of a particular application, mapping, and underlying architecture.
For application modeling, Sesame uses the Kahn Process Network (KPN) model of
computation [12] in which parallel processes – implemented in a high level language
– communicate with each other via unbounded FIFO channels. In the Kahn paradigm,
reading from channels is done in a blocking manner, while writing is non-blocking. The
computational behavior of an application is captured by instrumenting the code of each
Kahn process with annotations which describe the application’s computational actions.
The reading from or writing to Kahn channels represents the communication behavior
of a process within the application model. By executing the Kahn model, each process
records its actions in order to generate a trace of application events, which is necessary
for driving an architecture model. Initially, the application events typically are coarse
grained, such as execute(DCT) or read(pixel-block,channel id), and they may be refined
as the underlying architecture models are refined. We note that in the remainder of this
paper, computational application events will be referred to as execute events.
To execute Kahn application models, and thereby generating the application events
that represent the workload imposed on the architecture, Sesame features a process
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Fig. 1. Mapping a Kahn application model onto an architecture model.

network execution engine supporting Kahn semantics. This execution engine runs the
Kahn processes as separate threads using the Pthreads package. For now, there is a limitation that the Kahn processes need to be written in C++. In the near future, C and
Java support will be added. The structure of the application models (i.e., which processes are used in the model and how they are connected to each other) is described in
a language called YML (Y-chart Modeling Language)[22]. This is an XML-based language which is similar to Ptolemy’s MoML [16] but is slightly less generic in the sense
that YML only needs to support a few simulation domains. As a consequence, YML
only supports a subset of MoML’s features. However, YML provides one additional
feature in comparison to MoML as it contains built-in scripting support. This allows for
loop-like constructs, mapping & connectivity functions, and so on, which facilitate the
description of large and complex models.
The performance of an architecture can be evaluated by simulating the performance
consequences of the incoming execute and communication events from an application
model. This requires an explicit mapping of the processes and channels of a Kahn application model onto the components of the architecture model. The generated trace of
application events from a specific Kahn process is therefore routed towards a specific
component inside the architecture model by using a trace-event queue. This is illustrated
in Figure 1. Since the application-model execution engine and the architecture simulator run as separate processes1 , these trace-event queues are currently implemented via
Unix named-pipes. Alternative implementations of the queues, such as using shared
memory, are foreseen in the future. If two or more Kahn processes are mapped onto a
single architecture component (e.g., when several application tasks are mapped onto a
1

Running the application-model execution engine as a separate process also makes it easy to
analyze the application model in isolation. This can be beneficial as it allows for investigation
of the upper bounds of the performance and may lead to early recognition of bottlenecks within
the application itself.

microprocessor), then the events from the different trace-event queues need to be scheduled. The next section explains how this is done.
An architecture model solely accounts for architectural (performance) constraints
and therefore does not need to model functional behavior. This is possible because the
functional behavior is already captured in the application model, which subsequently
drives the architecture simulation. An architecture model is constructed from generic
building blocks provided by a library. This library contains template performance models for processing cores, communication media (like busses) and different types of
memory. These template models can be freely extended and adapted. All architecture
models in Sesame are implemented using a small but powerful discrete-event simulation
language, called Pearl, which provides easy construction of the models and fast simulation [18]. The structure of architecture models – specifying which building blocks are
used from the library and the way they are connected – is also described in YML.

4 The synchronization layer
When multiple Kahn application model processes are mapped onto a single architecture
model component, the event traces need to be scheduled. For this purpose, Sesame provides an intermediate synchronization layer, which is illustrated in Figure 2. This layer
guarantees deadlock-free scheduling of the application events and forms the application
and architecture dependent structure that connects the architecture-independent application model with the application-independent architecture model. The synchronization
layer, which can be automatically generated from the YML description of an application
model, consists of virtual processor components and FIFO buffers for communication
between the virtual processors. There is a one-to-one relationship between the Kahn
processes in the application model and the virtual processors in the synchronization
layer. This is also true for the Kahn channels and the FIFO channels in the synchronization layer, except for the fact that the buffers of the latter channels are limited in
size. Their size is parameterized and dependent on the modeled architecture. A virtual
processor reads in an application trace from a Kahn process and dispatches the events
to a processing component in the architecture model. The mapping of a virtual processor onto a processing component in the architecture model is parameterized and thus
freely adjustable. Currently, this virtual processor to architectural processor mapping is
specified in the YML description of the architecture model. We are working, however,
towards an approach in which this mapping is specified in a separate YML mapping
description.
As can be seen from Figure 2, multiple virtual processors can be mapped onto a
single processor in the architecture model. In this scheme, execute events are directly
dispatched by a virtual processor to the processor model. The latter subsequently schedules the events originating from different virtual processors according to some given
policy (FCFS by default) and models their timing consequences. For communication
events, however, the appropriate buffer at the synchronization layer is first consulted
to check whether or not a communication is safe to take place so that no deadlock can
occur. Only if it is found to be safe (i.e., for read events the data should be available and
for write events there should be room in the target buffer), then communication events
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Fig. 2. The three layers within Sesame: the application model layer, the architecture model layer,
and the synchronization layer which interfaces between application and architecture models.

may be dispatched to the processor component in the architecture model. As long as a
communication event cannot be dispatched, the virtual processor blocks. This is possible because the synchronization layer is, like the architecture model, implemented in
the Pearl simulation language and executes in the same simulation-time domain as the
architecture model. As a consequence, the synchronization layer accounts for synchronization delays of communicating application processes mapped onto the underlying
architecture, while the architecture model accounts for the computational latencies and
the pure communication latencies (i.e., how long does it take to transfer an amount of
data from X to Y). Each time a virtual processor dispatches an application event (either
computation or communication) to a processor in the architecture model, it is blocked
(in simulated time) until the event’s simulation at the architecture level has finished.
The idea of concentrating synchronization behavior in a synchronization layer and
separating it from (the latencies caused by) data transmission behavior is somewhat similar to the synchronization graph concept of [20]. However, our synchronization layer
seems to be more flexible since it is dynamically scheduled and behaves like a ”Kahn”
process network in which the FIFO buffers are bounded. As a consequence of the dynamic scheduling of the synchronization layer and the architecture model (remember
that they both are executed in the same discrete-event simulation domain), dynamics
at the architecture level such as contention can easily be taken into account within the
synchronization layer.

5 Exploiting intra-task parallelism
Initially, Sesame only modeled the architecture’s processing cores as black boxes which
sequentially simulate the timing consequences of the incoming (linear) trace of application events. However, the architecture under investigation may also want to exploit
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Fig. 3. Refining a virtual processor in the synchronization layer.

intra-task parallelism which is present in a single event trace from a Kahn application
process. For example, a processing element may have multiple communication units
which allow for performing independent reads and writes in parallel, or it may have
multiple execution units for concurrently processing independent computations. To support the modeling and simulation of such intra-task parallelism, we extended Sesame’s
model library with component models that allow for refining the virtual processors in
the synchronization layer and the processor components within the architecture models.
Figure 3 shows how a virtual processor in the synchronization layer, like the ones
depicted in Figure 2, is refined. The virtual processor component now acts as a frontend to a range of (virtual) functional units. These functional units consist of read, write
and execution units which can operate in parallel. The new virtual processor component
has a symbolic-instruction window of parameterizable size in which it stores incoming
application events and with which it analyzes them for parallel execution. According
to the event type (execute event type, channel from/to which is read/written, etc.), the
virtual processor dispatches incoming events to the appropriate functional unit. The
number of entries in the symbolic-instruction window limits the number of outstanding (dispatched but not finished) events in the virtual processor. A window size of one
implies sequential handling of the application events. In Figure 3, the arrows from the
functional units back to the virtual processor refer to the acknowledgments the functional units transmit whenever the simulation of an event has finished.
The read and write units are connected via buffers2 with other virtual processors,
like discussed in Section 4, in order to establish the modeling of synchronizations between Kahn application processes in accordance to their mapping onto the underlying
architecture. Hence, the read and write units do not dispatch a communication event to
the architecture model unless it is safe to do so, i.e., the event cannot cause a deadlock.
In addition, the execution and write units do not dispatch their incoming application
events to the architecture model before all dependencies for these events are resolved.
2
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We will elaborate on this issue in the next section, which discusses the internal synchronizations within a refined virtual processor component.
Figure 4 illustrates how the refined virtual processors can be mapped onto a processor component in the architecture model which has been refined as well. The read
units from the virtual processors that are mapped onto the same processor at the architecture level, are connected to the read units of the processor in the architecture model.
Likewise, the virtual execution units are connected to the execution units of the processor architecture model, and so on. The functional units in the architecture model may
again be black-box models which sequentially account for the timing consequences of
the incoming application events dispatched by the synchronization layer. Alternatively,
they may also be further refined. For example, a refined execution unit may model internally pipelined execution of execute events. Furthermore, in the example of Figure 4
all communication units in the architecture model are connected to a bus model. In reality, communication units within the architecture model may have different connections
with each other (directly across a bus or via shared memory, point-to-point, etc.).

6 Dataflow for functional unit synchronization
To properly model parallel execution of application events from a single event trace, the
dependencies between the events should be taken into account. For example, an execution unit in the synchronization layer may only dispatch an execute event to the execution unit in the architecture model when the read events it depends on have been sim-
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Fig. 5. Dataflow-based synchronization to resolve dependencies between functional units in a
virtual processor. The architecture shown in (a) exploits pipeline parallelism, which is illustrated
in (b).

ulated and delivered the required input for the execute. Likewise, a write event may be
dispatched to the architecture model when it is safe to do so and when the read/execute
events it depends on have been simulated.
Consider the example in Figure 5(a) in which a virtual processor is shown for a
processor architecture with a pipeline of two read units, one execution unit and two
write units. In this example, the trace generating Kahn process reads/writes from/to two
channels which are mapped onto separate read and write units. The execute events in
this example are dependent on the two preceding read events, while the two write events
are dependent on the preceding execute event. In Figure 5(b) the resulting pipeline
parallelism is illustrated.
The synchronization between the functional units in order to resolve dependencies
is done via buffered token channels. In Figure 5(a), for example, the read units have a
token channel to the execution unit. A read unit sends a token along its token channel
whenever a read event finished, i.e., has been simulated at architecture level. The size
of the token channel’s buffer determines how far the read unit can run ahead, or in other
words, the amount of internal buffering a read unit has. If the token channel’s buffer is

class v_read_unit
[...]
sig_room : (unit_id : integer)
{ }
read : ()
{
block(sig_room);
input_buffer ! get();
ex_unit !! sig_data(unit_id);
virt_proc !! op_done();
}

//
//
//
//

block until there’s room in token buffer
wait until there’s data in input FIFO
send token to execution unit
signal completion to virt. processor

{
while (1) {
block( read, signal_room );
}
}

Fig. 6. Pearl code for a read unit object from the synchronization layer.

full, then the read unit stalls until the execution unit has removed one or more tokens
from the channel’s buffer. During such a stall, a read unit cannot handle new read events.
In our example, the execution unit reads the tokens generated by the read units. Associated with each execute event type, there are two bitmaps. The first one describes on
which token channels the particular execute event is dependent, i.e., which read units
produce data needed by the execute event. The second bitmap describes which functional units are dependent on the execute event. So, it relates to output token channels.
The execution unit must have received a token from all of the required token channels, implying that dependencies have been resolved, before the execute event may be
dispatched to the architecture model. Likewise, after an execute event has been simulated at the architecture level, the execution unit sends tokens along the required output
token channels (as specified by the second bitmap). As a consequence, the write units,
which are waiting for tokens from the execution unit, are enabled to dispatch dependent write events to the architecture model. To summarize, synchronizations due to
dependencies between functional units in the synchronization layer are handled using
the dataflow principle with token transmissions between the functional units. To be
more specific, this dataflow mechanism adheres to integer-controlled dataflow [7]. Of
course, the placement of token channels between functional units and their buffer sizes
are freely adjustable. For the time being, however, we slightly restricted the choice of
functional units as we currently assume that there can be only one execution unit per
processor. In Section 8, we come back to this issue and indicate how our modeling
concepts may be extended to support multiple execution units per processor.
To give an impression of how the implemented models look like, Figure 6 shows the
Pearl code for a read unit from the synchronization layer (the variable declarations have
been omitted). As Pearl is an object-based language and architecture components are
modeled by objects, the code shown in Figure 6 embodies the class of read unit objects.
As the explanation of the code is beyond the scope of this paper, the interested reader
is referred to [18] for a more detailed discussion of a Pearl code sample.

In our implementation, it is straightforward to change the policy defining when
token buffers can be read from or written to. More specifically, a functional unit can
wait until all of its required tokens are available before it retrieves the tokens from the
buffers or it can retrieve a required token whenever it becomes available. In the latter
case, the producer of the token may be unblocked earlier and thereby allowing it to
proceed with processing new application events.
We note that the synchronizations between functional units are only performed in
the synchronization layer and are not needed within the underlying architecture model.
This is because once application events are dispatched from the synchronization layer to
the architecture model, they are safe to simulate, i.e., they cannot cause deadlocks and
their dependencies have been resolved. This scheme nicely fits our approach in which
all synchronization overheads are accounted for in the synchronization layer.

7 A case study: QR decomposition
To validate the previously presented concepts on how to model the exploitation of intratask parallelism, we have performed a case study using a set of application model instances of the well-understood QR decomposition algorithm. These application models
are the result of the Compaan work [14] done at Leiden University. The Compaan tool
is able to automatically generate Kahn application models from nested loop programs
written in Matlab, which in our case is the QR decomposition algorithm. In addition,
it can perform code transformations such as loop unrolling to increase task-level parallelism inside applications [21].
The Kahn application models generated by the Compaan tool are suitable for a direct implementation in hardware on an FPGA. For this purpose, application models
are translated into VHDL [10]. This gives us the unique opportunity to validate our
abstract architecture models against an actual FPGA implementation. In the VHDL implementation of a Kahn application model, pre-defined node components are connected
in a network. This is done according to the connections between the processes in the
application model. The node components, which represent the functional behavior of
the Kahn processes in the application model, are implemented in a pipelined fashion
that is similar to the one shown in Figure 5. Conceptually, this means that each node
component contains a number of read and write units and a single execution unit. So,
besides exploiting task-level parallelism by the VHDL network of node components,
each node component also exploits intra-task parallelism using its internally pipelined
architecture.
Regarding the QR application, we studied five different instances of its application
model generated by Compaan. In each instance, the loops in the code have been unrolled a different number of times. This loop unrolling creates new Kahn processes,
thereby increasing the task-level parallelism available in the application [21]. Additional information on the Kahn application model of the QR decomposition algorithm
can be found in [10]. For each of the application model instances, we described the
structure of the application model in YML to be able to run the model with Sesame’s
application-model execution engine. As a side-note, it is worth mentioning that the gen-

eration of the YML descriptions of the application model instances is performed fully
automatically by means of a visitor tool.
Our Sesame architecture model, onto which the QR application model instances
are mapped, is similar to the VHDL implementation of a Kahn application model in
the sense that it also consists of processor components connected in a network with a
topology identical to that of the application model. Each processor component is modeled with our refined (virtual) processor model (see Section 5) and uses the pipelined
architecture as shown in Figure 5(a). Between processor components in the architecture
model there are point-to-point FIFO channels.
Recall that the structure of Sesame’s architecture models is described in YML. Because of YML’s built-in scripting support, this allowed us to construct a generic reusable
template for the refined (virtual) processor model. The processor network in the architecture model is thus obtained by repetitively instantiating this template with possibly
different parameters and linking these processor instances together according to the
topology of the application model. This topology information is derived from our YML
description of the Kahn application model.
7.1 Experiments
Our first experiments were performed using a Sesame synchronization layer and architecture model with the following characteristics. The size of the FIFO buffers is 256
elements, which guarantees deadlock-free execution of the studied application model
instances [10]. The functional units of processor components as well as the FIFO buffers
are modeled as black boxes. Read and write operations to the FIFO buffers take 3 cycles each as specified in [10], while all execute events3 are handled in a single cycle.
The latter reflects the performance of a fully-utilized internal execution pipeline with a
single-cycle throughput. Moreover, the token channels between the functional units at
the synchronization layer have single-entry buffers. This means that the read and execution units cannot produce more than one result before consumption, i.e., they have
only limited internal buffering.
In Figure 7(a), the performance of the FPGA implementation (modeled in VHDL)
of the five QR application instances – with loop unroll factors of one to five – is shown.
The figure also shows the performance estimates of our black-box Sesame model for
these application model instances. These results are referred to as the base model in Figure 7. As shown in Figure 7(b), the black-box model yields an average error of 36% and
a worst-case error of 40% with respect to the performance results of the FPGA implementation. The Sesame (base) performance estimates show the correct trend behavior
but are consistently more pessimistic than those for the FPGA.
According to [10], the FPGA buffer implementation is based around a dual-ported
RAM, where our base model models single-ported buffers. This explains why the results
of the base model are pessimistic. As a next step, we ”opened up” the black-box FIFO
model and adapted it to include dual-ported behavior. To this end, we modeled three
variants of dual-ported FIFO buffers. Two of these variants represent implementation
extremes, while the third one reflects the performance behavior of the actual FPGA
3

In the QR application model, the execute events consist of vectorize and rotate operations.
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Fig. 7. Validation results of our Sesame models for the QR decomposition application against
the results from an actual FPGA implementation. The graph in (a) shows the (estimated) performance for five application instances with different loop unroll factors. The table in (b) gives the
differences (in %) between estimates from our models and the FPGA numbers.

implementation. The results of these three dual-ported FIFO models are also shown in
Figure 7. The curve labeled with perfect dual-ported shows the performance estimates
when modeling the FIFO buffers as being perfectly dual-ported. The latter means that
read and write operations on a buffer can be performed entirely in parallel, even when
the buffer is empty. So, when receiving a read request in the empty buffer state, the
read is blocked until a write request is coming in after which the incoming (written)
data is immediately forwarded to the reading party. Consequently, both read and write
latencies are entirely overlapped.
At the other extreme, the curve labeled with slow dual-ported in Figure 7 shows
the Sesame performance estimates when modeling dual-ported FIFO buffers which are
entirely sequential at the empty state. So, when receiving a read request in the empty
buffer state, the read is blocked until a write has occurred and finished writing its data
into the buffer (in our model, this takes 3 cycles).
Finally, the curve labeled with refined dual-ported, shows the Sesame results when
incorporating more detailed knowledge on the actual FPGA buffer implementation into
our model. Details on the FPGA implementation indicated that a monolithic 3-cycle
read/write latency for the FIFO buffers does not reflect the actual behavior. In reality,
the throughput at both sides of a FIFO buffer is 1 operation per 3 cycles, while the read
latency turned out to be only 1 cycle. In our refined dual-ported model we have therefore
split the 3-cycle delay into three 1-cycle delays and placed them at the appropriate
places according to specification of the FPGA buffer implementation. This means that
we refined the timing within our model while keeping its abstract structure intact.
Three important conclusions can be drawn from the results in Figure 7. First, the
results reconfirm the modeling flexibility of Sesame. This is because we were able to
model the three dual-ported buffer designs by changing less than ten lines in the code of
the base model. Second, the results from the ‘perfect’ and ‘slow’ models – representing
the two FIFO buffer implementation extremes – immediately indicate that the average

accuracy of Sesame’s performance estimates must lie in the range of -21% and +32%.
In fact, our ‘refined’ model demonstrates how close our performance estimates can
approximate reality since it yields an average error of only 3.5% and a worst case error
of 4.7%. Knowing that Sesame targets performance evaluation in an early design stage
and therefore models at a high level of abstraction, these accuracy numbers are very
promising. Third, our results indicate that the studied hardware implementations of the
QR decomposition application are highly sensitive to different FIFO buffer designs.
Since the performance estimates of the ‘perfect’ buffer model show a speedup of 68%
over the results of the ‘slow’ buffer model, the handling of the empty state in the FIFO
buffer seems to be an important design issue.
Since Sesame targets performance evaluation in an early design stage, where the
design space that needs to be explored typically is very large, the required modeling
effort and the simulation speed of Sesame is worth noting. The architecture models in
this case study, including the components in the synchronization layer, consist of less
than 500 lines of Pearl code. It takes Sesame about 16 seconds on a 333MHz Sun Ultra
10 to perform the architecture simulation for all five application model instances in a
batch.

8 Discussion
So far, we have assumed that in the set of functional units of a refined (virtual) processor there is only one execution unit. Processing cores, however, might have multiple
execution units that can perform computations in parallel. We are currently investigating whether or not our dataflow approach is sufficient for dealing with dependencies
between execution units. In any case, for such inter-execution dependencies we need to
extend our dataflow scheme such that tokens are typed, like in the tagged-token model
[3]. With the typed tokens, an execution unit can differentiate between the production
of results from different execute event types. To support such typed tokens, the bitmaps
need to be extended from single-bit values to multiple-bit values to be able to specify
which token types are required for an application event.
Moreover, we currently use static bitmaps per execute event type. We found, however, that this causes problems when, for example, execute events of the same type
require data from different read units in different stages of the application model’s execution. This can be solved by dynamically adding the bitmap information to the execute
events in the traces.

9 Conclusions
In this paper, we presented the techniques applied by the Sesame modeling and simulation environment to model intra-task parallelism exploited at the architecture level for
task-parallel applications. To this end, our processor models are refined to the level of
functional units which can operate in parallel and which are synchronized to resolve dependencies by means of a dataflow mechanism. Using a case study, in which we were

able to compare our simulation results with the results from an actual FPGA implementation, we demonstrated that our modeling methodology is flexible and shows good
accuracy.
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Abstract. In this paper, we present a first approach for array-level
energy estimation during high-level synthesis when mapping piecewise
regular algorithms onto massively parallel full size processor arrays. Innately, piecewise regular algorithms have some power consumption friendly
properties, e.g., they may be mapped onto processor arrays with only local interconnect and memory. In addition to these properties, we show
that the chosen mapping has a significant influence on the power consumption. Our energy estimation approach identifies regions with decreased switching activity of functional units’ input operands. For these
regions with reduced activity, a lower power consumption can be directly
obtained from a generated table based model. Experimental results fortify the accuracy and efficiency of our methodology.

1

Introduction

Nowadays, low power has become an important design criterion last but not
least due to all the mobile phones and portable computers. These devices have
to handle increasingly computational-intensive algorithms like video processing
(MPEG4) or other digital signal processing tasks (3G), but on the other hand
they are limited in their power budget. The next generation of ULSI chips will
allow to implement arrays of hundreds 32-bit micro-processors and more on a
single die. Hence, parallelization techniques and compilers will be of utmost
importance in order to map computational-intensive algorithms efficiently to
these processor arrays.
In this context, our paper deals with the specific problem of estimating the
power consumption when mapping a certain class of loop-specified computations
called piecewise regular algorithms [24] onto a dedicated processor array. This
work can be classified to the area of loop parallelization in the polytope model
[8, 15].
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, a brief survey
of previous work on low power is presented. Section 3 introduces the class of
?
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algorithms we are dealing with. In Section 4, we examine the power consumption
of functional units in dependence on their input activity. Afterwards, an energy
estimation methodology when mapping regular algorithms to processor arrays is
described. The methodology and some results are discussed in Section 5. Future
extensions and concluding remarks are presented in Section 6.

2

Related Work

A lot of previous work in the area of low power design during high-level synthesis has dealt with the issue of power estimation. Various methodologies for
generating accurate models for datapath power consumption were presented.
In general these power estimation techniques can be divided into simulative
and non-simulative categories. The non-simulative method in [16] estimates the
power consumption from an information theoretical point of view. In [14], the
authors describe a strategy called Dual Bit Type (DBT) model where not only
the random activity of the least significant bits, but also the correlated activity
of the most significant bits is taken into account. The method in [10] proposes a
modeling approach for functional units that are typically used in digital signal
processing systems, such as adders, multipliers and delay elements. Thereby, a
4-dimensional table-based [9] macro model is used by the authors.
Also, some works [3] focused on transformations at the algorithmic and the
architectural level to obtain low power designs. In [2], transformations for nested
loop programs are discussed. In [4, 18, 19, 21], several scheduling and binding
techniques for low power are studied. Some energy estimations for processor
arrays with hierarchical memory structures are made in [6].
However, to the best of our knowledge, our work presented here is the
first which considers the relationship between space-time mappings of computation intensive algorithms and energy consumption. Here, we specify a powerconsumption model used in the methodology described afterwards for energy
estimation of piecewise regular processor arrays.

3
3.1

Notation and Background
Algorithms

The class of algorithms we are dealing with in this paper is a class of recurrence
equations defined as follows:
Definition 1. (Piecewise Regular Algorithm). A piecewise regular algorithm contains N quantified equations
S1 [I] , . . . , Si [I] , . . . , SN [I]
Each equation Si [I] is of the form
xi [I] = fi (. . . , xj [I − dji ] , . . .)
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Fig. 1. In (a), an index space and the reduced dependence graph is shown. Some
possible mappings are depicted in (b).

where I ∈ Ii ⊆ Zn , xi [I] are indexed variables, fi are arbitrary functions,
dji ∈ Zn are constant data dependence vectors, and . . . denote similar arguments.
The domains Ii are called index spaces, and in our case defined as follows:
Definition 2. (Linearly Bounded Lattice). A linearly bounded lattice denotes an
index space of the form
I = {I ∈ Zn | I = M κ + c ∧ Aκ ≥ b}
where κ ∈ Zl , M ∈ Zn×l , c ∈ Zn , A ∈ Zm×l and b ∈ Zm . {κ ∈ Zl | Aκ ≥ b}
defines an integral convex polyhedron or in case of boundedness a polytope in Zl .
This set is affinely mapped onto iteration vectors I using an affine transformation
(I = M κ + c).
Throughout the paper, we assume that the matrix M is square and invertible.
Then, each vector κ is uniquely mapped to an index point I. Furthermore, we
require that the index space is bounded.
For illustration purposes throughout the paper, the following example is used.
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Example 1. The well known matrix multiplication algorithm computes the product C = A · B of two matrices A ∈ RN1 ×N3 and B ∈ RN3 ×N2 and is defined as
follows
cij =

N3
X

aik bkj

∀ 1 ≤ i ≤ N1 ∧ 1 ≤ j ≤ N2 .

k=1

A corresponding piecewise regular algorithm is given by
input operations
a [i, 0, k] ← aik
b [0, j, k] ← bkj
c [i, j, 0] ← 0
computations
a [i, j, k] ← a [i, j − 1, k]
b [i, j, k] ← b [i − 1, j, k]
z [i, j, k] ← a [i, j, k] · b [i, j, k]
c [i, j, k] ← c [i, j, k − 1] + z [i, j, k]
output operations
cij
← c [i, j, N3 ]

1 ≤ i ≤ N1 ∧ 1 ≤ k ≤ N3
1 ≤ j ≤ N2 ∧ 1 ≤ k ≤ N3
1 ≤ i ≤ N1 ∧ 1 ≤ j ≤ N2
∀(i
∀(i
∀(i
∀(i

j
j
j
j

k)T
k)T
k)T
k)T

=I
=I
=I
=I

∈I
∈I
∈I
∈I

1 ≤ i ≤ N1 ∧ 1 ≤ j ≤ N2

The data dependence vectors are daa = (0 1 0)T , dbb = (1 0 0)T , dcc = (0 0 1)T ,
daz = (0 0 0)T , dbz = (0 0 0)T , and dzc = (0 0 0)T . The index space is given by
I = {I = (i j k)T ∈ Z3 | 1 ≤ i ≤ N1 ∧ 1 ≤ j ≤ N2 ∧ 1 ≤ k ≤ N3 }.
Computations of piecewise regular algorithms may be represented by a dependence graph (DG). The dependence graph of the algorithm of Example 1 is
shown in Fig. 1 (a). The dependence graph expresses the partial order between
the operations. Each variable of the algorithm is represented at every index
point I ∈ I by one node. The edges correspond to the data dependencies of the
algorithm. They are regular throughout the algorithm, i.e., a[i, j, k] is directly
dependent on a[i, j − 1, k]. The dependence graph specifies implicitly all legal
execution orderings of operations: if there is a directed path in the dependence
graph from one node a[J] to a node z[K] where J, K ∈ I, then the computation
of a[J] must precede the computation of z[K].
Henceforth, and without loss of generality1 , we assume that all indexed variables are embedded in a common index space I. Then, the corresponding dependence graphs can be represented in a reduced form.
Definition 3. (Reduced Dependence Graph). A reduced dependence graph (RDG)
G = (V, E, D) of dimension n is a network where V is a set of nodes and
E ⊆ V × V is a set of edges. To each edge e = (vi , vj ) there is associated a
dependence vector dij ∈ D ⊂ Zn .
The RDG of the matrix multiplication algorithm is shown in Fig. 1 (a). Each
node v in the graph corresponds to one equation in the section computations of
the algorithm.
1

All described methods can also be applied for each quantification individually.
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3.2

Space-Time Mapping

Linear transformations as in Eq. (1), are used as space-time mappings [12, 17] in
order to assign a processor index p ∈ Zn−1 (space) and a sequencing index t ∈ Z
(time) to index vectors I ∈ I.
 
 
p
Q
= TI =
I
(1)
t
λ
In Eq. (1), Q ∈ Z(n−1)×n and λ ∈ Z1×n . The main reasons for using linear allocation and scheduling functions is that the data flow between PEs is local and
regular which is essential for low power VLSI implementations. The interpretation of such a linear transformation is as follows: The set of operations defined
at index points λ · I = const. are scheduled at the same time step. The index
space of allocated processing elements (processor space) is denoted by Q and is
given by the set Q = {p | p = Q · I ∧ I ∈ I}. This set can also be obtained by
choosing a projection of the dependence graph along a vector u ∈ Zn , i.e., any
coprime2 vector u satisfying Q · u = 0 [12] describes the allocation equivalently.
Allocation and scheduling must satisfy that no data dependencies in the DG
are violated. This is ensured by the following causality constraint
λ · dij ≥ 0 ∀(vi , vj ) ∈ E.

(2)

A sufficient condition for guaranteeing that no two or more index points are
assigned to a processing element at the same time step is given by
 
Q
rank
= n.
(3)
λ
Using the projection vector u satisfying Q · u = 0, this condition is equivalent to
λ · u 6= 0 [24].
Definition 4. (Iteration Interval) [26]. The iteration interval π of an allocated
and scheduled piecewise regular algorithm is the number of time instances between
the evaluation of two successive instances of a variable within one processing
element.
Definition 5. (Block Pipelining Period) [13]. The block pipelining period of an
allocated and scheduled piecewise regular algorithm is the time interval between
the initiations of two successive problem instances and is denoted by β.
Lets consider the matrix multiplication algorithm introduced in Example 1 as a
problem instance. The whole matrices A and B have to read into the processor
array before the next pair can be read, the time between these input operations
is the block pipelining period β. Let λ be the schedule vector. Then, the block
pipelining period β may be computed as follows,
β = max {λ · I1 } − min {λ · I2 } = max {λ(I1 − I2 )} .
I1 ∈I

2

I2 ∈I

I1 ,I2 ∈I

A vector x is said to be coprime if the absolute value of the greatest value of the
greatest common divisor of its elements is one.
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4

Power Modeling and Energy Estimation

In digital CMOS circuits, the dominant source of power consumption is switching
power [22]. The average power consumed by a CMOS gate can be computed using
the following equation,
1
2
Psw = CL Vdd
N f,
2
where CL is the gate output load capacitance, Vdd is the supply voltage, f is the
clock frequency, and N is the average or expected number of output transitions
per clock cycle.
Due to the influence of the switching activity on the power consumption, our
main idea is to exploit the fact that power consumption is drastically reduced
when some inputs of a functional unit remain unchanged for n > 1 clock cycles.
Here, we want to discuss the impact of the space-time mapping on the
power and energy consumption respectively of the resulting processor array.
Our approach identifies regions with decreased switching activity of functional
units’ input operands and take these power savings into account. An estimation methodology is presented in the following. This methodology estimates for
a given piecewise regular algorithm and a space-time mapping T the average
power consumption of the entire array.
Briefly described this methodology can be subdivided into two hierarchical
estimation steps,
– PE-level power estimation,
– array-level power estimation.
4.1

PE-level Power Estimation

A sketch of a typical processor element’s internal structure is shown in Fig. 2.
It consists of a core part where all the functional units are located, a controller,
and some delay registers. In the final paper version, we quantify the percentages

Core

Register

Controller

Fig. 2. Schematically internal structure of one processor element.
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of power consumption for the functional units PFU , the control structures PCtrl ,
and the registers PRg and these parts’ proportion of the overall power consumption of one processing element. Then the power consumption of one PE can be
approximated as follows, PFU (λ, u) = PFU (u) + PCtrl (λ) + PRg (λ).
For characterization of the functional units (adders, multipliers, etc.), standard register-transfer level power estimation tools from Synopsys [23] are used.
Table 1. Average power consumption of different functional units.
n
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
∞0

Pavg,A

Pavg,B

Pavg,C

Pavg,D

26.97 µW
22.33 µW
18.82 µW
16.99 µW
16.31 µW
15.68 µW
15.48 µW
15.29 µW
15.09 µW
14.89 µW
8.49 µW

204.2 µW
155.4 µW
138.6 µW
129.6 µW
125.4 µW
120.5 µW
119.5 µW
116.8 µW
116.3 µW
115.5 µW
–

212.0 µW
164.0 µW
145.6 µW
137.3 µW
133.8 µW
128.4 µW
125.2 µW
124.4 µW
123.7 µW
122.7 µW
–

319.6 µW
225.0 µW
190.1 µW
175.1 µW
164.3 µW
159.4 µW
153.3 µW
151.6 µW
147.8 µW
145.8 µW
–

In Table 1, the average power consumption of some 16-bit functional units
are listed (A = ripple-carry adder, B = carry-save array multiplier, C = carrysave array multiplier with two pipeline stages, D = Wallace-tree multiplier with
three pipeline stages). Each functional unit has two input operands. The value
of one operand is assumed to be constant for n clock cycles; the other can change
randomly in every clock cycle. These values are visualized in Fig. 3 (a) for the
16-bit ripple-carry adder and Fig. 3 (b) for the multipliers respectively. The
curves are derived by regression, where the function is of type P = a0 + a1 e−n +
a2 ne−n + a3 n2 e−n . The regression is good enough to have errors less than 2%.
Since we are only interested in integer multiples of the clock cycle for n, the
derived models may be stored in a table without too much effort.
4.2

Array-level Power Estimation

Based on the class of piecewise regular algorithms, we want to estimate the power
consumption for a given space-time mapping T = (Q λ)T . It is obvious that the
cost (number of processor elements) and the latency is influenced by the spacetime mapping. In earlier work [11], we described how to determine the cost and
the latency as a measure for performance. Here, we just briefly outline the main
ideas. If we assume that processor arrays are resource-dominant, we are able
to approximate the cost as being proportional to the processor count. Ehrhart
polynomials [5, 7] may be evaluated to count the number of points (processor
elements, #P E) in the projected index space.
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(a)
28

26

Pavg [µW]

24

22

ripple−carry adder
20

18

16

14

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

n

(b)
350

300

Pavg [µW]

250

200

Wallace−tree multiplier (3 pipeline stages)
150

Carry−save array multiplier (2 pipeline stages)
Carry−save array multiplier
100

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

n

Fig. 3. Average power consumption of some 16-bit functional units when one operand
is constant for n clock cycles and the other can change randomly in every clock cycle.
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The latency is determined by solving a minimization problem which may be
formulated as a mixed integer linear program (MILP) [25, 26]. Also, modified
low power scheduling and binding techniques like in [19, 21] can be applied to
compute a suited schedule.
Here, we want to discuss the impact of the space-time mapping on the power
and energy consumption respectively of the resulting processor array. Our approach identifies regions with decreased switching activity of functional units’
input operands and take these power savings into account. An estimation algorithm is presented on the following pages. The algorithm estimates for a given
RDG G, an index space I, a space-time mapping T , the number of processor elements #P E, and the block pipelining period β the average power consumption
Parray of the entire array. The processor count #P E and the block pipelining
period β of the array may be computed as described earlier in this paper.
Once, the average power consumption Parray of the entire processor array is
estimated, the energy consumption per problem instance is computed as follows,
E = β · Parray .
Without loss of generality, we assume in the following that the iteration period
π is one and that each RDG node is mapped onto a dedicated resource. Our
estimation algorithm can be subdivided into two phases. In the first phase, the
worst case power consumption is computed, i.e., when the switching activity of
all functional units’ input operands is highest. Therefore, the power consumption PPE of one processor element is determined by summation of the power
consumption Pvi (1) of all of its FUs
X
PPE =
Pvi (1).
∀vi ∈V

The one in the term Pvi (1) denotes that operands can change in every clock
cycle.
POWER ESTIMATION
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

 
IN:
RDG G, I, T = Q
λ , #P E, and β
OUT: Parray
BEGIN
PPE ← 0
FOR all nodes v ∈ G DO
Pv,1 ← lookUpPower(v, 1)
PPE ← PPE + Pv,1
ENDFOR
Parray ← #P E · PPE
FOR all edges e ∈ G DO
d is dependence vector of edge e
node v ← source(e)
node w ← target(e)
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14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35

IF (v = w) THEN
IF (Sv is propagation equation) THEN
IF (Q · d = 0) THEN
FOR all adjacent edges e0 of v
d0 is dependence vector of edge e0
IF (d0 = 0) THEN
w ← target(e0 )
Pw,1 ← lookUpPower(w, 1)
Pw,β ← lookUpPower(w, β)
Parray ← Parray − #P E · (Pw,1 − Pw,β )
ENDIF
ENDFOR
ENDIF
ELSE
(k, m) ← getOperandFixedCycles(T , v)
Pw,1 ← lookUpPower(w, 1)
Pw,k ← lookUpPower(w, k)
Parray ← Parray − m · (Pw,1 − Pw,k )
ENDIF
ENDIF
ENDFOR
END

Subsequently, the power consumption of the entire array is obtained by extrapolation of this value. In the second algorithm phase array regions with lower
switching activity are detected. Therefore, the whole reduced dependence graph
is traversed to examine self-loops3 . These self-loops correspond to inputs of a
processor element. If these inputs remain unchanged for more than one period,
the switching activity is decreased and consequently also the power. It remains
to determine for how long inputs are constant and how many processor elements
are affected. Two cases can be differentiated:
1. Propagation equations mapped onto itself. Propagation equations are
only used to distribute data from one processor to another. Due to the regularity and locality of the considered processor arrays, they occur very commonly. If such a propagation equation is mapped onto itself (Q · d = 0) no
data transport is needed, i.e., the data remains in one processor element
unchanged for β cycles until the next problem instance is fed into the array.
Thus, the switching activity of all adjacent nodes vi (functional units) in the
same processor element is reduced. Therefore, the estimation of the average
power consumption is decreased by Pvi (1) − Pvi (β). As a propagation equation has global influence the activity is reduced in every processor element
(#P E).
2. Other self-loops. These are the remaining inputs which may be constant
for k clock cycles. The number of processor elements with these constant
3

A self-loop is an edge where source and target node are the same.
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inputs is denoted by m. Let Iin1 be the input index space of variable ini .
Transforming this index space by Q and counting the number of points in
the transformed space, gives m.

m = I ∈ Zn−1 |I = Q · Iin1 ∧ Iin1 ∈ Iin1
This counting problem is similar to the earlier described one and can also
solved by using Ehrhart polynomials. Once k and m are determined, the overall estimated power consumption can be reduced by m · (Pin1 (1) − Pin1 (k)).
In the next section the overall algorithm is explained by means of discussing
some results.

5

Results

Reconsider the introductory Example 1. As an allocation we choose for the
addition a 16-bit ripple-carry adder and for the multiplication a three-stage
pipelined Wallace-tree multiplier. The input operations a and b are mapped
each to one resource of type input. The execution times of these operations are
zero. This is equivalent to a multi-cast without delay to a set of processors.
Furthermore, let u = (1 0 0)T be the chosen projection vector. Then, after
scheduling and cost calculus, we obtain the schedule vector λ = (1 0 1) and as
cost #P E = N2 · N3 . Now, with this information we are able to estimate the
power consumption by applying the proposed algorithm. First, the worst case
power consumption is determined, i.e., the switching activity of functional units’
when input operands change each both each cycle. Second, in the main part of
the algorithm, two types of equations with lower input activity are detected and
the overall power consumption is adapted.

C

Pmult = 162.0
Padd = 24.2

Pmult = 165.0
Padd = 23.7

A

Pmult = 172.0
Padd = 24.2

Pmult = 165.0
Padd = 24.0

Pmult = 165.0
Padd = 23.9

Pmult = 164.0
Padd = 8.1

Pmult = 168.0
Padd = 8.1

Pmult = 168.0
Padd = 8.2

B
Pmult = 167.0
Padd = 8.2

0

Pmult = 169.0
Padd = 8.1

0

0

0

0

Fig. 4. Processor array for u = (1 0 0)T , N1 = 4, N2 = 5, and N3 = 2.

The processor array for a projection in direction u = (1 0 0)T is shown in
Fig. 4. Due to this projection, the variable b is mapped onto itself. From this it
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follows that one operand of the multiplication remains unchanged for some time.
At the beginning of a computation, the whole matrix B is input simultaneously
to the array, whereas the matrix A is fed sequentially row by row from the left side
into the array. Since the matrix A has N1 rows, one operand of the multiplier is
fixed for β = N1 clock cycles which significantly reduces the power consumption
in the multipliers by 45% (see Table 1). On account of the design regularity the
power savings can multiplied by #P E (line 23 of the algorithm). The second
point where less power is consumed is the constant input variable c. One input
of the adders in the lower row of the processor array is permanently zero. This
partial areas with reduced power consumption in the array are determined by the
function getOperandFixedCycles. In addition to the time (k = ∞) where one input
remains unchanged, the number m = N2 of processors with reduced switching
activity is returned.
Table 2. Average power and energy consumption of different mappings.
u

Psim Pext Errext Pest Errest Esim Eest
[µW] [µW] [%] [µW] [%] [pJ] [pJ]

(1 0 0)T 2020 3466 71.6 1928 -4.6 80.8 77.1
(0 1 0)T 1530 2773 81.2 1456 -4.8 76.5 72.8
(0 0 1)T 7260 6931 -4.5 6931 -4.5 145.2 138.6

In Table 2, the power consumption for different projection vectors is shown,
where for illustration purposes, the upper boundaries of the index space are set
to N1 = 4, N2 = 5, and N3 = 2. In the table, Psim is the exact value obtained
by simulation of the entire array. The worst case extrapolation (line 4–9 in
the algorithm) is denoted by Pext . The power consumption of our estimation
algorithm is labeled with Pest . Whereas the simple extrapolation method has
errors up to 81%, our approach is very accurate with errors less than 5%.
Furthermore, the energy values per matrix multiplication in the table show
the significant influence of the chosen space-timing mapping. Different mappings
can lead to energy consumptions which differ up to a factor of two.

6

Conclusions and Future Work

A first study of a matrix multiplication algorithm has shown the great impact
of a chosen mapping to the average energy consumption of the resulting array
and the accuracy (errors < 5%) of our estimation approach when comparing it
with RTL power estimation tools from Synopsys [23].
Furthermore, our methodology is independent of the problem (array) size,
since, an estimation with Synopsys design tools has linear time and memory
complexity in dependence on the number of processor elements. Power estimation
for large processor arrays using the Synopsys design tools rapidly becomes crucial
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since memory usage is growing to GBytes and estimation time to several hours.
Exact comparisons of the complexity and also a quantification of the percentages
of power consumption for the functional units, the controller, and the registers
and these parts’ proportion of the overall power consumption of one processing
element are presented in the final version of this paper. First experiments of
matrix multiplication and LU decomposition have shown that since all data is
stored locally inside processor element’s registers, the part of the register power
consumption averages from ∼ 10 − 15% of the overall power consumption.
Finally (in the final paper), our methodology will be verified for a piecewise
regular algorithm in a case study for LU decomposition. In Fig. 5, a piecewise

C

B

A

Fig. 5. Sketch of piecewise regular processor array for LU decomposition.

regular processor array for LU decomposition is schematically shown. This array
can be subdivided in three pieces, where the parts A and B also change their
functionality over the time.
Our new estimation methodology is currently integrated into the PARO design system and can be used during the process of automated synthesis of regular
circuits. PARO is a design system project for modeling, transforming, optimization, and processor synthesis for the class of piecewise linear algorithms [1, 20].
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using,new languages (systemc for instance) and new methodologias (use
of uvr,
specifications for instance). The research presented here belon*gs to
a specific
domain which aims at compiling Ioops to hardware
[21, ].g, 10, tl. n tnis netd,

interfacing is also a major issue because applications'op"rui" oo i.rg" data
sets
(usually streams in signal processing or images in m'ttimeaia) which must
be
efficiently brought onto the chip. Again, design automation is a major issue
and
the approach proposed in this paper focus on automatic interface design for
architectures compiled from loop nest specifications.
Based on the work done around the MrvrAlpha tool
g], we propose a solu_
[10,
tion to this problem for a particuiar class of architecture,'narnely linear regular
arrays. In this paper, we introduce the concept of applicotion interfac, *ni.u
can be seen as the application dependent part of the interface for linear
systolic
T3yr. As all highly pipelined designs share many properties, it is possible to
dgfine a generic application interface, i.e. an interface rkul"too that is valid
for
all linear arrays and that can be easily pa^rameterized for earh application imple.
mented. The experiments we report in this paper are oriented towards
a FpcA
platform, but the concepts presented can be used for interfacing Ips
on a soc,
provided the rp has some features that we will describe herea.ftei.
The underlying interface a^rchitecture that we consider in this paper is composed of a bus (with fixed bandwidth and throughput, possibly
including a faster
oue mode) and of a Fifo interconnecting the bus and-the application. The Fifo
allows data to be buffered when an interruption occurs at one ofthe
bus ends.
The bus and the Fifo form what we call the hardwore interface. on top
of the
hardware interface is built an appricotion interface whose ,ot" i, to rearrange
the data between the ha.rdware interface and the application. This part of
the
interface is application dependent and can be automatically produced
by the
same kind of tools that generates the hardwa.re of the application.
This paper is organized as follows. After a brief piesentation in section 2
of^ the or,us application which serves as an illustration throughout the paper,
we eucplain in section 3 the model of our application architJ:ture. seciion 4
details the various elements of the interface we target. In section b, we
describe
how data transfers are structured in phases and patterns to allow for
effi.cient
communications. The generation of the interface, both software and. hardware,
is presented in section 6. We then describe in section 7 the use
of our interface
generator to implement automatically a or,us filter on a FpcA
board. Finallv.
we present in section 8 related work and we conclude in
smtion g

2

The ourrs example

In this section, we introduce an ercample that will be used throughour
ro paper ro
illustrate our interface design: the derayed least mean square algorithm (olvs)
for channel error correction in signal processing applications. "
Least mean squiles adaptive firters are
used ia sigaal processing
"o**ooty
applications such as ech_o cancellation, system
identificatioo, ,pJ".h cod_iog aoJ
channel equalization [11]. unlike fixed coefrcient Fir (Finite lmpulse
Response)
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firr : {lf,}t,D
(r:{n
d:{n
retuns (y : {n

d-mirrl
y-nirrl
r-Inirrl
r-nirr2

I

}
of irtegerlS,16l ;
of iateger[S,16])
of integertS,16l ) ;

3<=l{<= (l{-D-1 ,D-1)

l<=n<=I{}
$<=n<=Il)

l{<a<=M}

:
:
:
:

{t,p D<=t<=-$+l{; p=O} of iateger[S,16J ;
{t,p D<-t<=-l{+!l; p=0} of integerlS,16l ;
{t,p -ll+D+1<=t<=-il+!{; p4} of integer[s,16]
{t,p -il+2<=t<--!I+l{+1; p=Q} of integerls,l6l
Y1 : {t,p I lt<=t <=it; p=l{-t} of iategerlS,l6J;
Iet
y-rnirrl[t,pJ = ytt+$-DJ ;

d3irrl [t,p]

= dlt+]I-Dl;

r-nirrl[t,p]

= rlt+l{-Dl

;
;

r-nirr2[t,P] - r[t+}J-l] ;
;

y[nl = Y1h,l{-11;
use firrl{odule[l{,M,D] (cl_uirrl, y_mirrt, r_nirrl, r_nirr2)
returtrs (Y1) ;
tel;
Fig. 2. The part of the AlpHard progra- (f irr system, also called AIpHa,rd interface)
which maps the functional specification (input c and d, result g) to the architecture
(f irrModule system also called AlpHard, module). This system contains the information
about the date and place where data should be entered (here for exa,mple, input in the
first processor: p = (), and output in the last proce$or: p = J\f- 1). This progra- has
three parameters: l{ is the number of taps of the filter, D is the number of delays along
the feedback loop, and H is the number of input sa,oples of the filter (for simulation
purposes,)

input flow x and the coefrcient vector d of the initial f irr algorithm are mappd
to new variables x-mirrl, x-mirr2, and d-mirrl, and the architectue itself is
represented by a instanciation of arother Alpha program called firrModule (by
a use statement), which returns an output strearn y1. This strearn is assigned to
the output variable y of program firr. All inputs and outputs of firrHodule
are indexed by t and p which represent respectively the time and the processor
number to which these streams are assigned.

3

Application architecture model

This section models the interface we want to synthesize. We first state the assumptions that we make regarding the tlpe of application hardware that we
want to interface. Then we detail the information which is needed for interfacing
correctly the application architecture (e.g. f irrModule in the or,us application)
with its host architecture. Then we abstract this architecture by a number of
features that will constitute the input to interface generation.
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Fig.3.

Standard a,rchitecture of the interconnection between a board and the host
(taken from a Spyder board [23]), together with a logical view of the Fifo mechanism
used betweea the bus and the application architecture.

3.2

Information needed for the interface

If the above assumptions are met, then the interface of the architecture can be
determined from the following information.

-

4

The number of input and output strea,ms. In the case of our example, the
f irrModule system has four inputs (d-nirr1, y-mirrl, x-mirr1, x-mirr2)
and one output (Y1).
The nanne, bit width, connection processor, virtual starting and stopping
time of each strea,m. For instance input stream x-mirrl is 16 bit wide and
is input in processor p : 0. The starting time is f : -JV + D + 1 and the
stopping time is f : -lV + M + 1.. All these informations can be eurtracted
from the AlpHard interface showu fur Fig. 2 (see for el(arnple the declaration
of the x-mirr1 variable in Fig. 2).

fnterface model

In the previous section, we have described what we want to interface as well as
the information needed to define this interface. We now describe in more details
our model of interface. Fig. 3 presents a typical interface architecture, in the
case of the rpce Spyder board [23]. The application hardware, here a DLMs
filter circuit, is mapped on the FpcA. The host and the DLMS a"re interconnecbed
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Fig.4. The phases of the progra,m of Fig. 2 for parameters

values

N:

10,

D

:

12 and

M:100

program of Fig. 2 that between clock cycles f : -N * 2 and t
x-nirr2 strea,m enters the array. Hence the period of time

: -N * D, only

the

{rl-

JV

+2

<t

S

-N + D}

(4)

is a phase.

During a phase, data are sent to the Fifo word by word, these words having
the size of the Fifo width. For instance the x-rnirr2 va,riable being 16 bit wide,
and if the Fifo 32 bit wide, two x-nirr2 data can be placed in one Fifo word
(remember that we assume that the bit width of all streams divides the Fifo
widtb).
ratio.
We require the length of a phase to be a multiple of the m#
If this is not the case, one can always break the phase in two smaller phases, in
order to meet this condition. In our exanple (32 bit wide Fifo and 16 bit wide
va.riable), this ratio is 2, and phase (4) contains D - 1 virtual clock cycles. If D
is even, this interval has to be divided into two phases: phase dr = {tl -JV+2 <
, < -N + D - 1) and phase dz = {tlt: -N + D}.
To illustrate this, Fig. 4 shows the phases corresponding to the progra,m of
Fig. 2, for N : 10, D : 12 and M : 100. We can see that dr : {tl -8 < t S 1}

and6:{tlt:2}.

Phases can be easily computed from the interface specification with elementary operations on the time iutervals corresponding to each data. Indeed, time

intervals are obtained by projecbing variable dspains of Fig. 2 on the time inds<
t. In MrvrAlpha, these computations are done using the Polylib libra,ry [24].

5.2

Patterns

Inside each phase, a pattern describes in which order data are sent to the Fifo.
ps1 insfance, in phase ft of Fig. 4, one can choose to fill a Fifo word with two
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6 ; fron 12 to 89 sith variables:
{a-nirrl, y-nirr1, Y1, r-nirrl, r-nirr2}*/
for (t = 12; t <= 89; t =t + 2) {
IlriteFifo( (int *1(-d-rnirrl + (t -12)));
I{riteFifo( (int *1(_y_nirrl + (t -12)));
ReadFifo( (iat *1(_Yt + (t -10)));
HriteFifo( (int *;(-r-prirrl + (t -3)));
tlriteFifo( (int +)(-r-nirr2 + (t+8)));
)
,/* phase 7 : fron 90 to 90 vith variables:
{d-nirrl, y-mirrl, Yt, r-nirrl, r-nirr2} (1 data sent)*/
t=90; {
l{riteFifo( (int *1(-<l-nirrl + (t -12)));
l{riteFifo ( (irt *1 (-y-.nirr1 + (t -12) ) ) ;
ReadFifo( (int *)(-Y1 + (t -10)));
IlriteFifo( (int *)(-x-pirrl + (t -3)));
llriteFifo( (int *1(-x-nirr2 + (t+8)));
)
/* phase I : from 91 to 91 gith variabLes:
tYl, r-nirr2) (t data sent)*/
= 91; {
ReadFifo( (iat *)(-Yt + (t -10)));
llriteFifo( (irt *)(-r-n:irr2 + (t+8)));
/*

phase

Fig. 5. C code generated for phases 4a,dt,6a of Fig. 4 (for a 32 bit wide Fifo).
is an aray storing value of the d -i rr1 variable of the Alpha program.

d-nirrt

The control of this axchitecture is provided by a hiera.rchical two level finite
state machine. The states of first level are the phases of the interface, ard the
states of the second level are the variable names wbich define the patterns inside
a phase. $witshing from one phase to the other is done by counting the number
of elapsed virbual clock cycles (for instance, we see on Fig. 4 that phase /1 must
last 10 virtual clock cycles). An efrcient control of the load32 shift register

allows the loading of a new Fifo word to be overlapped with the output of the
last data word to the application architecture. Hence, provided that the rpca
clock frequency is high enough, the a.rray is fed at the throughput allowed by the
bus. Usually, the rpca clock can be set up fast enough because the application
design is highly pipelined but d for instance, the input data is only 2 bit wide, the
rpca clock frequency might have to be 16 times the bus clock frequency which
is probably not very realistic. AII this process (and the application architecture
as well) can be frozen when the data coming out of the Fifo is not ready.

6.3
It

Efficient synthesis of the hardware part

is important to indicate how to efficiently implement this protocol in vnor,,
as the efEciency of the final p is greatly infuenced by the efficiency of the
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The sy.nthesis was realized with the

Syaplify software [22]. Table 1 gives the
number of look-up tables (Lut) necessary for the synthesis of the DLMs alone, the
DLMs and the interface without the Fifos, and the total design. The clock cycle,
ae estimated by the synthesis tool is also given. Fiaally, the tbroughput of the
iuterface is erraluated ftom the cycle time and the uu&ber of data that are pre
duced by the architecture during eari cycle. More precisely, the DLMS produces
oue 16 bit y-mirr value during each cycle. The table sbows also the maximum
throughput of the pcl bus of the board, as observed for several desicus.
One can draw some conclusions from this table.

-

FAst, the hardware interface is not a limiting factor of speed for this design.
Indeed, the clock cycle is inceased ouly by lns by the Fifos.
Secondly the PcI bus is clearly the limiting factor of the interface: there
is a factor of 8 in the best case betweeu the bandwidth of the bus and the
bandwidth that couJd be achieved by the design. As was expected, the design
of such a high performa.nce device is therefore Iimited by the communication
with the host.

Note however that this interface was not optimized since the x-Birrl and
streams are a shift in time of one another, hence only one of the two
streams needs to be seut tbrough the bus. Moreover, the y-mirrl stream should
in practice be taken at the output of the architecture and not sent from the
host (the values sent where obtained duriag simulations.) We choose this im-

x-eirr2

plementation to validate the interface protocol: ilrdeed, the interface has a more
complicated phase and pattem structure here (phases of one of two clock cycles,
phases with i:rput and outputs, etc.).

Desiga

Number of LUT Ulock cycle (Ds Tbougbput (MB/s)

DLMS

5938

3r%

DLMS + itrterface
DLMS+iqterhr€+Fifos

6501

34%

30
30

6928 36%

31

PCI bus (Max)

--- 66:67TE/r66.67 MB/s
64.5 MB/s

8 MB/s

Tbble 1, Result of the interface gereratio! for the DLMS algorithm. Palameters: _lV =
10, D = 12 and M = 100. This table gives the aumber of look-up tables occupied by
the design, in the Virto( XCV800 chip (tbe percentage of total LUrs used in a Virtex
XCV800 is giveu betweeq parentheses), the clock cycle estimated by the synthesis tools,

ard the (one-way) throughput of the htedace. The ma:<imum observed tbrouBhput of
the pcl bus of the Spyder boa.rd is given for compa,rison.
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Related work and discussion

Most of the research on FpcA design focuses on the eficiency of the design itself
rather thau the eficiency of the irrterfa;e of the design. Tests are usually made
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The Compaan Tool Chain

Realizations of the Extended Linearization Model
Alexandru Turjan, Bart Kienhuis, and Ed F. Deprettere
Leiden Embedded Research Center, Leiden
University, Leiden, The Netherlands
At the Leiden Embedded Research Center, we are working towards a
framework called Compaan that automates the transformation of digital
signal processing (DSP) applications to Kahn Process Networks (KPNs).
These applications are written in Matlab as parameterized nested loop programs. This transformation is interesting as KPNs are well suited for mapping onto parallel architectures. Although the KPN semantic always assumes that FIFO buffers can be used between processes, we have found
cases in which the FIFO is not enough as data may arrive in the wrong
order. To solve this order problem, we previously presented the Extended
Linearization Model (ELM) that describes a mechanism to reorder tokens.
The introduction of the ELM does not violate the Kahn Process Network
semantics; we still use a FIFO between a Producer and Consumer. The
ELM relays on some additional memory and a controller to perform the
reordering. The ELM model can be implemented in different ways. In this
chapter, we investigate four different realizations of the ELM. The realizations differ in the computational complexity of performing the reordering,
the kind of reordering memory used, and the size of the reordering memory.
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I. Introduction
An appealing and fruitful methodology to deal with exploration or designing applications - architectures pairs has become known as the Y-chart
approach, [1]. This approach embraces two fundamental notions: the separation of concerns and the abstraction hierarchy. The concerns are: the
application, the architecture, and the mapping. The abstraction hierarchy,
introduced in [2] as the abstraction pyramid, bridges - be it for exploration
or synthesis purposes - the gap between high level application specification
and low-level architecture specification by defining a number of abstraction levels and a corresponding stack of Y-charts. At each level, application
models, architecture models, and mapping models must match to make exploration and synthesis feasible.
Several research groups around the globe are currently experimenting
with this methodology, some explicitly and others implicitly. They are,
naturally, all focusing on different application domains which lead to different views on this methodology. Applications in the realm of automotive,
multimedia, and communications have different requirements, constraints,
and boundary conditions which result in different challenges.
The Leiden Embedded Research Group focuses on applications that
can be specified as parameterized affine Nested Loop Programs (NLPs).
The group has been developing and implementing the Compaan tool chain
to translate such applications from their imperative language specification
into Kahn Process Networks (KPN) [3]. The application specification language is Matlab or C, and the tool-chain is a compiler through which a
range of KPNs can be obtained for any given application specified as a
parameterized NLP.
The processes in the Compaan generated KPNs are not (completely)
specified in an imperative model of computation because the distance between that model and the models in which architecture components - in
particular the processing units - are specified is too large. This is not specific to the application domain for which Compaan is an appropriate translation tool set; it is a problem that is revealed wherever the Y-chart methodology is used. Of course, the processes in KPNs may be specified in terms
of more than one model of computation. For example, one could be obtained for the Control Data Flow Graphs model [4] or for one or more
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Global 2−D Array
A[i,j]
for i = 1:1:N,
for j = i:1:N,
[A(i,j)] = F (i,j);

for x = 1:1:N,
for y = x:1:N,
F ( A[x,y] );

end
end

end
end

C

P

Linearization

for i = 1:1:N,
for j = i:1:N,
out = F (i,j);
P
fifo.Put( out );
end
end

FIFO

for x = 1:1:N,
for y = x:1:N,
token = fifo.Get(in);
F ( token );
C
end
end

Figure 1. The Standard Linearization Model
Dataflow Network models [5].
The Process Network Model (PN) in Compaan is the Kahn Process
Network (KPN) model [6], which consists of concurrent autonomous processes that communicate in a point to point fashion over unbounded FIFO
channels using a blocking-read synchronization. The strength of a Process
Network is that it uses no global memory and no global scheduler. This
makes a KPN very appealing for further implementation into hardware [7].
In the Compaan KPN processes, each process executes an internal function following a local schedule. At each execution (also referred to as iteration) this function reads/writes data from/to different FIFOs. An input
port domain (IPD) of a process is the union of the iterations at which the
process’s function reads data from the same FIFO. An output port domain
(OPD) of a process is the union of the iterations at which the process’s
function writes data to the same FIFO. Each FIFO uniquely relates an
input port to an output port forming to an instance of the classical Producer/Consumer pair [8].
One of the tools in the Compaan Tool Chain is Panda. Panda accepts as
input the description of a Polyhedron Reduce Dependence Graph (PRDG)
and transforms this PRDG into a Process Network (PN). This transformation is done in a number of steps. One of the steps involved is the Linearization, in which a high dimensional data structure (e.g., matrix
)
is linearized into a single linear stream of data. In case of Kahn process
networks, the linearization model is a FIFO buffer as shown in Figure 1.
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In the top part of this figure, a producer and consumer process are given
that communicate the data array A[i,j] using global memory. In the linearization step, this communication is replaced with a FIFO buffer, leading
to the producer/consumer processes given in the lower part of Figure 1. Observe that in the top part, the indices i and j are used to address matrix A. In
the bottom part, the reference to A has been eliminated. The for-loops only
describe an order and data produced by the function is placed on the FIFO
buffer. There are cases, however, in which a FIFO as the Linearization
Model (LM) no longer holds. If the order data is produced is different from
the order data needs to be consumed, a FIFO buffer no longer is enough.
In [9], we have proposed an extension to the LM, which we called the
Extended Linearization Model (ELM). This model includes an additional
reordering mechanism that consists of a Controller unit and some Reordering Memory. The ELM preserves the semantics of the KPN model. As we
will show in this chapter, the ELM can be realized in different ways and
each realization has its own strength and weakness. Based on these realizations, alternative hardware/software mappings of the Compaan generated
network onto different platforms are feasible.

II. In Order/Out of Order case:
Consider the two KPN processes in Figure 2 with node domains P =
and C = c,
, respectively that are collections of atomic nodes
and c
defined on the domains =
and
=
, respectively. In the first process one of the OPDs is O = out,
that
is a collection of atomic output ports out(i,j) defined on the domain =
. In the second process
that is a collection of atomic input ports
one of the IPDs is I = in,
in(x,y) defined on the domain =
. There is a mapping M
relating these two
port domains. Hence, these two ports form a Producer/Consumer pair. A
token produced by the atomic node p
is put on the FIFO channel reserved for the edge domain (O, I) through the atomic output port out(i,j),
and will be consumed by the atomic node c
through the atomic input
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FIFO0

for i = 1:1:N−2,

for x = 2:1:N−1,

for j = 3:1:N,

for y = 2:1:N−1,

token = Fp(i,j);

Producer
OPD1

if j > i+1,
FIFO1.Put( token );
end
if j <= i+1,
FIFO2.Put( token );
end

OPD1

IPD1

if x <= y,
token = FIFO0.Get();
end

IPD2

if x <= y,
token = FIFO1.Get();
end

FIFO1

Consumer

Fp( token );

FIFO2
end
end

end
end

Mapping M(x,y)=(x−1,y+1)
N=8

N=8

7

7

6

6

5

5
4

4

OPD

3

IPD

1

NODE DOMAIN

1
0

0

j

3
2

2

NODE DOMAIN

0

1

i

2

3

4
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7

8

y
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2
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4

5

6

7

8

x

Figure 2. A Producer and Consumer process. Of the Producer we show
the output port domains (OPDs) and of the Consumer, we show the input port domains (IPDs). Each OPD is uniquely connected to another IPD
via a FIFO. Over this FIFO, tokens are communicated that adhere to the
mapping given by the mapping matrix . In this example, OPD1 is connected to IPD2 via FIFO1. The Producer/Consumer with the FIFO form
an instance of the classical consumer/producer pair.

port in(i+1, j-1) that gets the token from this channel.
Since the KPN processes are sequential processes, no two atomic ports
in a port domain are active at the same time. That is, there is an order
among the atomic output ports in an output port domain, and there is an
order among the atomic input ports in the corresponding input port domain. In [9], we have defined the rank function that expresses in a pseudopolynomial form this order of execution in a particular domain. The rank
function is derived using the Ehrhart theory that expresses the number
of integral points inside of a polytope as a pseudo-polynomial expression [10]. A pseudo-polynomial is a polynomial with periodic coefficients.
This theory has been extended recently for parameterized polytopes [11].
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As a consequence, the expression of the rank function is in general a set
of pseudo-polynomial expressions depending on the parameters. Examples
of the rank functions will be shown later when various realizations of the
ELM are discussed.
In Compaan, the sequential ordering of atomic nodes firing in a node
domain is in lexicographical order, which means these nodes are scheduled according to a loop nest. The ordering in which tokens are put on a
channel is the same as the order in which atomic nodes are fired. Because
the channel is a FIFO channel, a consumer can only get the tokens from the
channel in the same order. This represents the in-order case. However, depending on the lexicographical schedule of the consumer’s atomic nodes,
the consumption of the channel tokens may follow a different order than
the order in which these tokens were put on the channel. This represents
the out-of-order case. To work correctly in the out-of-order case, a Consumer needs a mechanism to restore the consumption order. This mechanism relays on the use of private reordering memory for temporary storage
of tokens. Once stored, the tokens can be consumed in the correct order.
This reorder mechanism is modeled as the ELM.

III. The Extended Linearization Model in more detail
Consumer

Producer
for i = 1:1:N,
for j = i:1:N,

fifo.Put(FPP(i,j));

end
end

unbounded FIFO

for x = 1:1:N,
for y = x:1:N,

A

token = Controller.getFrom(x,y);
FC ( token );
end
end

Memory

C

B

Controller

Figure 3. The Extended Linearization Model
The main elements in the Extended Linearization Model are the local
reordering memory and the Controller. Because the tokens can no longer
be read directly from the FIFO, as they may arrive in the wrong order,
they are delivered by the Controller to the function unit. In this way, the
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Controller takes care of supplying tokens to the consumer Function in the
right order. In Figure 3, a schematic representation is given of the ELM.
It shows the Consumer process (A), the Reorder Memory (B), and the
Controller (C).

A. The Process Description (A)
The process description in the ELM is different from the process description when using the LM. Instead of getting tokens directly from a
FIFO, the function gets its tokens from the Controller. Hence function call
fifo.Get (See the lower part of Figure 1) is replaced with the call to the
Controller function getFrom.

B. The Memory (B)
The Memory stores tokens allowing the Controller to reorder tokens
into the order required by the Consumer process. Two kinds of memory
are possible: Random Access Memory (RAM) and Content Addressable
Memory (CAM). The two kinds of memory differ in the way they are
addressed. The implementation of the Controller depends on the type of
the memory.

C. The Controller (C)
The Controller converts the sequence tokens are produced into the sequence they have to be consumed. The Controller performs this reordering
by addressing the reordering memory (B). This functionality is exposed
externally to the Consumer process by the function getFrom(x,y) that returns the token to function  for an arbitrary iteration point
.
The behavior of the Controller is shown in pseudo code in Figure 4.
The getReadAddress(x,y) determines the memory address of the
token needed at the iteration
. Next, the Controller checks whether
the token is already available at that address by calling the function emptyMem. If the token is present, it is read from that address by calling the

  "
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Token t getFrom(x,y)
double address = getReadAddress(x,y);
if( ! emptyMem(address) )
return readFromMem(address);
else
return readFromFifo(address);






Figure 4. The components in the Controller.
function readFromMem. Otherwise, the Controller starts to read tokens
from the FIFO and stores them in the memory until the desired token arrives at the address of interest. The procedure of reading from FIFO is
initiated using the function call readFromFifo. Storing tokens into the
memory implies that for each token read from the FIFO, a certain address
is generated. Depending on the type of memory used, different procedures
are available to generate this address. These procedures are realized as the
function getWriteAddress inside the function readFromFifo .

IV. Realizations of the Extended Linearization Model

ELM

PseudoPolynomial

Linear

Segment

CAM

Realizations of the ELM

Figure 5. Four Model Instances
The ELM can be realized in four different ways as shown in Figure 5.
The realizations differ by the way the function getReadAddress and function getWriteAddress are implemented and by the type of memory used as
reordering memory. To compare the four different realizations, the follow-
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ing three characteristics are relevant:
The complexity of the addressing mechanism the computational complexity of the controller functions getReadAddress and getWriteAddress.
The dimension of the reordering memory the number of the storage locations needed to perform the reordering.
The generality of the realization the class of algorithms for which Compaan can derive KPNs.
To introduce the four realization, we use as an example the Producer/Consumer
pair given in Figure 6. The graphical representation of the domain descriptions of the Producer/Consumer pair is shown in the top part of Figure 7.
Because the order the Producer produces data is different from the order
the Consumer consumes, an ELM realization is needed in the linearization
of the Producer/Consumer pair.
for (int i=1;i<=N+2;i++)
for (int j=1;j<= N;i++)
if (2*j >= i+6)
a[i,j] = Fp();

for (int y=4;y<= N;y++)
for (int x=1;x<= N+2;x++)
if (x <= 2*y-6)
Fc(a[x,y]);













Producer

Consumer

Figure 6. Running Example

V. PseudoPolynomial realization
The PseudoPolynomial realization is based on the fact that the order
of the iterations inside an OPD can be expressed as a pseudo-polynomial,
which is the rank function discussed earlier in this chapter. In general, the
getReadAddress function of the Controller is a pseudo-polynomial function. In Figure 7, the iteration points of the OPD are perfectly enclosed
by a shape that we call the linearization shape. The pseudo-polynomial

expression is computed by calculating the  function inside the Linearization shape. This consists of adding several pseudo-polynomials  ,
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Figure 7. The PseudoPolynomial realization.
 , ...  , where  is equal to the dimension of the Linearization shape. For

our running example, the rank is the sum of the two pseudo-polynomials
  and 
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To obtain the getReadAddress function, the rank needs to be composed
with the mapping
and the result is equal to :
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The 
polynomial contains all the information needed by the Consumer process to reorder the token correctly. For this realization, tokens
are written into the reorder memory following the sequence into which
they arrive from the FIFO. Therefore, the function getWriteAddress is a
simple increment. The dimension of the reordering memory is equal to
the number of iteration points in the OPD. For the Producer/Consumer of
 

Figure 6, the dimension is equal to
. The computational complexity of addressing the reordering memory can be quite large.
It requires the evaluation of a pseudo-polynomial expression like, for example, the one given in equation 2. In general, the PseudoPolynomial realization is valid only for the cases when an OPD is a polytope. Under
certain conditions, the realization can be extended for cases an OPD is not
a polytope [12].

    -.%  9

VI. Linear realization
The Linear realization is based on the classical Linearization of an ndimensional array into a one-dimensional array [13, 14]. The classical
Linearization shows that a rectangular shape can be addressed using a
simple polynomial. Inspired by this concept, we relax the Linearization
shape to the smallest rectangular that includes the producer domain (OPD).
Consequently, the getReadAddress that results is always a simple linear
function. The rectangular Linearization shape is shown in Figure 8, and

the   function is as follows:

 

(3)


 6       ) 4.  
The getReadAddress function is obtained by composing the rank function
 " , and the final polynomial expression
with the mapping function 
is :

  !  "

"#"  $ $

 &   

  66 


     %  . 


 

(4)

The consecutive order inside the Linearization shape, however, can get
disturbed. This happens when an OPD doesn’t have a rectangular shape
and therefore, more iteration points are enclosed by the Linearization shape
than necessary. As a consequence, these additional iteration points are also
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Figure 8. The Linear realization

ranked by the  function, disturbing the consecutive order. Looking at

Figure 8, we see that after iteration
follows iteration . However, iteration
does not belong to the OPD. The next iteration belonging to the

and hence the order becomes , , . Consequently,
OPD has rank
the Controller cannot rely any longer exclusively on the order tokens are
read from the FIFO; the eleventh token read from the FIFO should be written at the address . Therefore, the Controller cannot use a simple increment for the getWriteAddress function.
To re-create the correct sequence of addresses, the Controller relays on
a function that assigns to incoming tokens the correct order number inside
the OPD. This function is called the recover function. This function reimplements at the Consumer side the logic used to schedule the iteration
points inside the OPD.
The advantage of this realization, is that the function used to address the
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reordering memory is always a linear expression depending on the coordinates of the consumer iteration point. A disadvantage is that need for the
recover function. Moreover, the extra iteration points enclosed by the linearization shape result in empty memory slots (represented by the “Nulls”
in the memory in Figure 8). In the example, the memory requirement is

equal to the dimension of the Linearization shape, i.e., to
, but only half of this space is actually used.

 *   -.



VII. Segment realization
The PseudoPolynomial realization results in good memory usage, but
the addressing formula can be very complex because of the irregularities
it contains as expressed by the periodic coefficients. On the other hand,
the Linear realization results in simple addressing but potentially wastes
a lot of memory. We now present the Segment realization that combine
the best features of the two approaches discussed so far: simple addressing
mechanism and efficient memory usage.
The Segment realization is based on the fact that pseudo-polynomials
can be decomposed into a linear part and a non-linear part as shown in
Figure 10. The linear part describes the consecutive order, the non-linear
part described the non consecutive order. At the Producer side, the order
changes at iteration points at which the innermost nested loops start to
iterate again from their lower bound value. We say that a non-linearity occurred at iteration point (IP) and using the notion of these IPs, the Segment
realization computes the value of the pseudo-polynomial using a Segment
Number and a Segment Displacement as is shown in Figure 10. How the
Segment Number and Displacement are computed is explain later on in the
chapter. Because the segment number and displacement are pre-computed,
a pseudo polynomial cannot be evaluated in a parameterized way, as is
possible in the PseudoPolynomial realization. Hence, parameter values in
a NLP have to be fixed in order to use the Segment realization.
Writing data into the reordering memory occurs in the same way as
in the PseudoPolynomial realization. The Controller writes tokens in the
Reordering Memory as they arrive from the FIFO. The detection of the
IPs at which the consecutive order get disturbed, is done by the recover
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Figure 9. The Segment realization
function that duplicates the Producer for-loops at the Consumer side. With
each occurrence of an IP, a Segment Number and Segment Displacement is
associated. Each such number pair is used by the Controller to determine
the value of the Pseudo polynomial. Let’s see how writing and reading
takes place in the Segment realization. The writing is implemented in the
getWriteAddress and the reading is implemented in the getReadAddress
Writing a token happens in the following way. Initially, the Controller
contains an internal counter that is set to zero. The   function keeps
track of whether the order is linear or non-linear. if the order is linear, a
token is read from the FIFO, and the internal counter is incremented by
one. If the order is non-linear, the Controller allocates a new entry in the
Segment Memory. It writes in the entry the current value of the iterator in
the Segment Displacement field and the currently value of the counter in
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Linear
Non−Linear
Non−Linear
PseudoPolynomial −
getReadAddress(x, y) = (−1/4)* x^2+x*(N−2) + [2,9/4]_x −N + y + (−1/2)*x + [−3, −7/2]_x

P1(x, y)

P2(x, y)
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Segment −
getReadAddress(x, y)
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SegmentNumber
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Figure 10. Computation of a Pseudo Polynomial using a Segment Number and a Segment displacement stored in the Segment Memory.

   

the Segment Number field.

, which immediately
In Figure 9, the Producer starts at iteration
results in an IP for iterator . Consequently, an entry is allocated in the
segment memory at address 0. The counter has a value of 0 and the iterator
is equal to 4, leading to entry (0,4) at address 0. Next, iterator moves

consecutive to iteration
. At the next iteration of , an IP occurs again.
A new entry is generated at address 1. The counter value is equal to 5 and
the value of is again 4, leading to the (5,4) entry at address 1 and so one.
For a particular iteration point of the Consumer, the Controller determines the address from where data has to be consumed using a three-step
procedure. The three steps are:
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In Figure 9, the Producer starts from the iteration 
   . Suppose the Consumer wants to obtain the token
is equal to 
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. In step 1, the iteration is mapped in an iteration at the
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Producer and is equal to 
(i.e., the mapping is identity). In step 2,
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the segment is found associated with this iteration. In step 2,
is equal
to 1 and is equal to 4. Hence, the segment number is 3, which is address 3
 
in the segment memory were entry
is stored. In step 3, the address
in the reordering memory is calculated as 14 + 6 - 5 = 15. At address 15, the
token is stored that was generated at the 16th iteration by the Producer. This
 &
is the token needed by iteration
of the Consumer as can be verified
by inspection in Figure 9. The memory size of this realization is equal with
the size of the DataMemory plus the size of the SegmentMemory. In our


&
example the size of the DataMemory is
(the same as
the memory size from the PseudoPolynomial realization) and the size of
. Hence, the total memory size is equal to
the SegmentMemory is



.
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VIII. CAM realization
The CAM realization uses a Content Addressable Memory (CAM) as
reordering memory. In a CAM, a key is used instead of an address to access the content of the memory. The entry used in the CAM realization
is given in Figure 11. It shows that each entry in the CAM consists of a
key, the token associated with the key, and a field called multiplicity. We
explain later what the term multiplicity means. The CAM approach works,
because to each token produced at the producer OPD an unique key can be
associated. The Controller can reproduce this key to obtain the token the
Consumer requires at a particular iteration.
KEY token multiplicity
how many times this token will be
consumed by Consumer iteration points
the token produced by the Producer
the search key (attached by the Controller)

Figure 11. The CAM entry
For the CAM realization, the function getReadAddress generates a key
instead of an address. The generation of the unique key can be done in dif
ferent ways. We compute the  function inside the Producer based on
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an Node domain instead of an OPD. Another possibility would have been
to use a classical linearization polynomial. In general, the shape of a Node
domain results in a simple polynomial instead of a pseudo-polynomial and

it therefore easily calculated. Using the   , a unique number is associated that is equal to the order of the iteration inside the Node domain of
the Producer. To illustrate this, consider again the Producer/Consumer pair
from Figure 6. Suppose that the Node domain is defined as

Then the 
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is given by
 

By composing the 
tReadAddress function:
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with the mapping
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For a given iteration point 
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we obtain the ge-



(6)

of the Consumer process, the getReadAddress function determines the unique key for that iteration using equation 6. For this key, the Controller checks (using function EmptyMem) if a
token already exists in the CAM by searching all keys for a match. If no
match can be found, the token is not stored yet.
If the key exists, the token associated with the key is retrieved from
the CAM by function readFromMem. If the token doesn’t exist, the Controller keeps loading data from the FIFO into the CAM. This happens in
function ReadFromFifo. To each token the Controller loads, it attaches an
unique key given by the function getWriteAddress and multiplicity number. Loading data from FIFO stops upon arrival of the token for which the
key (as given by getWriteAddress) is the same as the key the Controller is
searching for (as given by getReadAddress). The function getWriteAddress
is based on a   function similarly to the recover function from the
Linear realization.
In general, a token is read only once by the Consumer process. There
are cases in which the same token is read more than once by the Consumer
process. This called a broadcast. A read from a FIFO is destructive and in
case of a broadcast, this would mean that a token needs to be send over
the FIFO as many times as needed, or that a token needs to be stored in
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memory and read from memory as many times as needed. In the CAM
realization, we implemented the latter option as it is more efficient.
To keep track of how many times a token is to be read, we have introduce the notion of multiplicity [12], which indicates how many times a
particular token needs to be read by the Consumer process. Each time a
token is consumed, its multiplicity is decremented. When the multiplicity
reaches zero, no other iteration will need that token and it can be erased.
That location can be reused by other tokens. Hence, using multiplicity, the
Controller is able to free memory locations and consequently, this realization uses the smallest possible amount of memory. The memory size (MS)
of the CAM is given by the next formula:
MS
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where represents a sub-domain of the Consumer domain where no two
points read the same token. In the case from Figure 6,
is the whole
Consumer domain. The   " function is the same as the getReadAddress
function from the PseudoPolynomial realization:
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and the   
is the function that gives the order of the Consumer
iteration points:
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According to equation 8 and 9 it resultes that:
MS
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The maximum of this formula inside the domain can be derived using

analitycal methods. In our case for
, we have 
. For more
informations about the read and the rank function, we refer to [9]. The
key to efficient memory usage is the ability to compute the multiplicity for
a token. However, this multiplicity is again computed using the Ehrhart
theory and may again be a pseudo-polynomial.
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IX. Comparing the different realizations
In the previous sections, we have shown four different realization for
the ELM. Each realization has its strength in terms of efficiency of memory usage and computational complexity of address the memory. In this
section we make some general remarks about the different realizations and
summarize the strengths and weaknesses of the four realizations.

A. General Remarks
i. Linearization Shapes
In the realizations, the Linearization shape of the OPD determines the
complexity of the getReadAddress implementation. We indicated that when
rectangles are enforced, simple polynomials result. There are application
domains where the rectangular shape is the natural Linearization shape, for
example, in imaging. In those cases, the Linear realization doesn’t have the
disadvantage of memory wastes and the need for a     function. On
the other hand, we found more complex Linearization shapes in advanced
signal processing algorithms. In algorithms like QR or SVD, triangular
shapes are typical leading to complex pseudo polynomials.

ii. Parameterized versus Static realizations
We solved the Linearization under the assumption that we want to keep
the problem parameterized in the original parameters of the loop-bounds of
the parameterized NLPs. If, however, we need to provide a realization for
specific values of these parameters, we can come up with a much simpler
realizations of the Controller. The Segment realization already shows that.
In general, if we can evaluated the getReadAddress a priori, the Controller
becomes a simple look-up table.
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iii. RAM versus CAM
RAM is the most commonly used form of memory. It is simple, cheap
and widely available on todays FPGAs. But more and more, CAMs are
also becoming available. Now a days, there are FPGA platforms available
on the market that supports CAM blocks with high speed search time [15].

iv. Dense Polytopes
In the examples shown so far, we assumed that all nodes in the OPD and
IPD can be enclosed by a Linearization shape. There are cases, however,
in which we can find the exact shape, but still not all points are part of
the enclosure. We refer to these points are holes and they are introduced
when a for-loop is used with a stride other than one or when linear expressions are used that contain operators like mod, div, floor, ceil, max, or min.
The holes affect the generality of the realizations presented in this chapter. Not all of the discussed realizations can handle holes. For example, if
a Linearization shape encloses holes, these holes get also ranked, thereby
disturbing the consecutive order.

v. Recover Function
In three of the presented realizations, the function getWriteAddress is
based on the recover function. For each token read from the FIFO, this
function recovers the iteration at which this token was produced inside the
IPD. Basically such function duplicates the control from the IPD as a finite
state machine, which can be computationally expensive.
Instead of using the recover function at the Consumer, another approach
would be to tag the tokens produced at the OPD with additional information. In this way, the Controller and memory have the same function as the
matching unit found in classical Dataflow architectures [16]. The problem
in these matching units was to find a lower bound on its memory, such that
a program wouldn’t deadlock. We have shown in equation 7 that we can
determine a lower bound on the memory such that no dead-lock occurs
given the class of parameterized NLPs.
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vi. Practical limitations
The Pseudo-Polynomial realization depends very much on the ability to

calculate the  functions. We rely on the Polylib library [17], to compute the rank function. Although this library has proven to be quite stable
and useful, this implementation of the Ehrhart theory is not always able to

compute the  function. By selecting the Linear, the Segment, or the
CAM realization, we are always able to come up with a representation of
a KPN.

B. Summary
We have presented four different realization for the ELM. In Figure 12,
we compare these realizations for the Producer/Consumer given in Figure 6.
Linearization
Model
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Linear
Segment
CAM

Memory size

N=8
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Figure 12. Comparision of the ELM realizations
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The table shows the memory requirements in a symbolic way for param, the computational complexity of addressing the
eter and when
memory (as done by function getReadAddress), whether a recover function is needed, and finally the generality of the approach. We can see that
the Segment realization uses more memory than the PseudoPolynomial
realization because the segment part consumes some memory. The advantage of the Segment realization is that the Controller can fill the memory
in the same order tokens arrive. The Segment realization uses less memory
than the Linear realization. If you look to the computational complexity of
addressing in the Segment or Pseudo-Polynomial cases, you can see that
the complexity is less for the Segment realization although in both cases a
pseudo polynomial is evaluated. Finally, we observe that the CAM realiza-
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tion uses the least amount of memory but may require a relatively complex
addressing mechanism since the CAM realization requires the computation of unique key.

X. Conclusions
In this chapter, we have presented the Extended Linearization Model
(ELM). This model was introduced to solve out-of-order communications
of tokens between a Producer and a Consumer process. The ELM adds to
a process some additional memory and a controller without violating the
Kahn Process Network semantics; we still use a FIFO between a Producer
and Consumer. The Controller uses the local memory to re-order the tokens
in the order the Consumer expects the tokens. In the realization of the
ELM, the implementation of the Controller is the difficult part.

To implement the Controller, we make a lot of use of the   function.
This function assigns to an arbitrary iteration a unique rank number that

indicates when it is produced. The  function is in general a pseudopolynomial. We exploit the ability to derive such polynomial at compile
time to find realizations for the ELM at compile time. In the realizations,
we assumed that we only exchange tokens over a FIFO without any additional information. We did not assume tagging of tokens.
When realizing the ELM, we have seen that four different realizations
exist. The first realization is the pseudo-polynomial realization. It uses exclusively pseudo-polynomials to solve the reordering case. The advantage
is that we can solve the reordering in a parameterized way. Because in
the most general case pseudo polynomial are involved, the implementation can be computationally complex. Also, the pseudo-polynomial can in
practice not always be calculated. If we relax the Linearization shape to the
smallest rectangular that encloses all iterations, we obtain a more simple
implementation. However, this might be at the expense of inefficient memory usage. If we want to avoid complex addressing and efficient memory
usage, the Segment realization is a good choice, although the solution is
not longer parameterized. Finally, we showed that we can use a key instead
of an address to retrieve the proper tokens. The calculation of this key is
in general a simple polynomial which is easy to realize. Also, the CAM
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realization requires the least amount of memory to solve the reordering of
tokens.
The KNPs derived by Compaan can be simulated using the YAPI framework [18] or using the PN-domain in Ptolemy II [19]. In both cases, we
have to implement the presented realizations in software. We are currently
able to implement in software, at compile time, the PseudoPolynomial, and
CAM realization. For these realizations, we have shown that we can derive
correct implementations. We verified this by running Compaan on a set of
applications written as parameterized NLPs.
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Introduction
Astronomers from all over the world are currently regularly meeting to discuss requirements,
constraints and boundary conditions for a number of very large radio telescopes that have to
be built in the coming twenty years or so. Examples of such telescopes are the Atacama Large
MiUimeter,Array (ALMA), [1], the trota Frequency Array (LOFAR), [2], and the Square Kilometer
,Arroy (SKA), [3]. Besides being very high speed imagers, LOFAR and SKA will include hierarchical
beamformers and adaptive filters in space, time and ftequency. These telescopes will be composed
of large clusters of distributed antenna elements that will be built on hierarchies of embedded
systems with hard real-time and very high throughput constraints, and data intensive processing capabilities. However, astronomers do not provide system specifications. They only give
their input-output relations, modes of operation, and a number of metrics that they can use to
eva,luate alternative system specifications and system designs. Moreover, the given requirements
and constraints may be incomplete or open for modifications at the time the designers - System
designers as well as software and hardware designers - take ofi for their parts of the complex
task of building such large systems. Thus, this process is not a chain of consecutive actions but
rather a action graph with many concurrent tasks and unavoidable dependencies between these.
Such huge project can only be undertaken with confidence if the design of such system is a well
structured, interactive and iterative trajectory that is based on a sound methodology. Indeed,
what the astroromers as initiators as well as end-users of the system would like to have to their
disposition is a transparent exploration framework that they themselves can use to answer their
own uhat zf questions. What if the cost is too high? What if we change the required resolution?
\\&at if we add this or that mode of operation? Developing and implementing such an exploration framework is itself a major effort that is to be undertaken well before the telescopes are
in place. work in this direction is currently in progress, and although this paper is not intended
to elaborate on the underlying methodology it makes sense to briefly sketch it here because the
for
THEA platform which is the main subject of the paper, has been both a test case and a driver
the methodology. Thus the building of a huge distributed radio telescope goes in three equally
important and partly paralleled phases: 1) the exploration of the specification space that emerges
from the system requirement parameters and constraints, 2) the exploration of the design space
that is defined by on the one hand, the model in which the specification is casted and, on the other
hand, the library blocks based implementation platform model into which the specification is to be
mapped, and 3) the implementation and realization of the final system itself. The first two phases
are iterative and interactive processes that a.re supported by fast simulation and metrics based
performance analysis tools and methods to accelerate the exploration trajectories. This can only
te achieved if the explorations are conducted at high enough levels of abstraction without delving
too deeply in the details. It has been demonstrated by several researchers that exploring at higher
levels oi abstraction has greater impact on performance improvements and cost reductions than
can be obtained at the lower levels of abstraction. However, performance and cost measures at
the highest level of abstraction are partly imported from the lower levels, and for these to be
of sufficient confidence, critical parts have to be taken down to lower levels of abstraction where
some Sort of fine calibration can be done and from where performance and cost numbers can be
safely injected in ihe higher levels of abstraction. The THEA platform has been the first attempt to
.p".ify u scalable telescope prototype system for which the sKA telescope was taken as the large
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Figure 1: A

design trajectory to extract specifications from requirements and the difierent levels
of abstraction for the application to architecture mapping, application decomposition
qnd nnmnncitinn

Nevertheless, there is a rough indication of computational latencies based on counts of atomic
operations in the executable specifications of the behaviorc. Next, critical subsystems are identified
and taken one level down the abstraction hierarchy for further decomposition and exploration.
This provides refined indicators of performance and cost. If necessary, this process of identifying
critical parts, refinement and further exploration can be repeated until a level is reached where a
final calibration can be performed. This calibration consists of mapping of (parts of) behaviors at
this level of detail into state-of-the-art components and obtaining sufficiently accurate numbers
expressing performance and cost. These numbers are then exported back into the first higher
Ievel of abstraction where the performance and cost measures are expressed as performance and
cost numbers of blocks that are heterogeneous compositions of the lower level components. The
stage in which blocks are defined and specified is denoted leuel s in Figure 1. From there on, all
higher levels are specified, recursively, in terms of compositions of blocks. The blocks so defined
and specified are members of families of blocks that are made available in a library. This library,
together with block connection rules and methods to obtain performance and cost measures of the
block compositions from the performance and cost measures of the block themselves constrtute a
platform of which various instances can be selected and analvzed.

1.2

The platform

During a feasibility study, the requirements are changing due to feed back to and interactron
among the users and experts. This is not only the case in the specification phase, it is likewise so in
the design phase because of emerging new technology or even because of unexpected modifications
in constraints and boundary conditions which may emerge from the users side or from the designers
side. With a platform, including a transparent exploration framework, the users as well as the
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2.1

The block structure

In Figure 2 a tlpical building block is shown as a hierarchy of elements in a class diagram. This
object oriented structure makes the evaluation of performance and cost numbers easy because
those are inherited from the elements forming the block.

Figure 2: A building block specified as a UML

class diagram

As an example here, the class MSP is constructed with the aggregation of interfaces and FPGAs
classes. A specific interfacing object called APBus that represents a particular physical bus has
been attached to the interfaces and n FPGA objects of type APEX1500 are created. The methods
of the MSP class can access the objects methods that are linked to mapping information of a
process network, or a combination of them, on a architecture block. The component's static
properties are also easily inherited. As an et'cension, the combination of these within a model at
a block level is accessible for higher system architecture constructions out of blocks such as MSP.
Another view is proposed in Fig. 4 to represent the blocks and the elements of a block within a

particular topology. This determines the composition of a block and it introduces the constraints
of the internal data distribution. The properties of the block related to the topology are taken
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whereas the signals of interest that come from fainted stars and galaxies may delve down to 70
dB under that noise level. Now, a measure of complexity of the complex valued inner product is
easy to obtain from the specification of that function in the behaviorally model of the platform:

it is 16 complex multiplications and

15 complex additions. The calibration of that function in the
organizational model of the platform is easy in case the function is to be mapped into a DSp: The

specification of any DSP includes the performance and cost for that function. However, for THEA as
for the other systems of concern here, no DSP can achieve the fast pace at which consecutive inner
product evaluations have to be executed. Therefore, a calibration in an FPGA may be a better
choice. Indeed, it is relatively easy to map the inner product as a systolic array into an FpGA.
In this case, it is even not necessary to do so, because the specification of any FPGA will provide
cost and performance of a single complex multiply-add pair, and a simple extrapolation can yield
sufficiently accurate performance and cost measures, not only for the space filter itself, but also for
the achievable throughput. This is what has been done for the development of the THEA platform.
No further alternatives have been explored. See e.g., [9] for an exploration case on executable
specifications of the inner product. The situation is dramatically different and more complicated
for the adaptive weight estimation algorithm. Indeed, there are many adaptive weight estimation
algorithms all deferring in terms of accuracy, complexity, latency and throughput. Figure 3 shows
the minimum execution time for three different weight estimation algorithms when using a DSP
for calibration (or implementation). if higher accuracy or faster update rates are required, other
algorithms have to be explored and other calibration or implementation (models of) devices have
to be conceived.
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Figure 3: Example

of exploration: the adaptive weight estimation in the THEA spatial RFI nulling
using a floating point DSP for calibration/prototyping for three difierent nulling algo-

rithms
Although the number of components that have been selected for the THEA platform speciflcation
(and prototyping) is rcasonably snrall, there are still many \i'ays in which these components can
be interconnected to be promoted to building blocks. It would be very appealing if one could do
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Table 1: Families of building blocks from which building block instances have been selected for
the
of the THEA platf crm.
Block family
Matrix shuffiing / processing

Target processes
Central processing
Cross-correlation
Adaptive cancelling / nulling
D^^-f^--i-^
ucdururuurr6

Fast pipeline processing

Fast control processing

High speed link

Selection

IDC

Distributed processing
Data flow online filtering
Spectometer
Complex memory circulatron
Array decomposition and processing
Space / time / frequency analysis
Application control
Mass data transfer
Cluster connection
Mass routing
RT control lines connection
Remote data transfer
Remote RT control
Massive Cache-storage
Data Multiplexing / routing
Band miing
Band separation
Analog / Digital conversion

Main acouisition and control

Monitoring
Network support
Hardware support
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on chip implementation. The mesh topology [10] was used for very large scale implementation of
a single application over a board or multiple boards such as telescope correlators [11]. A variant
with a ladix topology is proposed for the current platform enhancing the cross node florv for
multi-beaming operations [4]. Matrlx shuffiing within a mesh is coupled with large processing
capabilities at the knots. The integration and the large number of pins in a FPGA, make this
device very attractive for the data crossing on chip. Most of the elementary processing on the
data flow can be efficiently distributed on the board limiting the intermediate data storage.

Table 2: Matrlx
Current features
6 FPGA, APEX 400-1500 (Altera)
I/O : 384 lines at 40 MHz, 16Gbit/s
Ext. bus : 32bit 10MHz [12]

2.4.2

rrocessins block

Standard block
Mesh processing topology
Large pipelined I/O rates
Block I/O transfer (control/acquisition)

Fast pipeline processing

If the array is made large, the internal and external memory bandwidth in a FPGA

is decreasing
performances
by spanning the memory bus over the array, this is
and deteriorates the system's
demonstrated in [tSj [t+] and can not be easily solved with hand optimized memory skews. When
matrix shuffiing is not a main task for instance for online filtering, fast real time digital signal
processing is required with immediate access to large RAM blocks. For the THEA spectrometer
application, the memory constrains were higher than the largest FPGA internal memory and DSP
structules were selected instead. The fast processing is inserted in the data pipeline processing
blocks. The sustained telescope high data rates are reached by duplicating the processing units
on blocks of data with fluid access to dual temporary memory and interfaces. The architecture
with interfaces, memory and processing elements routed with a cross bar element is easily configurable and can host a large variety of applications. The level of computation is simply raised by
duplicating the number of processors if required. Such systems on chip are proposed in the next
generation of FPGA [15]. After prototyping of the acquisition routine as well as the processing on
a DSP chip for the spectrometer application, a block with sufficient processing and memory width
was commercially available for THEA at the scale of a board called PMPS [16] see performance
in Tab. 3. The fast processing unit can be pipelined or connected to a common bus for additional
processing power.

2.4.3

Fast control processing

Control processing stands for advanced processing with complicated arithmetic or control functions. This block is directly connected to the devices handling the data flow and consequently
is real time specific. Nevertheless, the control processing is not directly receiving the raw data.
For THEA, the control processing constrains were high and had to be implemented in a guaranteed real time environrncnt like a fast DSP tied loop to the row data stream. Eventually, The
processing-control could also be shared by the PC CPU rvith lower response constrains. The fast
72
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Table 4: Fast control
Current features
2 DSP TlvlSC6701 (float)
4 points Cross bar
2 independent 64 N4B SDRAM
2 independent I \48 SRAM
Ext. bus : PCI 32bit 33MHz

Standard block
Accurate / fast complex processing
Dedicated for data / memory circulation
Large memory resources / high bandwidth
Fast memory addressing / high bandwidth
Block I/O transfer (control/acquisition)

Figure 6: Combination of 3 blocks.
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III

Mbit/s ethernet connection
Ext. bus : 8 x PCI 32bit 33X4Hz
100

Support

SCS, MSP, HSL

: hardware/communical,ion/scheduling

Standard network interface
Multi-Blocks I/O
control/acquisition)
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Figure 7: Different acquisition architectures
the host for the more dedicated hardware. Indeed, the PCI bus can distribute the power and the
non time critical data.

3.2

Data routing

The control is strongly pyramidal and the data flow is linear. Actions are pipelined synchronously and some mechanize data crossing. Therefore, one of the main challenge in setting a
generic platform was the design of elementary and complex processing with very large number
of lines 392 data bits at 40 MHz for data crossing. For that reason the balance between the
data flow and the processing is of prime importance. The approach here was to build modules
based on the fastest interfaces and the maximum data flow on a board for a given applicationThe phased array beamformers and interferometers back-ends in radio astronomy in general are
measuring cross products of elementary channels at very high bandwidth. The new generation of
FPGAs such as the APEX 20K from Altera and VIRTEX from Xilinx, permits extremely flexible
data routing within a single chip. Unfortunately, telescopes constrains are following Moore's laws
and the systems are still spanned over several chips, boards and clusters of boards. The THEA
beamformer is an application example overtaking the capacity of a single chip but a combination
of 6 chips on a board (see [17]) allows optimal routing and maximum integration.

3.3

An object oriented control approach

The generic platform is a physically distributed embedded system that can be connected to a
hierarchical scalable control system via network interfaces illustrated in Fig. 9. This approach for
the control of THEA called TECH, described in [18], is implemented by a peer-to-peer communication through distributed Corba objects 119] as shown in the deployment diagram in Fig. 9. It
offers transparent access to data and methods from all processes. The back-end blocks or objects
from a software point of view are connected to TECH. Each block is embedded in a device driven
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as well as the

control deployrnent via CORBA for concurrent client applications
bv actions. Consequently, the platform can be extended and upgraded from or within a pyramidal
architecture. This structure is adequate for team work on the project but also for maintenance. As
a base for a more generic back-end, independent drivers can be re-used for a different application.

Conclusion
We have presented the THEA platform which is a case study in ongoing investigations dealing with methodologies to designing specifications from requirements and implementations of the
specifications. The implementation of such a methodology should provide a transparent frame.
rvork for fast exploration and getting user satisfying answers to the user's what if questions.
The development and implementation of the THEA platform has been a first and successful trial to
structure the whole specification and prototyping project. The configurability and programmability of the platform offer exploration and validation facilities, not only for the relatively small
scale Thousand Element Array, but for the distributed signal processing functions in al1 currently
investigated radio telescopes. The platform is currently used as a versatile back-end for a telescope
connected to the necessary control of the instrument. In the context of the the ALMA, L0FAR and
SKA feasibility studies, different applications and technical solutions were proposed by difierent
groups. A comparison of these proposals based on the THEA methodology and platform helped at
an early stage of the project to establish specifications. Requirements, processing techniques as
well as technology are likely to change within the development and first integration steps of the
different large telescopes, yet the impact of the modifications can be evaluated and anticipated
using such scalable platforrn of which the TI{EA platform is exemplary. \Ahat remains to be done
is to improve the exploration part of the specification and design methodology. Work in this
direction has to some extent been done [9] and the expertise gained with the THEA platform has
been of great help to specify what exploration methods and tools are worth focusing on in order
to make a platform bmed design of next generation telescopes really useful for those who provide
the requirements and will be the users of these telescopes.
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Abstract. The advent of microprocessors in embedded systems has significantly
contributed to the wide-spread utilization of embedded systems in our daily lives.
Such embedded systems can be found in devices ranging from simple controllers
found in power plants to sophisticated multimedia set-top boxes found in our
homes. This is due to the fact that microprocessors, called embedded processors
in this setting, are able to perform huge amounts of data processing required by
embedded systems. In addition and equally important, embedded processors are
able to achieve this at affordable prices. This has resulted in the fact that much
effort must be placed in the design of embedded processors. In the last decade, we
have been witnessing several changes in the embedded processors design fueled
by two conflicting trends. First, the industry is dealing with cut-throat competition resulting in the need for increasingly faster time-to-market times in order
to cut development costs. At the same time, embedded processors are becoming
more complex due to the migration of increasingly more functionality to a single
embedded processor in order to cut production costs. This has led to the quest
for a flexible and reusable embedded processor which must still achieve high
performance levels. As a result, embedded processors have evolved from simple
microcontrollers to digital signal processors to programmable processors. We
believe that this quest is leading to an embedded processor that comprises a programmable processor augmented with reconfigurable hardware. In this paper, we
highlight several embedded processors characteristics and discuss how they have
evolved over time when programmability and reconfigurability were introduced
into the embedded processor design. Finally, we describe in-depth one possible
approach that combines both programmability and reconfigurability in an integrated manner by utilizing microcode.

1 Introduction
A technology turning point that made embedded consumer electronics systems an everyday reality has to be the advent of microprocessors. The technological developments
that allowed single-chip processors (microprocessors) made the embedded systems inexpensive and flexible. Consequently, microprocessor-based embedded systems have
been introduced into many new application areas. Currently, embedded programmable
microprocessors in one form or another, from 8-bit micro-controllers to 32-bit digital
signal processors and 64-bit RISC processors, are everywhere, in consumer electronic

devices, home appliances, automobiles, network equipment, industrial control systems,
etc. Interestingly, we are utilizing more than several dozens of embedded processors in
our day-to-day lives without actually realizing it. For example, in modern cars such as
the Mercedes S-class or the BMW 7-series, we can find over 60 embedded processors
that control a multitude of functions, e.g., the fuel injection and the anti-lock braking
system (ABS), that guarantee a smooth and foremost safe drive. The employment of
embedded processors appear to grow in an exponential curve. Furthermore, it has been
postulated [22] that the sales trend of embedded processors (microprocessors in this
setting) will significantly outperform the sales of general-purpose PC processors.
In this positional paper, we describe several characteristics of embedded processors
and investigate how these characteristics have changed over time driven by market requirements such as faster time-to-market times and development costs reductions. We
will show that two strategies have been widely used to meet such market requirements,
namely programmability and reconfigurability. Finally, we show a possible future direction in the embedded processor design that merges both strategies and thereby providing
flexibility in both software and hardware design at the same time.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces a general definition of embedded systems, discusses the characteristics of embedded systems that follow from
the definition, and provides an in-depth discussion of traditional embedded processors
characteristics. Section 3 discusses the need for programmability and several examples
of such an approach. Section 4 discusses the use for reconfigurability and discusses
how it affected the embedded processor’s characteristics. Section 5 continues our discussion by describing what we think is the direction for future embedded processor that
combines programmability and reconfigurability. Furthermore, we show an example of
such an approach called the microcoded reconfigurable MOLEN embedded processor.
Section 6 concludes this paper by stating several key observations in this paper.

2 Traditional Embedded Processor Characteristics
Embedded processors are a specific instance of embedded systems in general and therefore adhere to the characteristics of embedded systems. In this section, we provide a
more traditional view on embedded processors by stating their characteristics deduced
from our general definition of embedded systems:
Definition: Embedded systems are (inexpensive) mass-produced elements of a larger
system providing a dedicated, possibly time-constrained, service to that system.
Before we highlight the main characteristics of embedded systems, we would like
to comment on our one sentence definition of them. In most literature, the definition of
embedded systems only states that they provide a dedicated service – the nature of the
service is not relevant in this context – to a larger (embedding) system. However, we believe that all the issues related to the specification and design of embedded systems are
very much anchored in the market reality. Consequently, in our opinion when we refer
to embedded systems as mass-produced elements we draw the separation line between
application-specific systems and embedded systems. We are aware that the separation

line is quite thin in the sense that embedded systems are mostly indeed applicationspecific systems. However, we believe that low-production application-specific systems
can not be considered as embedded systems, because they represent a niche market
with very different set of requirements. For example, in low-production scenarios cost
is usually not important while it is almost paramount for embedded systems to achieve
low cost. Finally, we include the possibility for time-constrained behavior in our definition, because even if it is not characteristic to all the embedded systems it constitutes a
particularity of a very large class of them, namely the real-time embedded systems.
The precise requirements of an embedded system is determined by its immediate
environment. However, we still can classify the embedded system requirements in:
– Functional requirements are defined by the services that the embedded system
has to perform for its immediate environment1 . Such services usually include data
gathering and some kind of data transformation/processing.
– Temporal requirements are the result of the time-constrained behavior of many
embedded systems thereby introducing deadlines (explained later) for the service(s).
– Dependability requirements relates to the reliability, maintainability, and availability of the embedded system in question.
In the light of the previously stated embedded systems definition and requirements,
we briefly point out what we think are the main characteristics of more traditional embedded processors and discuss in more detail the implications that these characteristics
have on their specification and design processes. The first and probably the most important characteristic of embedded processors is that they are application-specific2 .
Given that the service (or application in processor terms) is known a priori, the embedded processor can be and should be optimized for its targeted application. In other
words, embedded processors are definitely not general-purpose processors which are
designed to perform reasonably for a much wider range of applications. Moreover, the
fact that the application is known beforehand opens the road for hardware/software
co-design, i.e., the cooperative and concurrent design of both hardware and software
components of the processor. It is misleading to think that application-specific processors can not be programmed, because the signals controlling the processor can be perceived as rudimentary processor instructions, e.g., firmware or microcode [29], which
could be re-arranged thus programmed. The hardware/software co-design style is very
much particular to embedded processors and has the goal of meeting the processor level
objectives by exploiting the synergism of hardware and software.
Another important characteristic of embedded processors is their static structure.
When considering an embedded processor, the end-user has very limited access to software programming. The utilized software is provided by the processor integrator and/or
application developer, resides on ROM memories, and is not visible to the end-user. The
1

2

The immediate environment of an embedded systems can be either other embedded systems
in the larger system or the world in which the larger system is placed.
In accordance with our embedded systems definition, embedded processors are mass-produced
application-specific processors. Therefore, we consider graphics processors in game consoles
to be embedded processors. On the other hand, graphics processors intended for military simulators are not since they are not mass-produced.

end-user can not change nor reprogram the basic operations of the embedded processor,
but he is usually allowed to program a (different) sequence of basic operations.
Embedded processors are essentially non-homogeneous processors and this characteristic is induced by the heterogeneous character of the process within which the
processor is embedded. Designing a typical embedded processor does not only mix
hardware design with software design, but it also mixes design styles within each of
these categories. To put more light on the heterogeneity issue, we depicted in Figure 1
(from [16]) an example signal processing embedded processor. The heterogeneous character can be seen in many aspects of the embedded processor design as follows:
– both analog and digital sub-processors may be present in the system;
– the hardware may include microprocessors, microcontrollers, digital signal processors (DSPs), application-specific integrated circuits (ASICs);
– the topology of the system is rather irregular;
– various software modules as well as a multitasking real-time operating system.
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Fig. 1. Signal Processing Embedded Processor Example (from [16]).

Generally speaking, the intrinsic heterogeneity of embedded processors largely contributes to the overall complexity and management difficulties of the design process.
However, one can say that heterogeneity is in the case of embedded processors design a
necessary evil. It provides better design flexibility by providing a wide range of design
options. In addition, it allows each required function to be implemented on the most
adequate platform that is deemed necessary to meet the posed requirements.
Embedded processors are also mass-produced elements separating them from (lowproduction) application-specific processors. This characteristic imposes a different set
of requirements for the embedded processor design, because embedded processor vendors face fierce competition in order to gain more market capitalization. An example requirement involves the cost/performance sensitiveness of embedded processors making
low cost almost always an issue. Other related design issues include: high-production
volume, small time-to-market window, and fast development cycles.
A large number of embedded processors performs real-time processing introducing
the notion of deadlines. Roughly speaking, deadlines can be classified in: hard real-time

deadlines and soft real-time deadlines. Missing hard deadline can be catastrophic while
missing soft deadline only results in some non-fatal glitches. Both types of deadlines
are known a priori much like that the functionality is known beforehand. Therefore,
deadlines determine the minimum level of performance that must be achieved. When
facing hard deadlines, special attention must also be paid to other systems connected to
the embedded processor since they can negatively influence its behavior.

3 The Need for Programmability
In the early nineties, we were witnessing a trend in the embedded processors market
that was reshaping the characteristics of traditional embedded processors as introduced
in Section 2. Driven by market forces, the lengthy embedded processors design cycles
had to be shortened in order to keep up with or stay in front of competitors. In addition, production and development costs had to be reduced in order to stay competitive.
By highlighting the traditional embedded processors design, we discuss ”large scale”
programmability3 which has been used to address these two issues.
The heterogeneity of the embedded systems demanded a multitude embedded processors to be designed for a single system. This was further strengthened by the disability of the semiconductor technology at that time to produce large chips. As a result, the
multitude of embedded processors requires lengthy design and verification times, especially for their interfaces. On the other hand, subsequent design cycles could be significantly reduced if only a small number of the embedded processors requires redesign.
This delicate balance between long initial design cycles and possibly shortened subsequent design cycles was disturbed when advancing semiconductor technology allowed
increasingly more gates to be put on a single chip. Fueled by the need to incorporate
increasingly more functionality into (in order to distinguish yourself from competitors)
and to decrease the cost of embedded systems, the functionalities of embedded processors were expanded. More complex and larger embedded processors did not decrease
the initial design cycles. However, the subsequent redesign cycles were increased, because we are dealing with highly optimized circuits meaning that subsequent designs
are not necessarily easier than the initial ones.
In the search for design flexibility in order to decrease design cycles and reduce
subsequent design costs, functions were separated into time-critical functions and nontime-critical ones. One could say that the embedded processors design paradigm has
shifted from one that is based on the functional requirements to one that is based on
the temporal requirements. The collection of non-’time-critical’ functions could then
be performed on a single chip4 . The remaining time-critical function are to be implemented in high-speed circuits achieving maximum performance. The main benefit of
this approach is that the large (possibly slower) chip can be reused in subsequent designs
resulting in shorter design cycles. Moreover, the large chip also exhibits a more generalpurpose behavior and its design becomes more like the design of general-purpose pro3
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One could argue that programmability has always been part of embedded processors. However,
programmability introduced in this section significantly differs from the limited (low-level)
programmability of traditional embedded processors.
Possibly implemented in a slower technology in order to reduce cost.

cessors. The design of general-purpose processors can be divided into three distinct
fields [14]: architecture5 , implementation, and realization.
In Section 2, we stated that more traditional embedded processors are applicationspecific and static in nature. However, in this section we also stated that increasingly
more functionality is embedded into a single embedded processor. Is such a processor
still application-specific and can we still call such a processor an embedded processor?
The answer to this question is affirmative since such a processor is still embedded if
the other constraints (mass-produced, providing a dedicated service, etc.) are observed.
Given that increasing functionality usually implies more exposure of the processor to
the programmer, embedded processor have become indeed less static as they can now
be reused for other applications areas due to their programmability. In this light, two
scenarios in the design of programmable embedded processors can be distinguished:
– Adapt an existing general-purpose architecture and implement such an architecture. This scenario reduces development costs albeit such architectures must be
licensed. Furthermore, since such architectures were not adapted to embedded processors still some development times is needed to modify such architectures.
– Build a new embedded processor architecture from scratch. In this scenario, the
embedded processor development takes longer, but the final architecture is more
tuned towards the specific application the embedded processor is intended for.
Several examples of the first scenarios can be found. A well-known example is the
MIPS architecture [4]. In this case, the architecture has been adapted towards embedded
processors by MIPS Technologies, Inc. which develops the architecture separately from
other embedded systems vendors. Another well-known example is the ARM architecture [1]. It is a RISC architecture that was firstly intended for low-power PCs (1987), but
has been quickly adapted to become an embeddable RISC core (1991). Since then the
ARM architecture has been subject to numerous modifications and/or extensions in order to optimize it for targeted applications. A well-known implementation is the StrongARM core which was jointly developed by then Digital Semiconductor and ARM Ltd.
This core was intended to provide high performance at extreme low-power. The most
current implementation of this core developed by Intel Corp. is called the Intel PCA
Application Processor [3] intended for PDA handhelds. Other example general-purpose
architectures that have been adapted include: IBM PowerPC [2], Sun UltraSPARC [8],
the Motorola 68000/Coldfire [5], and many more. An example of the second scenario is
the Trimedia VLIW architecture [9] from Trimedia technologies, Inc. which was originally developed by Philips Electronics. Its application area was multimedia processing
and can now be found in many televisions, digital receivers, and other digital video
editing boards. Figure 2 shows a block diagram of the Trimedia TM-1300 processor. It
contains a VLIW processor core that controls the other specialized hardware cores and
performs other functions that do not need real-time performance.
Summarizing, the characteristics mentioned in Section 2 can be easily reflected in
the three processor design stages (architecture, implementation, and realization). The
characteristic of embedded processors being application-specific is exhibited by the
5
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fact that the architecture only contains those operations that really need support from
the applications set. The static structure characteristic exhibits itself by having a fixed
architecture, a fixed implementation, and a fixed realization. The heterogeneity characteristic exhibits itself by the utilization of programmable processor core with other
specialized hardware units. In addition, a multitude of different functional units exist
on the programmable processor core. The mass-produced characteristic is exhibiting
itself in the realization process by only utilizing proven technology that is therefore
cheap and reliable. The requirement of real-time processing exhibits itself by requiring
architectural support for frequently used operations, extensively parallel (if possible)
implementations, and realization incorporating high-speed components.
Finally, a wide variety of design issues also have their impact on the architecture,
implementation, and realization of an embedded processor. However, due to the vast
variety of design issues, such as cost, performance, cost/performance ratio, high/low
production volume, fast development, and small time-to-market windows, we refrain
ourselves from discussing these issues in the light of architecture, implementation, realization of embedded processors. However, it must be clear that each design issue has
a certain level of impact on the architecture, implementation, and realization of an embedded processor.

4 Early Time Reconfigurability
In the mid-nineties, we were witnessing a second trend in the embedded processors
design that was reshaping the design methodology of embedded processors and consequently redefined some of their characteristics. Previously, in the design of embedded

processors application-specific integrated circuits (ASICs) were still commonplace and
the design of ASICs required lengthy design cycles. It requires several roll-outs of the
embedded processor chips in question in order to test/verify all the functional, temporal,
and dependability requirements. Therefore, design cycles of 18 months or longer were
commonplace rather than exceptions. A careful step towards reducing such lengthy design cycles is to use reconfigurable hardware, also referred to as fast prototyping. This
allows embedded processor designs to be mapped early on in the design cycle to reconfigurable hardware, in particular field-programmable gate arrays (FPGAs), enabling
early functionality testing and thereby reducing the number of chip roll-outs. However,
such hardware initially were limited in size and therefore only small parts of embedded
processor designs could be tested. Consequently, still roll-out(s) of the complete chip
(implemented in ASICs) were still required in order to test the overall functionality.
In recent years, the reconfigurable technology has progressed in a fast pace and it
has currently arrived at the point that embedded processor designs requiring million(s)
of gates can be implemented on such structures. In addition, the performance gap that
existed between FPGAs and ASICs is rapidly decreasing. This development in technology has also changed the role of reconfigurable hardware in embedded processors
design. Instead of only serving fast prototyping purposes, embedded processors implemented in reconfigurable hardware are actually being shipped in final products. An
additional benefit of this development is that bugs found in such embedded processors
can be easily rectified resulting in much higher user satisfaction. Furthermore, design
improvements can also be easily incorporated during maintenance sessions. In the following, we revisit the embedded processor characteristics mentioned in Section 2 and
investigate whether they still hold in case embedded processors are build using FPGAs.
application-specific Embedded processors built utilizing reconfigurable hardware
are still application-specific in the sense that the implementations are still targeting such
applications. Utilizing such implementations for other purposes will prove to be very
hard or it will not achieve the required performance levels.
static structure This characteristic has been affected the most by the utilization
of reconfigurable hardware. From a pure technical perspective, the structure of a reconfigurable embedded processor is not static since its functionality can be changed, either
during maintenance or during operation. However, we have to consider the frequency
of this happening. In most cases, an implementation is chosen for the reconfigurable
embedded processor and it is not changed anymore between maintenance intervals.
Therefore, from the user’s perspective the structure of the embedded processor is still
static. In the next section, we will explore the possibility that the functionality of an
embedded processor needs to be changed even during operation.
heterogeneous This characteristics is still very much present in the case of reconfigurable embedded processors. We have added an additional technology into the mix
in which embedded processors can be realized. For example, the latest FPGA offering
from both Altera Inc. (Stratix [7]) and Xilinx Inc. (Virtex II [10]) integrates on a single
chip the following: memory, logic, I/O controllers, and DSP blocks.
mass-produced This characteristic is still applicable to reconfigurable hardware.
Early on, reconfigurable hardware has only been used to verify the functionality of
design and therefore were not implemented in actual shipped embedded processors. As

the technology progressed, it allowed reconfigurable hardware to be produced at much
lower costs and therefore opening the possibility of actually shipping reconfigurable
hardware in actual products. This is actually the case at this moment.
real-time In the beginning, we were witnessing the incorporation of reconfigurable
hardware only for non-’time-critical’ functions. As the technology of reconfigurable
continue to progress and making reconfigurable hardware much faster, we are also witnessing their incorporation in actual products where real-time performance is required,
such as multimedia decoders.

5 Future Embedded Processors
In Sections 3 and 4, we have shown that both programmability and reconfigurability
have been introduced into the embedded processor design trajectory born out of the
need to reduce design cycles and reduce development costs. Programmability allows
the utilization of high-level programming languages (like C) and thereby easing application development. Reconfigurability allows designs to be tested early on in terms
of functionality and diminishes the need for expensive chip roll-outs. The merging of
both strategies in the embedded processor design (if possible) will result in two main
advantages. First, the design flexibility is hugely increased, because it allows easy design space exploration in both software and hardware. Second, it allows rapid application development since the software and hardware can be realized utilizing high-level
programming and hardware description languages. When correctly incorporated, the
combination of programmability and reconfigurability allows embedded processors to
change their functionality dynamically during operation (in run-time).
The mentioned advantages and enabling FPGA technologies have even resulted in
that programmable processor cores are under consideration to be implemented in the
same FPGA structures, e.g., Nios from Altera [6] and MicroBlaze from Xilinx [11].
However, the utilization of programmable embedded processors that are augmented
with reconfigurable hardware also poses several issues that must be addressed:
– Long reconfiguration latencies: When considering dynamic run-time reconfigurations, such latencies may greatly penalize the performance, because any computation must be halted until the reconfiguration has finished.
– Limited opcode space: The initiation and control of the reconfiguration and execution of various implementations on the reconfigurable hardware require the introduction of new instructions. This puts much strain on the opcode space.
– Complicated decoder hardware: The multitude of newly introduced instructions
greatly increased the complexity of the decoder hardware.
In the following, we discuss one possible approach [28] (introduced by us) in merging programmability with reconfigurability in the design of embedded processors. The
approach utilizes microcode to alleviate the mentioned problems. Microcode consists
of a sequence of (simple) microinstructions that, when executed in a certain order, performs “complex” operations. This approach allows “complex” operations to be performed on much simpler hardware. In this section, we consider the reconfiguration
(either off-line or run-time) and execution processes as complex operations. The main
benefits of our approach can be summarized as follows:

– Reduced reconfiguration latencies: Microcode used to control the reconfiguration
process allows itself to be cached on-chip. This results in faster access times to the
reconfiguration microcode and thus in turn reduces the reconfiguration latencies.
– Reduced opcode space requirements: By only pointing to microcode (explained
later), we only require (at most) three new instructions and not separate instructions
for each and every supported operation.
– Reduced decoder hardware complexity: Due to the inclusion of only a few instructions, complex instruction decoding hardware is no longer required.
In Section 5.1, we revisit microcode from its beginnings to its current implementation within a high-level microprogrammed machine. In Section 5.2, we discuss in-depth
our proposed MOLEN embedded processor. Finally, in Section 5.3, we briefly highlight
several other approaches in this field that are comparable in one way or another.
5.1 Revisiting Microcode
Microcode, introduced in 1951 by Wilkes [29], constitutes one of the key computer engineering innovations. Microcode de facto partitioned computer engineering into two
distinct conceptual layers, namely: architecture and implementation. This is in part
because emulation allowed the definition of complex instructions which might have
been technologically not implementable (at the time they were defined), thus projecting an architecture to the future. That is, it allowed computer architects to determine a
technology-independent functional behavior (e.g., instruction set) and conceptual structures providing the following possibilities:
– Define the computer’s architecture as a programmer’s interface to the hardware
rather than to a specific technology dependent realization of a specific behavior.
– Allow a single architecture to be determined for a “family” of implementations
giving rise to the important concept of compatibility. Simply stated, it allowed programs to be written for a specific architecture once and run at “infinitum” independent of the implementations.
Since its beginnings, as introduced by Wilkes, microcode has been a sequence of
micro-operations (microprogram). Such a microprogram consists of pulses for operating the gates associated with the arithmetical and control registers. Figure 3 depicts the
method of generating this sequence of pulses. First, a timing pulse initiating a microoperation enters the decoding tree and depending on the setup register R, an output is
generated. This output signal passes to matrix A which in turn generates pulses to control arithmetical and control registers, thus performing the required micro-operation.
The output signal also passes to matrix B, which in its turn generates pulses to control
the setup register R (with a certain delay). The next timing pulse will therefore generate
the next micro-operation in the required sequence due to the changed register R.
Over the years, the Wilkes’ model has evolved into a high-level microprogrammed
machine as depicted in Figure 46 . In this figure, the control store contains microinstructions (representing one or more micro-operations) and the sequencer determines
6
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Fig. 3. Wilkes’ microprogram control model [29].

the next microinstruction to execute. The control store and the sequencer correspond to
Wilkes’ matrices A and B respectively. The machine’s operation is as follows:
1. The control store address register (CSAR) contains the address of the next microinstruction located in the control store. The microinstruction located at this address
is then forwarded to the microinstruction register (MIR).
2. The microinstruction register (MIR) decodes the microinstruction and generates
smaller micro-operation(s) accordingly that need to be performed by the hardware
unit(s) and/or control logic.
3. The sequencer utilizes status information from the control logic and/or results from
the hardware unit(s) to determine the next microinstruction and stores its control
store address in the CSAR. It is also possible that the previous microinstruction
influences the sequencer’s decision regarding which microinstruction to select next.
It should be noted that in microcoded engines not all instructions access the control
store. As a matter of fact, only emulated instructions have to go through the microcode
logic. All other instructions will be executed directly by the hardware (following path
(α) in Figure 4). That is, a microcoded engine is as a matter of fact a hybrid of the
implementation having emulated instructions and hardwired instructions7 .
5.2 Microcoded Reconfigurable MOLEN Embedded Processor
In this section, only a brief description of the MOLEN embedded processor is given,
We refer to [28] for a more detailed description. In its more general form, the proposed machine organization can be described as in Figure 5. In this organization, the
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I BUFFER stores the instructions that are fetched from the memory. Subsequently, the
ARBITER performs a partial decoding on these instructions in order to determine where
they should be issued. Instructions that have been implemented in fixed hardware are issued to the core processing (CP) unit which further decodes them before sending them
to their corresponding functional units. The needed data is fetched from the generalpurpose registers (GPRs) and results are written back to the same GPRs. The control
register (CR) stores other status information.
MEMORY
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DATA
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Fig. 5. The proposed machine organization.

The reconfigurable unit consists of a custom configured unit (CCU)8 and the ρµcode unit. An operation9 performed by the reconfigurable unit is divided into two dis8
9

Such a unit could be for example implemented by a Field-Programmable Gate Array (FPGA).
An operation can be as simple as an instruction or as complex as a piece of code of a function.

tinct process phases: set and execute. The set phase is responsible for configuring the
CCU enabling it to perform the required operation(s). Such a phase may be subdivided
into two sub-phases: partial set (p-set) and complete set (c-set). The p-set sub-phase
is envisioned to cover common functions of an application or set of applications. More
specifically, in the p-set sub-phase the CCU is partially configured to perform these
common functions. While the p-set sub-phase can be possibly performed during the
loading of a program or even at chip fabrication time, the c-set sub-phase is performed
during program execution. In the c-set sub-phase, the remaining part of the CCU (not
covered in the p-set sub-phase) is configured to perform other less common functions
and thus completing the functionality of the CCU. The configuration of the CCU is
performed by executing reconfiguration microcode10 (either loaded from memory or
resident) in the ρµ-code unit. In the case that partial reconfigurability is not possible or
not convenient, the c-set sub-phase can perform the entire configuration. The execute
phase is responsible for actually performing the operation(s) on the (now) configured
CCU by executing (possibly resident) execution microcode stored in the ρµ-code unit.
p-set / c-set / execute
R/P

ρCS-α/α

opcode
resident/pageable
(0/1)

address

OPC

Fig. 6. The p-set, c-set, and execute instruction formats.

In relation to these three phases, we introduce three new instructions: c-set, p-set,
and execute. Their instruction format is given in Figure 6. We must note that these
instructions do not specifically specify an operation and then load the corresponding
reconfiguration and execution microcode. Instead, the p-set, c-set, and execute instructions directly point to the (memory) location where the reconfiguration or execution
microcode is stored. In this way, different operations are performed by loading different
reconfiguration and execution microcodes. That is, instead of specifying new instructions for the operations (requiring instruction opcode space), we simply point to (memory) addresses. The location of the microcode is indicated by the resident/pageable-bit
(R/P-bit) which implicitly determines the interpretation of the address field, i.e., as a
memory address α (R/P=1) or as a ρ-CONTROL STORE address ρCS-α (R/P=0) indicating a location within the ρµ-code unit. This location contains the first instruction of
the microcode which must always be terminated by an end op microinstruction.
The ρµ-code unit: The ρµ-code unit can be implemented in configurable hardware.
Since this is only a performance issue and not a conceptual one, it is not considered
further in detail. In this presentation, for simplicity, we assume that the ρµ-code unit
is hardwired. The internal organization of the ρµ-code unit is given in Figure 7. In
all phases, microcode is used to perform either reconfiguration of the CCU or control
the execution on the CCU. Both types of microcode are conceptually the same and
no distinction is made between them in the remainder of this section. The ρµ-code
unit comprises two main parts: the SEQUENCER and the ρ-CONTROL STORE. The
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SEQUENCER mainly determines the microinstruction execution sequence and the ρCONTROL STORE is mainly used as a storage facility for microcodes. The execution
of microcodes starts with the SEQUENCER receiving an address from the ARBITER
and interpreting it according to the R/P-bit. When receiving a memory address, it must
be determined whether the microcode is already cached in the ρ-CONTROL STORE
or not. This is done by checking the RESIDENCE TABLE which stores the most frequently used translations of memory addresses into ρ-CONTROL STORE addresses
and keeps track of the validity of these translations. It can also store other information:
least recently used (LRU) and possibly additional information required for virtual addressing11 support. In the cases that a ρCS-α is received or a valid translation into a
ρCS-α is found, it is transferred to the ’determine next microinstruction’-block. This
block determines which (next) microinstruction needs to be executed:
– When receiving address of first microinstruction: Depending on the R/P-bit, the
correct ρCS-α is selected, i.e., from instruction field or from RESIDENCE TABLE.
– When already executing microcode: Depending on previous microinstruction(s)
and/or results from the CCU, the next microinstruction address is determined.
The resulting ρCS-α is stored in the ρ-control store address register (ρCSAR) before
entering the ρ-CONTROL STORE. Using the ρCS-α, a microinstruction is fetched from
the ρ-CONTROL STORE and then stored in the microinstruction register (MIR) before
it controls the CCU reconfiguration or before it is executed by the CCU.
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The ρ-CONTROL STORE comprises two sections12 , namely a set section and an
execute section. Both sections are further divided into a fixed part and pageable part.
The fixed part stores the resident reconfiguration and execution microcode of the set
and execute phases, respectively. Resident microcode is commonly used by several
invocations (including reconfigurations) and it is stored in the fixed part so that the performance of the set and execute phases is possibly enhanced. Which microcode resides
in the fixed part of the ρ-CONTROL STORE is determined by performance analysis
of various applications and by taking into consideration various software and hardware
parameters. Other microcodes are stored in memory and the pageable part of the ρCONTROL STORE acts like a cache to provide temporal storage. Cache mechanisms
are incorporated into the design to ensure the proper substitution and access of the microcode present in the ρ-CONTROL STORE.
5.3 Other reconfigurability approaches
In the previous section, we have introduced a machine organization where the hardware
reconfiguration and the execution on the reconfigured hardware is done in firmware
via the ρ-microcode (an extension of the classical microcode to include reconfiguration and execution for resident and non-resident microcode). The microcode engine is
extended with mechanisms that allow for permanent and pageable reconfiguration and
execution microcode to coexist. We also provide partial reconfiguration possibilities for
“off-line” configurations and prefetching of configurations. Regarding related work we
have considered more than 40 machine proposals. We report here a number of them that
somehow use some partial or total reconfiguration prefetching. It should be noted that
our scheme is rather different in principle from all related work as we use microcode,
pageable/fixed local memory, hardware assists for pageable reconfiguration, partial reconfigurations, etc.. As it will be clear from the short description of the related work,
we differentiated from them in one or more mechanisms.
The Programmable Reduced Instruction Set Computer (PRISC) [25] attaches a Programmable Functional Unit (PFU) to the register file of a processor for applicationspecific instructions. Reconfiguration is performed via exceptions. In an attempt to
reduce the overhead connected with FPGA reconfiguration, Hauck proposed a slight
modification to the PRISC architecture in [20]: an instruction is explicitly provided to
the user that behaves like a NOP if the required circuit is already configured on the array,
or is in the process of being configured. By inserting the configuration instruction before it is actually required, a so-called configuration prefetching procedure is initiated.
At this point the host processor is free to perform other computations, overlapping the
reconfiguration of the PFU with other useful work. The OneChip introduced by Wittig
and Chow [30] extends PRISC and allows PFU for implementing any combinational or
sequential circuits, subject to its size and speed. The system proposed by Trimberger
[27] consists of a host processor augmented with a PFU, Reprogrammable Instruction
Set Accelerator (RISA), much like the PRISC mentioned above. Concerning the management and control of the reprogramming procedure, Trimberger mentions that the
RISA reconfiguration is under control of a hardwired execution unit. However, it is
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not obvious if an explicit SET instruction is available. The Reconfigurable Multimedia
Array Coprocessor (REMARC) proposed by Miyamori and Olukotun [24] augments
the instruction set of a MIPS core. As the coprocessor does not have a direct access
to the main memory, the host processor has to write the input data to the coprocessor
data registers, initiate the execution, and finally read the results from the coprocessor
data registers. An explicit reconfiguration instruction is provided. Garp designed by
Hauser and Wawrzynek [21] is another example of a MIPS derived Custom Computing Machine (CCM). The FPGA-based coprocessor has a direct access to the standard
memory. The MIPS instruction set is augmented with several non-standard instructions
dedicated to loading a new configuration, initiating the execution of the newly configured computing facilities, moving data between the array and the processor’s own registers, saving/retriving the array states, branching on conditions provided by the array, etc.
The coprocessor is aimed to run autonomously with the host processor. In the OneChip98 introduced by Jacob and Chow[23], the computing resources are loaded on-demand
when a miss is detected. Alternatively, the resources are pre-loaded by using compiler
directives. Several comments regarding these assertions are worth to be provided. If an
on-demand loading strategy is employed, then the user has no control on the reconfiguration procedure. In the pre-loading strategy, an explicit reconfiguration instruction is
provided to the user and the reconfiguration procedure is indeed under the control of the
user. PRISM (Processor Reconfiguration Through Instruction-Set Metamorphosis) one
of the earliest proposed CCM [12][13], was developed as a proof-of-concept system, in
order to handle the loading of FPGA configurations, the compiler inserts library function calls into the program stream [13]. From this description, we can conclude that an
explicit reconfiguration procedure is available. Gilson [17] CCM architecture consists
of a host processor and two or more FPGA-based computing devices. The host controls the reconfiguration of FPGAs by loading new configuration data through a Host
Interface into the FPGA Configuration Memory. The reconfiguration process can be
performed such that when one computing device is being reconfigured and, therefore,
is idle, the others continue executing. The write into the configuration memory instruction can play the role of an explicit reconfiguration instruction. Therefore, a pre-loading
strategy is employed. Schmit [26] proposes a partial run-time reconfiguration mechanism, called pipeline reconfiguration or striping, by which the FPGA is reconfigured at
a granularity that corresponds to a pipeline stage of the application being implemented.
An application which has been broken up into pipeline stages can be mapped to a striped
FPGA. The pipeline stages are known as stripes; the stages of the application are called
virtual stripes, and the hardware stages which the virtual stages are loaded into are
called physical stripes. The PipeRench coprocessor developed by a team with Carnegie
Mellon University [15][18] is focused on implementing linear (1-D) pipelines of arbitrary length. PipeRench is envisioned as a coprocessor in a general-purpose computer,
and has direct access to the same memory space as the host processor. The virtual stripes
of the application are stored into an on-chip configuration memory. A single physical
stripe can be configured in one read cycle with data stored in such a memory. The configuration of a stripe takes place concurrently with execution of the other stripes. The
Reconfigurable Data Path Architecture (rDPA) is also a self-steering autonomous reconfigurable architecture. It consists of a mesh of identical Data Path Units (DPU)[19].

The data-flow direction through the mesh is only from west and/or north to east and/or
south and is also data-driven. A word entering rDPA contains a configuration bit which
is used to distinguish the configuration information from data. Therefore, a word can
specify either a SET or an EXECUTE instruction, the arguments of the instructions being the configuration information or data to be processed. A set of computing facilities
can be configured on rDPA.

6 Conclusions
In this positional paper, we have described several characteristics of embedded processors that were logically deduced from embedded systems characteristics in general.
Driven by market requirements, two strategies were followed in order to reduce design
cycles and development costs. First, programmability was introduced as a means to
combine all non-’time-critical’ functions to be performed by a ’general-purpose’-like
embedded processor. Such an embedded processor could then be reused in subsequent
design and thereby greatly reducing design cycles. Second, reconfigurability was initially only utilized as fast prototyping. Over time, technological advances in reconfigurable hardware in terms of size and performance have led to the fact the reconfigurable embedded processors are actually incorporated in shipped embedded systems.
We believe that the future of embedded processors design lies in the merging of both
strategies. Programmability allows the utilization of high-level programming languages
(like C) and thereby easing application development. The utilization of reconfigurable
hardware combines design flexibility and fast prototyping. At the same time, the processing performance of reconfigurable hardware is nearing that of application-specific
integrated circuits. Finally, in this paper we have highlighted one possible framework
in which future embedded processor design can be performed. The proposed MOLEN
embedded processor combines software programming (by utilizing a programmable
processor core) with hardware programming (utilizing microcode to control the reconfigurable hardware). Such an approach provides possibilities in combatting several issues associated with reconfigurable hardware.
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Companies developi.g applications have their specific methods for design and
production management in which they can represent their products, tools and
ha.rdware or software components. The method that er$ure the feasibility of a
product is leading technical choices and developments. It also change some of the
rules in design since most of the application is achieved in a topdown fashion
using components or code generators rearching the functiot'al requirements.

Psgen ff gurable architectures
FPGAs iue one of the driving forces for integration technology progresses, due
to their increasing field of applications.
Like software and hardwar€ prograrnming languages, reconfigurable arclritectures are sensitive to scale mutations. As the chip size is increasi.g, the characteristics of the application architecture change, with new needs for structured
communications, more efficiency on a,rithtttetic operators., and partial reconfgurability. The softwa.re follows slowly migrating from HDL to HLL. Preserving
the developments aud providing a sane support for production tools is, in our

oPinissr a major issue.

Madeo
MAoeo is a medium term project that make use of open object modeliug to
provide access to hardwa,re resources and code portability on reconfigurable architectures.
The project structure has three parts that interact closely (bottom-up):
1. Reconfigurable architecture model and its associated generic tools.
The representation ofpractical architectures on a generic model enables sharing of basic tools such a.s place and route, allocation, circuit editionpB00].
Mapping a logic description to a particula^r technology is achieved using the
algorith.ns parcked into SIS[Sa92], or hiera^rchical and parallel synthesis from
Lemarchand's PPartpem99]. Specific atomic resources can be merged with
logic, and the fra,rnework is extensible.
2. High level logic compiler. This compiler produces circuits associated to
high level firnctionalities on a characterization of the above model. Object
oriented programrning is not restricted to a particula.r set of operatorg or
t5qpes, a,ud so we provide the capability to produce primitives for a,rbitrary
a,rithmetics or symbolic computing.
At an intermediate level, the compiler handles a graph of lookuptables ca.rrying high level values (objects). Theu this graph is tra.sliated into a logic
graph that will be mapped on hardwa.re resources. The translator maks use
of values produced in the high level environment that allows to implement a
lot of classic optimizations without attaching semantics to operations at the
language level.

3. System and architecture modeling. 16s sernputation a,rchitecture in
its static or dynamic aspects is described in this framework. pq1 insfianss,
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on a concrete platform, it is theu recessaxy to build the bit-strerm generation software by rewriting the coofguration descriptions to the basic tools. Two
practical exa,mples are the xc6200 that has a public a^rchitecture and haq been
addressed directly, and the virtex addressed through the JBits API. we are also
worLi. g on industrial prototype srehif ssf urs.

2.2 Progrnr"p.ing

considerations

Applications for fine grain reconfigurable architectures can be speciali"ed without comprornise, and they should be optirnized in terms of space and performance. Iu our views, there is an abusive advantage given to the local performance
of standard arithmetic rrnifs i:r the synthesis tools and also in the specification
languages.

A first consequence of this advantage is the restricted ra.ge of basic types
coming from the capabilities of ALU/FPUs or memory address pnscha.nisps.
Control structues strictly oriented towa,rd sequentiality are another a.spect that
can be criticized. As an example, programrning for multimediia processor accelerators lg'ains procedural despite all the experience available from the domain
of data parallel languages. Ha.rdware description languages have rich descriptive
capabilities, however the necessity to use libraries led the language designers to
restrict their prirnifives to a level sirnilar to C.
Our aim is to produce a more flexible specification level with direct and efficient coupling to logic. 1'[is implies allowing ea^sy creation of specific arithmetics
represeating the algorithm needs, letting the compilers automatically tune data
width, and modeling computations based on well understood object classes.
To reach this goal, specifications with symbolic and functional cha^racteristics
are rxed, jointly with separate definition of data on which the program will
operate. Data are objects that have bioary representation.
Sequential computations can be structured in va,rious ways by splitting prograrns on register transfers, either explicitly in the case ofan architecture descrip
tion, or implicitly duttng the compilation. In this case, high level variables axe
used to retain a state with known initial values, the co-piler retrieving progressively the other states by enrmeration [LP96]. Figure 1 shows a diagram where
registers are provided to hold state values associated to high level variables tbat
could be instance variables in an object.
In this paper we will consider the case of methods without side effect, operatrng on a set of objects. For sake of simplicity we will reruune these methods
'functions', and the set ofobjects, 'values'. Interaction with external variables is
not discussed iu this paper. The input language is Smalltalk-80, variant Visualwoks, also used to build the tools and to describe the applicatiou architectures.

2.3

Execution model

The execution model targeted by the compiler is currently a high level replication of LUT-based FPGAs. We define a'program' as a function that needs
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Fig.2. Fan-in: index a,re aggregated to form an address in the table. Fbn-out: the same
indoc is presented to each table downstream.

3. logic synthesis tool capabilities

a^re limited to medium grain problems. To
allow code production for FPGAs, algorithrns must decrease the nu*bs of
values down to nodes that can be easily handled by the logic generation
layer. Todag this grain is sirnilar to the &bit microprocessor grain.
4. decreasing tfts wrrnSer of valuas is the natural way in which functions operates, since the size of a Cartesian product on a firnctiou input values is the
maximum number of values produced in the output. The number of values
carried by edges is decreasi.g either in the hiera^rchy structure or in a graph
flow. There is no possible divergence and the efficiency of an algorith"' can
be stated to be its ability to quickly decrease the data a,mplitude on which
logic complexity depend.

2.4

Type system

Language types appea,r to the progr^mmers as annotations for shscking code
consistency and binding to architecture resoruces. The type system we are using
does not restrict programrning to this kind of biding. It is only intended to
specify any possible set of values appearing in the program input or inside the

computation network.

In the object euvironment, it is supported by a set of

classes supporting operations.

Implicit or etryIicit collections of raalues a,re denoted by intervals or sets. Cla.ssbased types are associated either to classes harrin.s a finite number of instances
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Fig. S. Development interface showing the high level code for floating point multiplier
and the corresponding execution graph. The 3 nodes at the bottom of the figure output
(left to right) the sign, the exponent and the &actional part. Boxes in the graph can
be irspected to check the types carried on edges, as shown figure 4

Fig.4.

Tnspectors on nodes of figure 3 graph. At the left, internal aspects of a node
with inputs, output, and generated logic presented in the right pane in BLIF format.
In the middle the inputs is an array of 2 parameters. The 2 other windows show value

characterizations for the output and an input.
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2. High level optimization and building the index network
After this first stage we have a situation sirnilar to a compiler having a language semantic howledge becarue the tables have inferred stronger properties from the mssage executions. It is time to apply high level optirnizations
such as sliminatisp of constant nodes and dead code or subexpression factorization. This imply backward and forward processing on the DAG.
The next transformation is the trnnslation of the DAG by dsdu6ing hdex
based tables from associations of value tables. This is achieved by generating
index for values. ca"re must be taken of class based types to prserve their
special encoding.

3. LUT based optimizations and architecture mapping
Index path optimizations involves the detection of subnets with pa,rticular
topologies. As an exe-ple, linea,r cascade of tables can be collapsed irr a single
table. For logic translation, each index-based table is given to logic synthesis
tools to produce an equivalent bina,ry description. At this stage we must also
take into account the size of LUT memories in the ta,rget architecture. The
result is a hierarchical logic description which is a bina.ry equirralent for the
high level prograrn.
The last stage is to place and route the logic graph using the generic tools
in the fra,mework, producing a hardware module for further system handling
and binding.

3.2

lfierarchical aspects

In section 3.L we supposed that the program can be directly synthesized at each
function call. We itre now consideri.g the more general ca.se where calls mrxt be
developed to reach this condition.
The logic needed to implement a particular function call depends on the
expressed algorifhr", the number of pa,rarneters, the number of possible values for
pararneters and the original encodi'g of values in the higher level environment.
A valuable property of an algorithrn is its ability to quickly decrease the mrmber
of values present on graph edges. This gradual decrease comes from frrnction
calls ttrat are processed in thc saure way a.s their root function, for every node
showing an excessive complexity related to synthesis.
When trfus 6srnpiler reaches a condition where logic tools will be inefficient, it
creates a new compilation context and process recursively the call. The context
will return a structured logic description that will be installed as pa,rt of the
current level production.
ffus fschnisal form of a logic description associated tro n 6s'r,piled program is
a hierarchical BLIF description that can be partially flattened for fiuther logic
optimization, and partially placed under control of a floor planner. In this case
each developed function call has its corresponding circuit semponent assembled
in the global hiera,rchy.
A more speculative compiler built-in fuuction is type pa.rtitioning. When a
data set appe:Irs to be too much large, tr6s 6smpiler can divide the type in
order to reach a grain suitable with synthesis. Automatic type division by the
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The basic idea of RS codi'g is io build a system with n * rn rows aud n
columns. All rows are built to be independent. Recovery from up to rn errors is
possible as we could always tale tle ar"ailable words aud build a system that is
solvable. Solving that system by aoy trschnique (like Gagssian Elimination) will
provide the original data words.

Encoiling: at ihis point we need to build rn additional independent equations.
To arhieve that, we will use the Vandermonde matrix r*d 6srnpute its associated
independent terms that will serve ss checksrrrns. This can be done by perform-

ing the following operation (where
ct . . . en its associated qhscksrrms):

&... it^ are the data

fl,:,,,*-, .:,] |;]

words to encode aud

:|]]

(1)

Decoding: when retrieving data we know that the following equation must apply:

1 0 0 ...
0 1 0 ...
0 0 0 ...
1 L 1 ...
I 2 3 ...
L2m-r

0
0

dz

1

d.

1

Cl

n

g--r . ..n^-7

d,t

|:]

(2)

Cz

cn

so in case of an error on a word of data, we cau compute its value by solving
a system involving n. rows of the equation. This will be possible as long as we
have n valid values in the indepeadent term vector; that is, there are less tha.
rn etrorg.

Arithrnetic ouer Gqhois Fiekls is used as the algebra needed to solve the system,
as is closed over a field of finite size.
For a more detailed description of RS coding using a,rithrnetic over Galois
Fields, the reader may refer to Pln.nlr's tutorial[Plagg]. Other interestiug bibliography comes from c. Paa,r et al., for example lpRgz] provides informaiion on
GF operator complexity ssd irnplementation on FpGAs.

4.2 Encoder/decoder
our objective is to obtai.

speciff.cation
con-figurations for the encoding/decodi''g using RS

over Galois Fields. We are ta^rgeting a system that has a reconfigurable part to
do both, encoding and decodi"g. we will need a configuration for the encoder
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Operator fusion.

Una,ry operators are removed by fiuing them with its producer/consumer operators. we assume that this will provide a better irnple"

mentation.

Circuit production.

Several circuits have been produced

to collect practical

information of the results.

4.4

Encoders/decodersstatistics

Tbbles 1 and 2 display respectively statistics for the 3 necessa^ry encoders a,D.d
all the possible decoders fe1 disk failures. The tables has colgmns showing the
decrease in the nu.mber of GF16 operators, average number of inputs per operator, and the critical path in the network of operators. The meaning of rows is
the observed value after each optirnization operation as described in section 4.3.
Correctness ha" been checlced at the logic level by selecting random inputs
and verifying the output a,fter logic synthesis using SIS simulate command.

Table 1. statistics for
gsmpiler
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type inference
constant foldine
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Thble 2. statistics for
3ompiler
rperation
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constant folding
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5. the average of used inputs in module cells includi''g the border
6. the se'ne measure for cells in (4)
Notice that (3)+( ):(2), with (4) being low. The circuit is I/O dominated.
Gates used in (3) disappea,r when the module is connected to other a,rchitecture
element.

Routing cost (7) is an etimation on the number of rsoruces allocated for
connections. Critical path (8) is the maximum number of cells and other resources allocated in the circuit between an input and an output, with unitary
costs. CPU time (9) provides an idea of the delay to place an route the circuit
on aPC/750Mhz with ihe Visualworks environrnsaf lrrnning on Linux. Figgres
6 and 7 are views on these decoders as generated by the tools.
(10) is the maximum area occupied by the assembly of elementary modules
without post-assembly optimization, and without the use of the floor pla''r,eg.
(11) is the maximum number of cells ued in this area, and (12) is the number of
cells used to implement logic in the a^rea. (12) is sirnilar to (a). A good measure
of the post-assembly optirnization is the respective 40% and2T% logic decreases
in the cases of the decoder and encoder. The use of the floor planner will bring
(10) and (11) closer to (1) and (2).
Thble 5, Resuits

fronn place and route on 2 architectures
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Conclusion
t

has presented our project in three parts. Reconfigurable architec*sdsling tools are operational, with a practical implementation on xc6200
and active work to address the Virtex. Another development is in progress for
a low power FPGA prototype architecture. using these tools, one c'n describe
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regulat circuits for operators or processi'g networks by replication and cha.'nel
routinS.

The compiler described in this paper is a work in progress. With the exceF
tion of optimization for rrariable dependencie, it is now possible to produce an
optimized hierarchical logic description suitable for technology mapping, then
place and route. This compiler handles optirnization mostly at high level, removing a considerable load oa logic 'nappil'g algorithrng. The execution model
can be understood as a specific lookup memory unil linlring symbolically input
stimuli to outputs. The strength in opti-izatioo comes from the fact that the
knowledge of values fsing processed allows tre simplify computations either at
high level or at logic level.
The most important point is that this method gives the possibility to create
specific logic based on concise behavioral algorithm expression that is reusable
in a variety of situations on different kind of data. Binding nodes to memories
or arithmetic operators is feasible based ou the architectural model and types
propagated inside the computation graph.
We find in the object oriented approach very promising results either for
architecture management and high level synthesis which must be considered as
a productivity tool in the context of systems oo ships.
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Abstract. Polymorphous computing architectures refer to computing platforms
whose computation and communication structures can be changed over time.
The objective of such platforms is to use the underlying reconfigurable components and attributes to adapt to dynamically changing constraints, objectives,
and characteristics in the applications that execute on them. In this paper, we
present a model for executing applications with non-deterministic execution
times and time-varying performance requirements on a polymorphous architecture. We analyze the complexity of various issues related to the model, and identify some broadly-applicable conditions under which the complexity of these
issues can be reduced. We develop a heuristic framework for guiding the runtime configuration adaptation process, and show through simulation experiments
that this approach can efficiently handle both dynamics in performance requirements and in task execution times.

1. Introduction
There have been many advancements in recent years on architectures for reconfigurable processing engines (e.g, see [7][12][13]). With the increasing degree of
reconfigurability in processing architectures, it is useful to view embedded multiprocessor systems as polymorphous computing architectures (PCAs) in which configurable attributes of the architecture and software are adapted in response to
dynamically changing needs. Such attributes may include items such as inter-processor
message routing, caching policies, scheduling policies, processor voltages, resource
allocation to computing units, and synchronization protocols. A PCA can be a particularly useful platform for developing a computing system where applications and performance requirements change at run-time as one can adaptively configure the PCA to
suit the dynamic constraints and objectives.
This paper takes a step towards bridging techniques for scheduling and system
synthesis with reconfigurable processing platforms and the dynamically-changing
application requirements that drive these platforms. We first formulate the problem of
executing application dataflow graphs on a polymorphous computing architecture such
that specified performance requirements are satisfied, where the requirements may
vary over time and the application may have tasks with non-deterministic execution
times (e.g., due to data dependencies or unpredictable events such as cache misses and
interrupts). We analyze key properties of this problem and the complexity of some relevant sub-problems. We then develop a flexible heuristic framework for guiding the
1

run-time configuration adaptation process, and show through simulation experiments
that this approach can efficiently handle both dynamics in performance requirements
and dynamics in task execution time behavior.
In the application model addressed in this paper, computational tasks (actors),
which are represented by dataflow graph vertices, in the application are allowed to
have stochastic execution times with static distributions or distributions that may vary
slowly over time. The computing unit is a reconfigurable multiprocessor architecture,
and the objective is to find a mapping of the actors in the application onto the processors in the multiprocessor and the configuration that the architecture should assume
such that performance-related constraints (e.g., constraints on power, resource usage or
throughput) are satisfied and objectives (e.g., maximizing throughput or minimizing
latency) are optimized effectively. Furthermore, the constraints and objectives may
vary over time, and thus, overall solution quality can be viewed in terms of how efficiently reconfiguration of the architecture tracks changes in the application’s requirements. Henceforth, we will refer to this problem as the polymorphous computing
architecture mapping (PCA mapping) problem. As can be seen, the PCA mapping
problem is quite general in nature and even very restricted special cases can be proved
to be NP-complete.
The approach suggested in this paper is correspondingly general and can handle
diverse applications and performance requirements. All the reported experiments were
performed on an abstraction of the Raw architecture [12] that incorporates salient features of the architecture such as the programmability of interconnects between processors. For experiments, the self-timed execution of applications on this abstracted Raw
architecture was simulated using the inter-processor communication (IPC) graph
model [12].
The emphasis in this paper is on coordination of the on line configuration management process for reconfigurable networks of processors, rather than the development of specialized configuration optimization techniques (such as fixed-objective
scheduling and allocation), which are already in abundance in the literature (e.g., see
[11] for a survey). Our work is complementary to such existing efforts and also to
work on multiprocessor system synthesis [1][2], which can be used to derive the store
of pre-computed configurations that is input to the techniques developed in this paper.

2. Problem formulation
A set of relevant metrics, such as latency, throughput, average power, peak
power, and number of resources, is denoted by M . If a certain metric appears as a constraint with a value to be satisfied when the application executes, then this metric is
referred to as a constraint metric and the value as a constraint value for that particular
metric. A constraint value belongs to the set of real numbers. A pair of constraint metric and constraint value is called a constrain pair. A sequence of constraint pairs in
turn is referred to as a constraint vector, and is denoted by
(1)
V = [ ( m 1, c 1 ), ( m 2, c 2 ), …, ( m K, c K ) ] ,
where m 1, m 2, …, m K represent any K metrics in M , and c 1, c 2, …, c K represent the
corresponding constraint values, for K ∈ { 0, N } , where N is the number of all constraint pairs. This (possibly empty) sequence of constraint pairs in a constraint vector
2

is prioritized such that ( m i, c i ) is a higher priority constraint pair than a constraint pair
if
in a constraint vector
( m j, c j )
i < j , for
i, j ∈ { 1, 2, …, K }
V = [ ( m 1, c 1 ), ( m 2, c 2 ), …, ( m K, c K ) ] . A metric m R that is to be optimized after all
constraints have been satisfied is called a residual objective. A goal g is an ordered
pair ( V, m R ) , where V is a constraint vector and m R is a residual objective. If there is
no residual objective, then the goal is composed of only a constraint vector and can be
represented by ( V, ⊥ ) . Here, the symbol ⊥ represents the absence of a residual objective. Also, without loss of generality, the metrics are such that the associated optimization problems are to minimize the metric (i.e., a lower value of a metric is always better
than a higher value). Metrics for which higher values are more desirable must thus be
transformed into corresponding metrics for which lower values are better. For example, in iterative applications, the throughput (average rate of completion of application
iterations) can be re-cast as the average iteration period, which is the reciprocal of the
throughput.
Example 1: Consider a set of relevant metrics M = { L, P, T } , where L is the
latency, P is the average power consumption, and T is the iteration period. Consider
the goal g = [ ( L, 50 ), ( P, 100 ), ( L, 40 ), ( P, 70 ), T ] . In g , the constraint pair
( L, 50 ) has higher priority than the constraint pair ( P, 100 ) , which in turn has higher
priority than the constraint pair ( L, 40 ) . The metric T is the residual objective.
This definition of reconfiguration goals as prioritized lists with optional residual
objectives leads to a view of dynamic reconfiguration as a sequence of one-dimensional optimization problems. This simplification is useful because run-time adaptation techniques must be of relatively low complexity, and thus, one-dimensional
optimization is a better match. Additionally, it allows us to leverage existing libraries
of single-dimensional synthesis techniques, which are more abundant than multidimensional techniques. Third, it provides an intuitive and unambiguous format for
designers to prioritize multidimensional application requirements. Note, however, that
this formulation applies only to run-time reconfiguration, and multi-dimensional optimization techniques, such as SPEA-based methods [14], can be used off-line in arbitrary ways to compute caches of pre-computed configurations. Use of such caches will
be discussed further in Section 3.2-5.
For example, in Example 1, we initially have an unconstrained latency optimization problem (since the first constraint involves latency). As we adapt the system configuration with techniques that address this problem, we will in general improve the
latency. Once the latency improves to 50 time units, the current constraint is satisfied,
and we switch to a power-optimization problem subject to a constraint of L = 50 .
The optimization process may continue in this manner until the last constraint is satisfied (in this case, P = 70 ), at which point run-time adaptation stops (if there is no
residual objective) or reaches a terminal mode of optimizing the residual objective
subject to all constraints in the constraint vector. This mode then continues until the
system shuts down or the application’s goal changes.
Mapping an application to a multiprocessor architecture includes defining a taskto-processor mapping along with defining the configuration of the reconfigurable
architecture. In this paper, the scope of the word “configuration” is expanded to
include also the mapping of the application onto the reconfigurable architecture.
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Therefore, a configuration consists of two components 1) task-to-processor mapping
and 2) configuration of the architecture. Henceforth, the word “configuration” is used
in the above sense, unless stated otherwise. A given application, goal, and resource set
define an instance of the PCA mapping problem. Input to the model is an instance that
may change with time. We define the design space as the set of all feasible combinations of an instance and a configuration. The solution space for a feasible instance is
the set of all feasible configurations for that instance. Latency, throughput, average
power and peak power are some of the commonly encountered metrics. With many
metrics of simultaneous relevance, the goal space is too vast to be fully explored
before run-time, and run-time adaptation of configurations is generally advantageous.
Figure 1 illustrates a general model for solving the PCA mapping algorithm with
a combination of off-line and on-line techniques. The main components of the model
are the off-line component, the configuration store (CS), and the on-line component.
The off-line component, whose objective is to pre-compute a set of efficient candidate
mappings for various run-time scenarios, can be constructed using existing methods
for scheduling, system synthesis, and multi-objective optimization. The focus of this
paper is thus on the on-line refinement component and its interaction with the configuration store.
For a given instance, not every configuration is suitable as some configurations
may violate constraints or may not adequately address residual objectives. As the goal
changes for a given application, the system needs to derive a suitable adaptation of the
run-time configuration. Optimally solving this problem is undecidable in many contexts. Also, reconfigurability of the architecture and the stochastic variance of execution times greatly complicates the solution space consisting of all possible
configurations for the input of a goal and a given application. Since computing a suitable configuration is performed during the execution of an application, one can not
apply exhaustive or relatively sophisticated search strategies as those techniques will
take away excessive computational resources away from the application itself. To
address this trade-off (thoroughness of dynamic optimization vs. resources drained
from the application), our model of the PCA mapping problem also accounts for the
time spent in computing efficient adaptations of mappings at run-time on the basis of
feedback obtained from execution and identification of bottlenecks, and hence always
tries to move towards an optimal solution. This is taken care of in the on-line refinement part of the model, which consists of low-complexity algorithms that find and
refine configurations for a given instance. It also consists of feedback units shown by
the “Identify bottlenecks” block in Figure 1 that takes feedback from the execution of
the configurations and modifies the configurations so as to better suit the active goal.
The OnlineStats unit in the on-line refinement part of the model stores short-term statistics that can be used by on-line algorithms.
A configuration store is used to store high-quality points in the design space that
have been explored so that one can use them later as need be. The off-line refinement
part of Figure 1 consists of high-complexity algorithms that yield better solutions. It is
acceptable for them to be of high-complexity as they are used off-line, and do not compete for resources with the application. In Figure 1, the STATS unit stores statistics
about the application (e.g., distributions of execution times for different actors, fre4

quencies of occurrence of some particular regions of the goal space, etc.). Off-line
algorithms use these statistics to explore the solution space for input instances.
As soon as the goal or application changes, an initial configuration is found using
the on-line configuration management component in conjunction with the configuration store. On-line algorithms keep improving the configuration that is being executed,
using the feedback from the execution. In the meantime, off-line algorithms may keep
exploring areas of design space and merge the relevant information into the configuration store (for use in the selection of future initial configurations).

Application
OFF−LINE REFINEMENT PART
Off−line Algorithms
STATS

CS
OnlineStats

On−line algorithms

A1
A2
An

Objective vector (O)

Mapping
/Configuration

Execution
ON−LINE REFINEMENT PART
Identify
bottlenecks

Fig. 1. An overview of the system-level reconfiguration framework studied in this paper.
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3. Configuration management model
The overview of our PCA system synthesis model shows that it is very adaptive
in nature and hence is suitable for applications with stochastic execution times and
time-varying goals. This section develops further details of this model.
3.1

Evaluation of configurations and goals
It is useful to define some measure of how well a given configuration executes
for a particular instance. This evaluation measure should allow unambiguous comparison between two configurations based on the current goal.
Suppose we are given a goal g = [ V, m R ] , where
(2)
V = [ ( m 1, c 1 ), ( m 2, c 2 ), …, ( m n, c n ) ] .
We define the quality of a system configuration C with respect to goal g , denoted
Q g ( C ) (or simply Q ( C ) if g is understood) as the ordered pair Q ( C ) = ( k, v ) ,
where k + 1 is the index of first unsatisfied constraint in the constraint vector of g
(i.e., the lowest-index constraint in g that is not satisfied by the configuration), and v
is the value obtained for the metric m k + 1 . If configuration C satisfies all n constraints in the constraint vector of g , then we say that C satisfies g , and in this case,
Q ( C ) = ( n + 1, v R ) , where v R is the value obtained for the residual objective m R if
m R ≠ ⊥ or v R = -∞ if m R = ⊥ .
In summary, the quality of a configuration measures a configuration with respect
to a given goal, and given a goal and two configurations C 1 and C 2 with qualities
Q ( C 1 ) = ( k 1, v 1 ) and Q ( C 2 ) = ( k 2, v 2 ) for that instance, respectively, C 1 has
higher quality than C 2 if
(3)
( k 1 > k 2 ) or ((k 1 = k 2 ) and (v 1 < v 2 )) .
3.2

Configuration store
A configuration store serves as a repository of alternative configurations. A configuration store can be divided into several sub-stores (sub-CSs), one for each relevant
application. Each sub-CS has some configurations stored in it, one for a specific combination of goal and resource set. In the later part of this section, we assume that we are
dealing with a fixed application and a fixed resource set, unless stated otherwise. This
does not detract from the generality of the ideas developed later as they can be generalized to include various applications and resource sets using the hierarchical model of
configuration store explained above.
Assuming a fixed application and resource set, selecting the goals whose corresponding configurations should be stored in the configuration store depends on various
factors such as the size of the configuration store; the optimality of the stored configuration; computational resources drained from the application during execution by the
on-line refinement algorithms; and the expected or observed frequency of specific
goals.
3.3

Acceptability of configurations
Notions of acceptability and cover emerge naturally from this concept of configurations stores, and guide the construction and adaptation of the configuration store in
our model. For example, one can envision the reconfiguration process as selecting an
acceptable configuration, and gradually tightening the notion of acceptability to guide
the on-line refinement process. The following definition makes these notions precise.
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Definition 1:
Given two goals g 1 and g 2 , we say that g 1 is acceptable for g 2 ,
denoted g 1 → g 2 , if a configuration that satisfies g 1 is an acceptable implementation
for g 2 . If g 1 → g 2 , we also say that g 1 covers g 2 . Given a set Γ of goals and a specific goal g , the space of g over Γ (or simply, the space of g , if Γ is understood) is
{ g′ ∈ Γ g → g′ } . Thus, the space of a goal g is the set of goals that are acceptably
implemented by any configuration that satisfies g . The space of a goal g is represented by space ( g ) .
The following result, proved and elaborated on in [9], shows that the acceptability of configurations is a particularly well-behaved relation if it is a partial order.
Theorem 1: If we have a finite set Γ of relevant goals, and the acceptability relation is
a partial order, then there exists a unique, minimal set of goals { g 1, g 2, …, g n } such
that
n

∪

space ( g i ) = Γ ,

(4)

i=1

and this set of goals can be computed in polynomial time in Γ , the number of relevant goals.
n

n

Definition 2:
Dominance relation: A point pεℜ dominates a point qεℜ if
p i ≤ q i , for all i = 1, …, n , where p i and q i denote i th components of p and q ,
respectively.
One can see that the dominance relation is a partial order [5]. We can have an
acceptability relation between goals based on the dominance relation where a goal g 1
is acceptable for a goal g 2 if the constraint vector of the goal g 1 dominates the constraint vector of the goal g 2 , and the residual objectives for both goals are same. The
following example illustrates an acceptability relation that is not a partial order.
Example 2: Suppose that we have a single constraint metric, which is the average iteration period T of the system. Thus, the constraint associated with a goal g can be
expressed as the desired average iteration period T ( g ) . Suppose that in a particular
implementation context, the acceptability relation g 1 → g 2 is defined by
T ( g 1 ) – T ( g 2 ) ≤ ∆T for some positive real number ∆T . Thus, a configuration for g 1
can be worse than what is desired under g 2 , and still be acceptable for g 2 , as long as
the deviation does not exceed the threshold ∆T . Suppose also that the goals g 1, g 2
and g 3 have desired average iteration period values of
3 ∆T
3 ∆T
T ( g 1 ) = 5 , T ( g 2 ) = 5 – ---------- and T ( g 3 ) = 5 – ---------- .
4
2

(5)

One can then see that g 1 → g 2 and g 2 → g 3 but g 1 is not acceptable for g 3 . Therefore, this acceptability relation is not transitive, and thus, is not a partial order.
An acceptability relation between goals based on the dominance relation or any
other partial order leads to valuable properties such as that exposed by Theorem 1.
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Also, the dominance relation is a natural candidate for an acceptability relation among
goals, as a configuration corresponding to the dominating goal can be used in place of
a configuration corresponding to the dominated goal without violating any constraints.
This motivates our use of the dominance relation in managing configuration stores.
One can observe that our approaches of defining a goal and the quality of a configuration are all consistent with acceptability based on the dominance relation.

4. On-line configuration management
In this section, we define an on-line configuration management framework called
CMF that defines how to choose an initial configuration for a particular instance, and
how the on-line adaptation for that configuration should proceed. We also formulate
problems related to storage of configurations in the configuration store. These problems and our models to solve them provide fundamental analysis of the complexity of
configuration management and provide feasible, low-complexity solutions to this
problem.
A pseudocode outline of the CMF approach is shown in Figure 2. The objective
is to provide a framework that imposes minimal constraints on how reconfiguration is
actually performed, while providing systematic support for managing the reconfiguration process in terms of configuration stores, performance constraints, and optimization objectives. CMF is a meta-algorithm because specific details of the architecture,
the application, and the on-line adaptation algorithms are left unspecified, and can be
customized based on the relevant classes of applications and architectures. This metaalgorithm maintains a current objective at all times, where the goal is always to
improve the current objective without violating any of the previously satisfied constraints. The function onLineAdaptation takes an objective metric, a constraint value,
and a configuration as inputs, and keeps refining the configuration in an effort to continually improve its quality (as defined in Section 3.1). This function would typically
be called within an enclosing loop that performs any system-dependent re-initialization and re-invokes the function immediately after the previous invocation of the function terminates (observe that the function terminates when the current goal is
changed).
Pseudocode for the related functions is given in Figure 3. We have implemented
CMF, and simulation results pertaining to it are discussed in Section 5.
4.1

Issues related to configuration management
Before proceeding with discussion of our experiments with CMF, we first study
some fundamental versions of the problems related to configuration management, discuss their complexity, and relate aspects of them to well-studied problems. Two related
problems regarding the size of the configuration store are as follows.
P1. Find the minimum size configuration store and the goals that should be
stored in it such that all the relevant goals are covered.
P2. If one has a well-defined measure of “distance” between goals and the
goal-pace is a metric space [4], then for a given fixed size configuration store, find the
goals whose configurations should be stored such that the sum of the distances of those
goals that are not present in the configuration store, from the distance-wise nearest
goal present in the configuration store, is minimum.
8

function CMF
/* Global variables accessed: the current goal and the set
of pre-computed configurations, respectively.
*/
global goal g c = [ ( m 1, c 1 ), ( m 2, c 2 ), …, ( m K, c K ), m R ]
global configurationStore C
stack S = emptyStack ;
goal g , g o ;
g = go = gc
/* The current optimization metric and the current
constraint to satisfy
*/
objective objective c = m R
constraint constraint c = null
σ = { c ∈ C c satisfies g }
while ( σ = ∅ ) {
( g , constraint c , objective c ) = demoteConstraint( g , S )
σ = { c ∈ C c satisfies g }
}
/* Select an admissible configuration from σ using some
heuristic or specialized, optimal algorithm.
*/
configuration c = select( σ )
/* Keep trying to refine the current configuration according to the current goal until the goal changes ( g c may
change at any time under external control).
*/
while (g c = g o ) {
while ( constraint c is not satisfied by configuration c ) {
onLineAdaptation( objective c , constraint c ,
configuration c )
}
/* Move to the next unsatisfied constraint or to
the residual objective */
( g , constraint c , objective c ) = promoteConstraint( g , S )
}
end function
Fig. 2. The CMF framework for goal-driven reconfiguration.
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P1 and P2 can be viewed, respectively, in terms of the well-known problems of
minimum dominating sets and k-medians. To reduce P1 from the minimum dominating set problem [5], for every vertex in the dominating set problem, instantiate a goal,
and for every edge, instantiate a condition that the goal corresponding to the source
vertex is acceptable to the goal corresponding to the sink vertex. The problem P1
related to this set of goals and the acceptability relation among goals is equivalent to
the given minimum dominating set problem instance. The vertices in the given minimum dominating set problem instance, corresponding to the goals that should be
stored in the configuration store (found by solving P1) constitute a minimum dominating set for the given minimum dominating set problem instance. This can be used to
show that the problem P1 is NP-hard (see [9] for more details). However, if the acceptability relation is a partial order, then the minimum dominating set can be found in
polynomial-time by picking up all the vertices with no incoming edges in the graph of
the minimum dominating set problem. This is in accordance with Theorem 1, and further underscores the advantage of using acceptability relations that are partial orders.
If the associated distance function is defined between any two goals and the goalspace is a metric space, then problem P2 can be modeled in terms of the k-median
function promoteConstraint
input goal g = [ ( m 1, c 1 ), ( m 2, c 2 ), …, ( m K – 1, c K – 1 ), m K ] , stack S
output goal, constraint, objective
goal g′
constraint v = S.pop()
objective m = S.pop()
constraint x = S.pop()
S.push(x)
g′ = [ ( m 1, c 1 ), ( m 2, c 2 ), …, ( m K – 1, c K – 1 ), ( m K, v ), m ]
return { g′ , x , m )
end function

function demoteConstraint
input goal g = [ ( m 1, c 1 ), ( m 2, c 2 ), …, ( m K, c K ), m R ] , stack S
output goal, constraint, objective
goal g′
S.push(m R )
S.push(c K )
g′ = [ ( m 1, c 1 ), ( m 2, c 2 ), …, ( m K – 1, c K – 1 ), m K ] .
return ( g′ , c K , m K )
end function

Fig. 3. Definition of functions promoteConstraint and demoteConstraint from Figure 2.
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problem [2, 8], as shown in [9]. For the simple case of a two-dimensional goal space, a
polynomial-time approximation algorithm with a 3-approximation factor exists for the
k -median problem [2].
Configuration management problems P1 and P2 can be viewed as extreme cases
in the sense that in one of them we want to cover all feasible goals without considering
how large the minimum size configuration store would be (P1), and in the other case,
we have a fixed size configuration store and we are trying to find out the maximum
number of goals that can be covered using that configuration store even though that
number could be much less than the total number of relevant goals (P2). A more elaborate formulation would be one in which we have to pay extra cost for increasing the
size of the configuration store, but we would be gaining some additional service by
that by being able to store more goals in the configuration store. This way we can
explore various trade-offs between the size of the configuration store vs. the number of
goals stored in a well-defined way. For the specific case when a distance function is
defined between any two goals and the goal-space is a metric space, these trade-offs
can be explored by modeling this problem as a facility-location problem [4, 8, 10], as
explained in [9]. A polynomial-time algorithm with an approximation guarantee of
1.74 exists for the facility location problem [4].

5. On-line adaptation
In this section, we focus on the metrics of throughput and power consumption,
and develop low-complexity, on-line strategies based on heuristics for throughput optimization and power optimization as implementations of the function onLineAdaptation in Figure 2. The objective is to demonstrate the efficacy of the CMF model, and
show that it can produce efficient tracking of time-varying application requirements.
The approach of taking feedback from the execution of the application makes
these on-line methods able to handle even applications with stochastic execution times
that have time-varying distributions, in addition to applications with fixed execution
times, and applications with stochastic attributes that have stationary distributions. In
general, this on-line refinement formulation can thus be viewed as an approach to
tracking the dynamics of the goal and the characteristics of the application.
To experiment with CMF, we used a simple heuristic based on load balancing
[15] to optimize throughput during online adaptation. Pseudocode for this heuristic is
represented by function adaptThroughput in Figure 4. In the pseudocode,
moveTask ( c, n ) is a function that chooses n tasks from a maximally loaded processor
in a configuration c , and randomly, moves them to appropriate locations on a minimally loaded processor, and returns the modified configuration. Randomization in
choosing tasks from the maximally loaded processor provides a low-complexity
approach to increase the explored region of the design space and to calibrate the configuration to dynamic application characteristics. The function executeTr ( c, l ) is a
function that executes the application according to configuration c for a time interval
of length l , and returns the throughput of the application during that interval. The
value of l to use depends on the non-determinacy of the application. We define the
non-determinacy of an application in the following way.
Let the number of possible execution times taken by an actor i be denoted by n i .
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We denote the set of n i possible execution times taken by an actor i as
{ t i1, t i2, …, t in }. The probability of occurrence of a possible execution time t ik for
i
actor i , is denoted
by p ik , for all k = 1, …, n i . The degree of non-determinacy λ is a
measure of the overall amount of non-determinacy in the application, specifically, in
the actor execution times, and is defined as
 ni



2 
∑  ∑  p ik ( t ik – ti, mean )  

i k = 1 


λ = -------------------------------------------------------------------------- ,
2
∑ { ti, mean }
i

where t i, mean denotes the mean execution time of actor i , and is defined as
/* This function adapts the given input configuration
while executing the application.
*/
function adaptThroughput
input configuration c
global constant time timelimit , time l
time t old = executeTr(c, l )
time t
configuration c old = c
n = 1
while ( clock < timelimit ) {
c = moveTask(c old, n )
if (exhausted all n -task movements
without improvement){
n = n+1
c = moveTaskTr(c old, n )
}
t = executeTr ( c, l )
if( t ≥ t old ) {
c old = c
t old = t
n = 1
}
clock = clock + l
}
end function
Fig. 4. An online adaptation approach for throughput optimization.
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(6)

n

 i

t i, mean =  ∑ t ik ⁄ n i .


k = 1 

(7)

Generally, the more non-deterministic the application is, the longer it needs to be
executed to determine an accurate value of average throughput.
The function adaptThroughput returns a configuration that it deems most appropriate for throughput maximization. Note that if moving any single task from the maximally loaded processor to the minimally loaded processor does not improve
performance then the heuristic chooses a pair of tasks to be moved to another processor. This approach of progressively increasing the number of tasks to be moved continues whenever all combinations for a particular number of tasks have been exhausted.
This approach thus attempts to make small low-complexity changes first and if that
does not improve performance, the approach gradually reaches towards higher-complexity changes. The higher complexity changes are larger in number than small, lowcomplexity changes, and help the system in escaping from local minima.
In our experiments, inter-processor communication (IPC) per time unit during the
execution is taken as an estimate for relative power consumption. Since IPC consumes
relatively large amounts of power, it is a reasonable approximation for comparing the
power consumption levels of alternative configurations on a homogeneous multiprocessor. To find a configuration that reduces the power consumption, we use an
approach (called adaptPower) similar to the adaptThroughput approach used for
throughput optimization, except that the probability of a task on a maximally loaded
processor being transferred to a minimally loaded processor depends upon the IPC
associated with that task. The higher the IPC associated with a task, the higher its
chances are of being transferred to another processor.

6. Experimental results
An on-line adaptation scheme for refining a given goal is specified in Figure 5,
and it is represented as function onlineAdaptation in the CMF pseudocode of Figure 2.
In Figure 5, the appropriate online optimization strategy, such as the adaptThroughput
or adaptPower approaches discussed above, is selected depending on the current optimization objective and system state. Typically, this strategy will be drawn dynamically
from a library of simple, low-complexity techniques.
Table 1 shows the performance of our implementation of CMF using the heuristics developed in Section 5 for throughput optimization and power optimization based
on various goals applied to several DSP benchmarks, including fast Fourier transform,
filter bank, music synthesis, and measurement applications. The starting configuration
that is refined is found by using standard critical path scheduling. The critical path
length is computed in terms of average execution times of actors. The set of relevant
metrics M for our experiments is M = { T, P } , where T denotes the average iteration
period of the execution and P denotes the average power consumption. Experiments
are reported for the following eight goals.
g 1 = {(P, 0.270), (T, 265), (P, 0.250), (T, 0.255), P}
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g 2 = {(T, 260), (P, 0.240), T}
g 3 = {P, 0.125), (T, 180), P}
g 4 = {(T, 165), (P, 0.110), (T, 160), P}
g 5 = {(T, 360), (P, 0.160), (T, 355), (P, 0.155), (T, 350), P}
g 6 = {(T, 345), P}
g 7 = {(T, 215), (P, 0.040),T}
g 8 = {(P, 0.053), (T, 215), (P, 0.050), (T, 210), P}
In Table 1, the column titled “Goal” represents the goal that is applied to the
application. Also, for a non-negative integer k , column v k denotes the value of a metric of the best configuration found by the on-line adaptation scheme, after k configurations have been assessed by executing them for some time. For the same experiments
that are reported in Table 1, Table 2 shows the times at which different constraints
associated with the applied goals are satisfied. For a given goal that is applied to an
application, n i denotes the number of configurations that have been executed in order
to assess them before the i th constraint in the applied goal is satisfied. One can see

Applicati
on

λ

Goal

Metric

v0

v 10

v 20

v 30

v 40

v 50

v 60

fft1

0

g1

T

278

278

278

278

256

254

254

P

.273

.269

.269

.269

.204

.226

.226

fft1
qmf
qmf
karp
karp
meas
meas

.359
0
.256
0
.309
0
.405

g2
g3
g4
g5
g6
g7
g8

T

309

256

251

251

251

252

259

P

.242

.282

.278

.278

.278

.257

.221

T

145

242

198

198

186

170

170

P

.133

.117

.098

.098

.088

.096

.096

T

142

164

162

162

153

153

153

P

.136

.127

.110

.110

.110

.110

.110

T

395

353

346

342

342

342

342

P

.131

.158

.156

148

.148

.148

.148

T

450

352

300

342

342

346

346

P

.115

.155

.159

.151

.151

.148

.148

T

220

212

201

184

184

184

184

P

.054

.075

.059

.021

.021

.021

.021

T

185

218

212

212

212

210

196

P

.064

.018

.037

.037

.037

.019

.040

Table 1. Experimental results for CMF.
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function onLineAdaptation
input objective c , constraint c , configuration c
global goal g , g c , g o
global constant time timelimit
global stack S /* constraint stack */
time t = 0
while ( t < timelimit and g c = g o ){
while constraint c is not satisfied {
if ( objective c = throughput ) {
adaptThroughput( configuration c )
} else if ( objective c = power ) {
adaptPower( configuration c )
} else if …
… /* adapt for other objectives */ …
}
}
( g , constraint c , objective c ) = promoteConstraint( g , S )
}
end function
Fig. 5. On-line adaptation scheme. This is an elaboration of function onLineAdaptation,
which is called in Figure 2. It is effectively a wrapper for specialized reconfiguration optimizations.

App.

λ

Goal

n1

n2

n3

n4

n5

fft1

0

g1

1

37

39

42

-

fft1

.359

g2

7

56

-

-

-

qmf

0

g3

8

48

-

-

-

qmf

.256

g4

0

13

36

-

-

karp

0

g5

4

7

9

28

28

karp

.309

g6

16

-

-

-

-

meas

0

g7

8

28

-

-

-

meas

.405

g8

3

17

17

48

-

Table 2. Results for CMF tracking an applied goal.
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that in these experiments, CMF is able to meet the constraints specified in the given
goals within a reasonable number of configurations.

7. Conclusion
In this paper, we have developed a framework called CMF for on-line adaptation
of system-wide configurations of embedded multiprocessors. The objective is to provide a framework that imposes minimal constraints on how reconfiguration is actually
performed (i.e., the specific optimization algorithms that are used during off-line and
online configuration synthesis), while providing systematic support for managing the
reconfiguration process in terms of configuration stores, performance constraints, and
optimization objectives. The CMF approach is shown to be effective through analysis
and experimental results on several DSP benchmarks, which demonstrate the ability of
CMF to systematically adapt system configurations towards progressively better solutions for a variety of goals, even in the presence of significant uncertainties in task execution times.
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Abstract. This paper presents a tutorial about the Flexible Instruction
Processor (FIP) methodology which facilitates trade-offs between area,
performance and functionality of instruction processor designs, both at
compile time and at run time. We explore the customisation of FIPs and
discuss the use of FIPs to target the design space between off-the-shelf
instruction processor designs that provide flexible computation, and custom hardware designs that provide high performance. We demonstrate
how customisation enables FIPs to perform competitively with current
main-stream processors and also with dedicated hardware, in certain applications such as CaffineMark Benchmarks and AES encryption.

1

Introduction

Software implementations on standard commercial processors often provide good
performance, a wide range of functionality and an effective means of targeting
evolving standards. However, they tend to lose efficiency when dealing with
non-standard operations and non-standard data that are not supported by their
instruction set [21]. Direct hardware implementations tend to provide the best
performance for a given application, but lack the flexibility of an instruction processor. When designs are implemented on FPGAs, reconfiguration can be used to
gain functionality, thereby providing flexibility to direct hardware designs. This
is at the expense of performance, since the time required for reconfiguration can
be long and will become longer due to the increasing density of FPGAs.
The resources afforded by large programmable devices makes implementing instruction processors on FPGAs increasingly attractive [6]. Customisation of processors implemented on configurable logic provides a way to balance
the trade-offs between direct hardware and software implementations. One way
of supporting customisation is to augment an instruction processor with programmable logic for implementing custom instructions.
This paper presents a tutorial introduction about the Flexible Instruction
Processor (FIP) methodology which facilitates trade-offs between area, performance and functionality, both at compile time [19] and at run time [20]. In
particular, we explore the customisation of FIPs and discuss the use of FIPs
to target the design space between off-the-shelf instruction processor designs
that provide flexible computation, and custom hardware designs that provide
high performance. We demonstrate how customisation enables FIPs to perform
competitively with current main-stream processors and also with dedicated hardware, for applications such as CaffineMark Benchmarks and AES encryption.

Generic
instruction processor

AES2

AES

AES3
(encrypt)

(encrypt)

AES
(decrypt)
AES1

AES4
(decrypt)

DES

......

Increasing
flexibility

Increasing
performance

Fig. 1. FIP design spectrum. On the left of the spectrum lies the generic instruction
processor, such as one that executes Java bytecodes. AES1 and AES2 are FIPs optimised for AES operation. AES3 and AES4 are further optimised respectively for AES
encryption and decryption. FIPs on this spectrum have similar area constraints.
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FIP Design Spectrum

Standard general-purpose instruction processors are highly optimised and are
implemented in custom VLSI technology. They are fixed in architecture, and
each represents a point in a spectrum of possible implementations. Our FIP
methodology provides a way of traversing the design spectrum to create customised processors that are tuned for specific applications, at compile time and
at run time.
FIPs provide a well-defined control structure that facilitates varying the degree of sharing for system resources. This allows critical resources to be increased
as demanded by the application domain, or eliminated if not used. FIPs also provide a systematic method for supporting customisation by allowing user-designed
hardware to be accommodated as new instructions. These design-time optimisations provide a means of tailoring an instruction processor to a particular
application or to applications for a specific domain, such as data encryption.
Direct hardware implementations provide fast performance but once they
have been manufactured and deployed, there is little scope for improvement. Instruction processors, on the other hand, provide a solution that is easily upgradable and flexible. However this flexibility is often provided at the expense of
performance. FIPs provide a way to explore the design space between these two
extremes. For instance, custom instructions can be included into a design to
speed up their operation, at the expense of increasing area and power consumption.
To illustrate our approach, consider designs that we have developed to support AES (Advanced encryption standard) [13] for data encryption and decryption. These designs have similar area constrains. AES1 in Figure 1 is a FIP implementation of the AES algorithm. It has been customised by removing hardware
associated with unused opcodes in the generic instruction processor. However
AES1 does not contain any custom instructions. AES2 has three custom instructions that will speedup both encryption and decryption. AES2 shows better

performance for both encryption and decryption when compared to AES1. The
new custom instructions replace the functionality of some opcodes. The opcodes
no longer in use are removed to provide area for the custom instructions. Hence
AES2 is less flexible than AES1, in that some programs executable on AES1 may
no longer be executable on AES2. AES3 is a further specialisation that improves
the performance of AES encryption: a new custom instruction that replaces the
inner loop for encryption has been introduced. This provides a four-fold speedup
over AES2; however, the three custom instructions introduced in AES2 have to
be removed to make space for this new instruction. So while encryption speed is
improved, decryption speed suffers. AES4 specialises the decryption routine to
give a five-fold improvement over AES2 but with the same kind of trade-offs as
AES3.
In contrast to FIPs, each conventional instruction processor occupies one
point in the design spectrum shown in Figure 1. Once deployed, these processors
cannot adapt itself to suit run-time conditions, unlike FIPs.

3

Related Work

The viability of implementing instruction processors on FPGAs has been demonstrated by Altera [2] and Xilinx [28]. Many techniques and tools for customising
instruction processors have been reported. This section outlines a small subset
and organises them into three categories: fixed processors coupled with configurable logic, partially configurable processors, and fully configurable processors.
The PRISC [18], Chimaera [7], ConCISe [9] and DISC [26] architectures are
examples of systems that couple a fixed processor core with field programmable
hardware. PRISC provides customisation in the form of programmable functional units. The goal of PRISC is to augment the performance of the RISC
microprocessor by allowing programmable functional units to be pipelined at
a granularity that is smaller than the existing cycle time. The Chimaera system is similar to PRISC. The Chimaera reconfigurable functional unit can be
configured to implement a 4-LUT, two 3-LUTs or a 3-LUT or a carry chain
computation. However, Chimaera logic cells do not contain latches or flip-flops
and require results to be stored back to the register file.
The ConCISe system features a CPLD-based reconfigurable functional unit
and a system to encode multiple custom instructions in a single reconfigurable
unit. The objective of this technique is to reduce the time for reconfiguration.
Custom instructions implementable in ConCISe are limited to combinational
logic. These three systems, PRISC, Chimaera and ConCISe, provide compilation
tools that attempt to automatically generate mappings for the reconfigurable
logic. Custom instructions tend to be fine-grain and relatively small, due in part
to the difficulty of the matching problem and the size of the programmable fabric
available. Like the systems mentioned above, DISC consists of a main processor
coupled with reconfigurable functional units. The DISC system requires custom
instructions to be identified and programmed manually. The main focus of the
DISC system is in the handling of the loading of custom instructions. DISC

treats the reconfigurable logic as a cache, with a miss in the cache resulting in
an automatic stall and the loading of the required custom instruction. Several
vendors [1, 24, 27] are also offering a route to implementations featuring fixed
processor cores interfaced to programmable logic.
NIOS [2], MicroBlaze [28] and Xtensa [23] are configurable processors that
implement a fixed instruction set, but allows the implementation of the processor to be customised to a limited degree. NIOS and MicroBlaze are designed
to be configured and run on an FPGA, while Xtensa is designed to be implemented on ASICs. Design tools for these systems help the processor designer
to customise a processor at design time. The NIOS and Xtensa system support
custom instructions but they require the custom instructions to be hand-crafted.
CRISP [3] and BUILDABONG [16, 22] are projects that explore methods for
prototyping instruction sets and application specific processor designs. CRISP
provides a template for reconfigurable instruction set processors to be described.
The BUILDABONG project divides its goals into four phases: architecture description and composition, simulation, compiler generation and optimal architecture and compiler-codesign.
The FIP approach is based on a technique advocated by Page [15] where
instruction processor designs are captured as parallel computer programs. Our
work includes three main themes: (a) techniques for customising the design of
FIP architectures, (b) a tool framework for generating and optimising executable
code for FIPs, and (c) extensions of the above to cover run-time reconfigurable
designs. Although FIPs can target ASICs, our focus is on targeting FPGAs.
Implementing FIPs on FPGAs allow us to explore the possibility of adapting
FIPs to the run-time characteristics of a system over a period of time.

4

Flexible Instruction Processors

FIPs consist of a processor template and a set of parameters [19]. Different processor implementations can be produced by varying the template parameters.
FIP templates provide a general structure for creating processors of different
styles: for instance stack-based or register-based processors. The processor templates can be further enhanced with features found in modern high-performance
processors, such as superscalar and pipelined architectures. Various Java Virtual
Machines [10] and MIPS style processors [12] have been implemented. Our work
is intended to provide a general method for creating processors with different
styles.
When compared with a direct hardware implementation, instruction processors have the additional overheads of instruction fetch and decode. However,
there are also many advantages.
– FIPs allow customised hardware to be accommodated as new instructions.
This combines the efficient and structured control path associated with an
instruction processor with the benefits of hand-crafted hardware. The processor and its associated opcodes provide a means to optimise control paths

Skeletal processor
template

Stack-based
processor

Fetch

Stack resources

#include stack
#include top_of_stack_reg
#include program_counter
chan fetchchan;

send Instruction
par{
{// -- Fetch module -Fetch_from_memory(instr);
//send instr to Execute
fetchchan ! instr;
pc++;
...}

receive Done
Instantiate
parameters

Fetch

receive
Instruction
decode()
switch()
{
case :
...
}

Execute

instr 1
instr 2

send Done

instr 1

Execute

...

{// -- Execute module -//recieve instr from Fetch
fetchchan ? instr;
switch (decode(instr))
{
#include stack_instr1
#include stack_instr2
...}
}
}

Fig. 2. A skeletal processor template. The Fetch module fetches an instruction from
external memory and sends it to the Execute module, which waits until the Execute
module signals that it has completed updating shared resources, such as the program
counter. This diagram also shows the instantiation of a skeletal processor into a stack
processor, and the Handel-C description of the stack processor. The par construct
allows statements to be executed in parallel. The statement c?x assigns the value read
from the channel c to the variable x, while the statement c!e writes the expression e
to the channel c.

through optimising compilers. Non-standard datapath sizes can also be supported.
– Critical resources can be increased as demanded by the application domain,
and eliminated if not used. Instruction processors provide a structure for
these resources to be shared efficiently, and the degree of sharing can be
determined at run time.
– Our FIP approach enables different implementations of a given instruction
set with different design trade-offs. It is also possible to relate these implementations by transformation techniques [15], which provide a means of
verifying non-obvious but efficient implementations.
– FIPs enable high-level data structures to be easily supported in hardware.
Furthermore, they help preserve current software investments and facilitate
the prototyping of novel architectures, such as abstract machines for exact
real arithmetic and declarative programming [14].
FIPs are assembled from a processor template with modules connected together by communicating channels. The template can be used to produce different styles of processors, such as stack-based or register-based styles. The parameters for a template are selected to transform a skeletal processor into a processor
suited for its task (Figure 2). Possible parametrisations include addition of custom instructions, removal of unnecessary resources, customisation of data and
instruction widths, optimisation of opcode assignments, and varying the degree
of pipelining.

When a FIP is assembled, required instructions are included from a library
that contains implementations of these instructions in various styles. Depending
on which instructions are included, resources such as stacks and different decode
units are instantiated. Channels provide a mechanism for dependencies between
instructions and resources to be mitigated.
The FIPs in our framework are currently implemented in Handel-C, a C
like language for hardware compilation supported by the DK 1 design suite
[4]. Handel-C has been chosen because it keeps the entire design process at a
high level of abstraction, which benefits both the design of the processor and
the inclusion of custom instructions. Handel-C also provides a quick way to
prototype designs. Our focus is to provide FIPs that are customised for specific
applications, particularly light-weight implementations for embedded systems.
Using a high-level language like Handel-C simplifies the design process by having
a single abstract description. A high-level language can also provide a mechanism
for demonstrating the correctness of the FIP [8, 15].

5

Customising FIPs

Modern instruction processors contain many features to enhance execution efficiency; examples include superscalar, VLIW and EPIC architectures. The techniques used by VLIW and EPIC architectures to reduce the ratio of instruction
fetches to executions can be incorporated into FIPs. Additionally FIPs provide
a mechanism for more complex performance trade-offs to be made. Execution
efficiency can be traded off with area, power consumption and functionality.
Custom instructions reduce the ratio of the time for instruction fetch and
the time for instruction execution, increasing the performance of the instruction
processor. Additional resource is introduced so area is increased. However due to
the increase in execution efficiency, it may be possible to lower the clock speed
of the processor while maintaining an acceptable level of performance. Examples
of such trade-offs will be given in Section 7.

Area (gates and latches) Cycles
FIP implementation
(a) Sequential no multiplier
500
81
(b) Sequential with multiplier
606
39
(c) Sequential with custom instruction
687
20
(d) Pipelined with custom instruction
938
14
Table 1. Various FIPs with different area-efficiency trade-offs for the sum of squares
computation. Area results are taken from technology independent estimates provided
by the DK 1 design suite. FIP (a) is an accumulator style processor that implements
multiplication with repeated additions. FIP (b) is the same as (a) except that it has
a multiplier unit. FIP (c) has dedicated resources to calculate the sum of two squares.
FIP (d) is a pipelined version of (c).

Let us consider a simple example. Table 1 shows FIPs with different tradeoffs for calculating the sum of the square of two numbers. FIP (a) is small but
relatively inefficient. FIP (b) is larger since it contains a multiplier unit. Including
custom instructions and pipelining also greatly improves the performance, but
also increase the area. Custom instructions can be hand-crafted or generated
automatically, by directly connecting up the data path of the sequence of opcodes
that make up the sum of squares function. As Table 1 shows, higher performance
can be achieved at the expense of area. If however area is constrained, FIP
functionality will have to be reduced, making the FIP less flexible. This would
thus correspond to a right movement in the FIP design spectrum in Figure 1.
Section 7 contains more such examples.
Different styles of custom instructions can be incorporated into FIPs. Examples of such custom instructions include look-up table based instructions and
streaming style instructions [20].

6

Compilation Strategy

Our design flow is described in Figure 3. The input to the design environment is
a specification of the application. The application specification can take several
forms; C or Java for instance. At this stage, user design options can be included
to constrain speed, area or resources used.
The FIP library contains templates of different processors, such as JVM or
MIPS for instance. The profiling step collects data such as frequency of certain
combination of opcodes and resources required. The initial set of parameters
derived from the user’s specification is augmented by information gathered by
the FIP profiler. The FIP template generator creates an initial FIP.
At this point, the design flow is split into an analysis step and FIP instantiation step. The analysis step involves analysing sharing possibilities and introducing custom instructions. The custom specification is profiled and code candidates
for implementation into custom instructions are analysed. Run-time reconfigurable possibilities are also explored. The FIP instantiation stage involves architecture optimisations on congestion, scheduling, speed, area and latency. Custom
instructions selected by the analysis step is also instantiated. Technology-specific
optimisations, such as using vendor-provided macros or technology-specific features like block RAMS, can also be applied at this level. The completion of
these two steps results in source code for the application, decision condition information (to detail when to configure to this FIP) and the FIP configuration
information. FIP instantiation and analysis can be iteratively employed to produce different variations of FIPs with different characteristics to achieve good
speed-area trade-offs. The decision condition information is used by the run-time
environment to decide if this FIP is required for execution.
The FIP selector stage selects one or more FIP implementation and compiles
the source code into code executable by that FIP. The executable code, decision
condition information and FIP configuration information is then provided to the
FIP management system for execution.
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Fig. 3. FIP design flow. This diagram shows the steps involved in producing a FIP
tuned to a customisation specification.

Fig. 4. The PGen design tool allows a Java program to be compiled and analysed.
It also allows custom instructions to be created. FIPs and their associated executable
code can also be generated.

Figure 4 shows PGen, an implementation of our design flow. The window
labelled “Application code” shows a Java program as the custom specification.
The Java code can be compiled and inspected with the Java Class View window.
The Java Class View tool analyses the compiled code and provides information
such as the number of JVM opcodes used, the frequency of their use, the opcodes
used by various functions in the class, and the data stored in the JVM’s constant
pool. This step corresponds to the analysis block in Figure 3. This information
is used to instantiate the FIP. The right pop-up box shown next to the project
window, shows PGen suggesting the function nextNum as a candidate for implementation as a custom instruction. Once the user is satisfied with the design,
a FIP and its associated executable code is produced.
The run-time environment is responsible for the execution and management
of the system. It maintains a database of available FIPs, their associated executable code and a decision condition library. If configuration occurs too frequently, the overall performance of the system can suffer. The run-time environment provides a way to fine tune the frequency of reconfiguration. For instance,
it can decide that a more efficient FIP cannot be introduced if the reconfiguration time is unacceptable. During execution, a FIP can keep track of run-time
statistics, such as the number of times that user-specified functions are called,
or the most frequently used opcodes. These run-time statistics can be used to
adapt the FIP. Further information about the run-time environment for FIP can
be found elsewhere [20].
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Fig. 5. Caffine Mark 3.0 results. Higher scores are better. On the AMD machine, the
benchmark is executed on Sun Microsystem’s Hot Spot JVM version 1.3.1 02.
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Implementation and Evaluation

This section describes various implementations of FIPs for the Java Virtual Machine and for implementing the AES algorithm, and compares their performance
against general-purpose processors and custom hardware.
7.1

CaffineMark 3.0 Benchmarks

The embedded CaffineMarks 3.0 [17] Java benchmark is a set of tests used to
benchmark performances of JVMs in embedded devices. We have compiled four
of the six benchmarks in this set. The Sieve Atom implements a classic sieve of
Eratosthenes to find prime numbers. The Loop Atom uses sorting and sequence
generation to measure optimisation of loop instructions. The Logic Atom tests
the speed of decision-making instructions. The String Atom measures the efficiency of string manipulation and finding substring within strings. The other
two tests that have not yet been implemented involve floating-point calculation
and method invocation speed testing.
Figure 5 shows the performance of a FIP-JVM (clocked at 40MHz) compared with a JVM running on an AMD Athlon XP 1600+ (1.4GHz) machine.
The FIP contains custom instructions that help accelerate the execution of the
benchmarks. The FIP implementation, despite running on a slower clock, out
performs the conventional processor on all but one of the test. For that test, the
Loop Atom, the FIP when clocked at 65MHz can achieve the same performance
as the conventional processor.
7.2

AES

We illustrate our approach with another example using the AES (Rijndael) algorithm [13], an iterated block cipher with variable block and key length.

We have two implementations. Our first implementation, FIP (i), is augmented by a single custom instruction that directly connects the data paths for
the individual component transformations. This achieves an encryption of 128
bits of data with a 128-bit key in 99 cycles.
The AES specification suggests that the AES can be accelerated by unrolling
several of the AES functions into look-up tables. Our second implementation,
FIP (ii), utilises this method and achieves an encryption of 128 bits of data with
a 128-bit key in 32 cycles.
Implementations Cycles/Block Hardware resources Mbps/MHz Flexible
340
0.4
Yes
Software[5] (C/C++)
FIP (i)
99
1770 Slices 2 BRAMs
1.3
Yes
FIP (ii)
32
1393 Slices 10 BRAMs
4
Yes
Hardware[25]
11
460 Slices 10 BRAMs
11.5
No
(Spartan II 100-6)
Hardware[11]
1
2679 Slices 82 BRAMs
129.6
No
(Virtex-E 812-8)
Table 2. Various AES implementations. Blocks are 128 bits with 128 bit keys. The
C/C++ implementation is written for the Pentium family of processors. FIP implementations are written in Java and run on a sequential version of the JVM implemented on
a Spartan II 300E-6. The hardware implementation on the spartan is latency optimised
and performs at 0.52 Gbps (45MHz). The hardware implementation on the Virtex-E
runs at a data rate of 7 Gbps (54MHz).

Table 2 compares different implementations of the AES algorithm. The fastest
reported C/C++ implementation, by Gladman [5], achieves an encryption speed
of about 350Mbps on a 933MHz Pentium 3.
Running at 40MHz, FIP(i) encrypts at 51.7Mbps and FIP(ii) at 160 Mbps.
FIP(ii) performs ten times better than software, in a Mbps per MHz comparison. Hand-placed hardware implementations provide good performance, but
cannot be used for general computations. This flexibility has been compromised
to improve performance. However these hardware implementations can be incorporated into FIPs as custom instructions [20].
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Concluding Remarks

The FIP approach offers a framework for trading off speed, flexibility and area.
It provides the flexibility afforded by instruction processors, and custom instructions can be introduced to improve performance. Our proposed design-time
and run-time environments provide a means of customising these processors and
compiling code for them. They also provide a mechanism for these processors to
adapt to run-time conditions, depending on usage patterns.
Current and future work includes improving the efficiency of our FIP implementations, and refining the tools for automating the support for custom
instructions.
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Abstract. The paper describes a software implementation of an MPEG–compliant Entropy Decoder on a TriMedia/CPU64 processor. We first outline entropy
decoding basics and TriMedia/CPU64 architecture. Then, we describe the reference implementation of the entropy decoder, which consists mainly of a software
pipelined loop. On each iteration, a set of look-up tables partitioning the VariableLength Codes (VLC) table defined by the MPEG standard are accessed in order
to retrieve the run-level pair, or detect an end-of-block or error condition. An
average of 21.0 cycles are needed to decode a DCT coefficient according to this
reference implementation. Then, we focus on software techniques to optimize the
entropy decoding software pipelined loop. In particular, we propose a new way
to partition the VLC table such that by exposing the loop prologue to the compiler, testing each of the end-of-block and error conditions within the prologue
becomes superfluous. This is based on the observation that either an end-of-block
or error condition will never occur within the first table look-up. For the proposed
implementation, the simulation results indicate that an average of 16.9 cycles are
needed to decode a DCT coefficient. That is, our entropy decoder is more than
20% faster than its reference counterpart.

1 Introduction
The introduction of digital audio and video was the starting point of multimedia because
it enabled audio and video, as well as text, figures, and tables, to be used in a digital form
in a computer and be held in the same manner. However, digital audio and video require
a tremendous amount of information bandwidth unless compression technology is used,
which in turn calls for a large amount of processing. For example, National Television
Systems Committee (NTSC) resolution MPEG-2 [1] decoding requires more than 400
MOPS, and 30 GOPS are required for encoding.
TriMedia/CPU64 is a VLIW core targeted for real-time processing of multimedia
streams [2]. Although its processing power allows significant processing of video data,
the VLIW core itself was intended to be integrated on-chip with a set of hardwired
co-processors which can perform other tasks with stringent real-time requirements in
parallel. An example of such co-processor is the Variable-Length Decoder (VLD) [3].

One of the drawbacks of the hardwired solution is the lack of flexibility, since a
different full-custom circuit is needed for each particular task. Software programmability ensures that a single device can be applied in a range of different products and can
adapt to quickly evolving standards in the media domain. Therefore, a software solution
which can provide the needed performance is always preferred to the hardware solution.
When the application exhibits data and instruction-level parallelisms,
TriMedia/CPU64 has proved significant speed-up over previous TriMedia families [4].
However, the speed-up is not so high when parallelism is not available. Entropy decoding [5, 6] consists of Variable-Length Decoding (VLD) followed by a Run-Length
Decoding (RLD), both VLD and RLD being sequential tasks. Due to data dependency,
entropy decoding is an intricate function on TriMedia, since a VLIW architecture must
benefit from instruction level parallelism in order to be efficient.
An entropy decoder implementation on TriMedia/CPU64 which can decode a Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) coefficient in 21 cycles has been proposed by Pol [7].
The VLD is implemented as a repetitive look-up into the Variable-Length Codes (VLC)
table defined by MPEG standard, where each iteration analyzes a fixed-size chunck of
bits. When a coefficient is completely decoded, a run-level pair is generated, otherwise
an offset into the VLC table is generated. By employing software pipeline optimization techniques, run-length decoding for the previous decoded symbol is carried out
simultaneously with the variable-length decoding of the current symbol.
In this paper we demonstrate that significant improvement over the reference solution is possible if four optimizations are used:
1. partitioning the VLC table in such a way that by exposing the prologue of the
software pipeline loop to the compiler, an end-of-block symbol or error will never
be encountered within the prologue;
2. using an extended barrel-shift TriMedia-specific operation;
3. storing the lookup tables in such way that all the fields (run, level, table offset, etc)
are each located within the boundaries of a byte. This way, the extraction of each
and every such field can be done in a single cycle by TriMedia–specific operations;
4. using variable chunck size, in order to reduce the total size of the tables.
The testing database for our entropy decoder consists of a number of pre-processed
MPEG conformance strings from which all the data not representing DCT coefficients
have been removed. Therefore, such strings include only run -level and end-of-block
symbols. The simulations carried out on a TriMedia/CPU64 cycle accurate simulator
indicate that 16.9 cycles are needed to decode a DCT coefficient with the proposed implementation. That is, our entropy decoder is 20% faster than its reference counterpart.
As an evaluation of the absolute performance of the entropy decoder we propose,
we would like to mention some figures claimed by our competitors: 33 cycles per coefficient which exploits SIMD–type operations of a Pentium processor with MultiMedia
eXtension (MMX) are claimed by Ishii et al. [8], and 26 cycles per coefficient on an
TMS320C80 media video processor are claimed by Bonomini et al. [9].
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives some background information
concerning MPEG compression standard and TriMedia/CPU64 architecture. Entropy
decoder implementation issues are presented in Section 3. The experimental framework
and results are presented in Section 4. The final section concludes the paper.

2 Background
The MPEG standard [6, 10] uses a large number of compression techniques to decrease
the amount of data. Data compression is the reduction of redundancy in data representation, carried out to decrease data storage requirements and data communication
costs.
A typical video codec system is presented
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Fig. 1. A generic video codec.
the lossy coding.
In MPEG, the couple DCT + Quantization is used as a lossy coding technique.
The DCT algorithm processes the video data in blocks of  pixels, decomposing
each block into a weighted sum of amplitudes of 64 spatial frequencies. At the output
of DCT, the data is also organized as  blocks of coefficients, each coefficient
representing the contribution of a spatial frequency for the video block being analyzed.
Since the human eye cannot readily perceive high frequency activity, a quantization
step is then carried out. The goal is to force as many DCT coefficients as possible to
zero within the boundaries of the prescribed video quality. Then, a zig-zag operation
transforms the matrix into a vector of coefficients which contains large series of zeros.
This vector is further compressed by an Entropy Coder which consists of a Run-Length
Coder (RLC) and a Variable-Length Coder (VLC). The RLC represents consecutive
zeros by their run lengths; thus the number of samples is reduced. The RLC output data
are composite words, referred to as symbols, which describe a run-level pair. The run
value indicates the number of zeros by which a (non-zero) DCT coefficient is preceeded.
The level value represents the value of the DCT coefficient. When all the remaining
coefficients in a vector are zero, they are all coded by the special symbol end-of-block.
Variable length coding is a mapping process between run-level /end-of-block symbols
and variable length codewords, which is carried out according to a set of tables defined
by the standard. Not every run-level pair has a variable length codeword to represent it,
only the frequent used ones do. For those rare combinations, an escape code is given.
After an escape code, the run- and level-value are coded using fixed length codes.
In order to achieve maximum compression, the coded data does not contain specific
guard bits separating consecutive codewords. As a result, the decoding procedure must
recognize the code-length as well as the symbol itself. Before decoding the next symbol, the input data string has to be shifted by a number of bits equal to the decoded code
length. These are recursive operations that generate true-dependencies.
Subsequently, we will focus on the entropy decoding, i.e., on the operation inverse
to entropy coding. We will briefly present some theoretical issues connected to variablelength decoding and run-length decoding.
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2.1 Entropy Decoder
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Fig. 2. Variable-length decoding principle.
[11] and outputs the decoded symbol
(run-level pair or end of block ) as well as the codeword length, code length. In order
to determine the starting position of the next codeword, the code length is fed back
to an accumulator and added to the previous sum of codeword lengths, accumulated
code length . The bit parsing operation is completed by the barrel-shifter (or funnelshifter) which shifts out the decoded bits.
In connection with the hardware complexity, we would like to note that the longest
codeword excluding Escape has 17 bits. Therefore, the LUT size reaches 17
K words for a direct mapping of all possible codewords. Regarding the performance of a variable-length decoder, it is worth mentioning that the throughput of a
VLD is bounded by a value inverse to the latency of the loop [12].
Conceptually, for each
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Fig. 3. Run-length decoding principle.
values, L, at positions defined
by run values, as depicted in Figure 3: the position of a non-zero coefficient,
nz coeff pos, is computed by adding the run value, R, and an ’1’ to the position of the
previous non-zero coefficient. This common strategy has been widely used in previous
work [1, 7, 13] and will be used subsequently, too.
In connection with the software implementation of the entropy decoder we propose,
we would like to mention that both VLD and RLD are sequential tasks. Consequently,
entropy decoding is an intricate function on TriMedia, since a VLIW processor must
benefit from instruction-level parallelism in order to be efficient.
The next subsection will outline some elements of the MPEG-2 standard related to
variable-length decoding.
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2.2 MPEG-2–compliant Variable-Length Decoding
MPEG-2 defines four tables for enintra vlc format
0
1
coding the DCT coefficients: B12, B13,
I DC coefficient Y
B12
B12
B14, and B15 [1]. Which table is used
C
B13
B13
depends on the type of image – intra
AC coefficient
B14
B15
(I) or non-intra (NI), luminance (Y)
NI 1st & subsequent
B14
B14
or chrominance (C) – and a bit-field,
coefficient
intra vlc format, in the macroblock header, as shown in Table 1. In
Table 1. Selection of VLC tables
general, this means that a single stream
uses all tables, and the tables can be switched per macroblock and/or block.
In the decoding process of DCT coefficients, there are a few exceptional cases to be
dealt with:
1. The DC coefficient for intra macroblocks: this coefficient is encoded through the
B12/B13 tables, depending on the block type: luminance or chrominance.
2. Escape: escape code is 6 bits long, followed by 6 bits run and 12 bits signed level.
3. end-of-block: this is a 2 or 4 bit code, depending on the intra vlc format bit.
Apart from these cases, the decoding follows “normal” coding rules. The maximum
code-length is 16 bits plus a sign bit. A code determines a run and a level value. A
variable-length code is followed by a sign bit that indicates the sign of the level value.
We conclude this section with a review of the TriMedia/CPU64 VLIW core.
2.3 TriMedia/CPU64 architecture
TriMedia/CPU64 is a simulated procesGlobal Register File
sor designed to be used in the development
128 registers 64 bit
15 read ports + 5 write ports
process of future 64-bit VLIW cores. Its arBypass Network
chitecture features a very rich instruction set
optimized for media processing. Specifically,
TriMedia/CPU64 is a 64-bit 5 issue-slot
VLIW core, launching a long instruction every clock cycle [2]. It has a uniform 64-bit
wordsize through all functional units, register file, load/store units, on-chip highway
Instruction Decoder
and external memory. Each of the five operations in a single VLIW instruction can Fig. 4. TriMedia/CPU64 organization.
in principle read two register arguments and
write one register result every clock cycle. In addition, each operation can be optionally guarded with the least-significant bit of a fourth register, in order to allow for
conditional execution without branch penalty. The architecture supports subword parallelism; for example, operations such as additions/subtractions, shuffle, elementwise
multiplexing, on eight 8-bit unsigned integers (vec64ub), or on four 16-bit signed integers (vec64sh) are possible. Super-operations, which occupy two adjacent slots in the
VLIW instruction, and map to a double-width functional unit are also supported. The
current organization of the TriMedia/CPU64 core is presented in Figure 4.

3 Entropy decoder implementation
According to the reference implementation [7], the VLD is implemented as a repeated
table-lookup. Each lookup analyzes a fixed size chunk of bits (for example,
LOOKUP ADDRESS WIDTH = 6 or 8) and determines if a valid code was encountered
or some more bits need to be decoded. In any case, the number of consumed bits ranging from the smallest variable-length code to the chunk size is generated. In case of a
valid decode, i.e., hit, a run-level pair is generated, or an escape or end of block flag is
set. If a miss is detected, i.e., more bits are needed for a valid decode, an offset into the
VLC table for a second- or third-level lookup, table offset, is generated. This process of
signaling an incomplete decode and generating a new offset may be repeated a number
of times, depending on the largest variable-length code and chunk size.
The following basic stages can be discerned in the reference implementation of the
entropy decoder on TriMedia/CPU64:
1. Initializations.
2. Barrel-shift the VLC string according to the accumulated code-length value.
3. Table look-up (look-up address computation, table look-up proper). The table
look-up returns a 32-bit word containing all the fields mentioned at Stage 4.
4. Field extraction: run, level, code length, valid decode, end of block, escape,
table offset.
5. Update (modulo-64) the accumulated code-length:
acc code length = acc code length + code length
If an overflow has been encountered, advance the VLC string by 64 bits.
6. Exit the loop if end of block has been encountered.
7. Handle escape if escape has been encountered.
8. Run-length decoding: de-zig-zag, followed by filling-in an empty  matrix.
9. Go to Stage 2.
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The Stage 8 – run-length decoding – is folded into the loop, such that loop pipelining
is employed [7]. That is, the run-length decoding for the previous decoded symbol is
carried out simultaneously with the variable-length decoding of the current symbol.
Updating the acc code length value is carried out modulo-64. The main idea is to
match this process with the transfer capabilities of the 64-bit version of TriMedia. That
is, a new chunk of 64 bits of information to be decoded is read on overflow. Also, we
would like to emphasize that the VLC-related information is stored into the lookup
table in a packed format, as 32-bit unsigned integers, as depicted in Table 2. Therefore,
a sequence of masking and shifting operations are needed to extract these fields.
Table 2. The original VLC table format.

No. of bits
Position

end-of-block (stop) escape valid run level table offset code-length
1
1
1
5
8
12
4
31
30
29 28-24 23-16
15-4
3-0

To make the presentation self consistent, the reference implementation of the entropy decoding routine is presented in Algorithm 1. All identifiers written with capital
letters are regarded as constants. In the sequel, we will provide some additional information regarding this algorithm, highlighting efficiency-related issues.

Algorithm 1 Entropy decoder routine – reference implementation
1: set-up the test-bench (store the VLC lookup table, read the VLC string into memory, etc.)
2:
3: for = 1 to NO OF MACROBLOCKS do
4: for = 1 to NO OF BLOCKS IN MACROBLOCK do
table offset
FIRST TABLE OFFSET
5:
6:
nz coeff pos ZZ
0
7:
run
0
8:
valid decode
0
9:
10:
loop
11:
barrel-shift the VLC string with acc code length positions
the leading LOOKUP ADDRESS WIDTH bits from VLC string
12:
lookup address
lookup address + table offset
13:
lookup address
14:
retrieved 32 bit word
VLC table[lookup address]
15:
nz coeff pos ZZ + run
16:
nz coeff pos ZZ
17:
nz coeff pos
invZZ table[nz coeff pos ZZ]
8 8 matrix[nz coeff pos]
level
18:
19:
nz coeff pos ZZ
nz coeff pos ZZ + valid decode
20:
21:
extract code length, run, level, table offset, escape, valid decode, end of block from
retrieved 32 bit word
22:
acc code length + code length
23:
acc code length
24:
if acc code length 64 and not(escape ) then
25:
continue —————————- go to loop
26:
end if
27:
if end of block flag is raised then
28:
break ——————————- initiate the next for iteration (block-level)
29:
end if
30:
if acc code length 64 then
31:
advance the VLC string by 64 bits
acc code length - 64
32:
acc code length
33:
end if
34:
if escape flag is raised then
run
next 6 bits from VLC string
35:
level
next 12 bits from VLC string
36:
acc code length + 6 + 12
37:
acc code length
38:
end if
39:
end loop
40:
end for
41: end for
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The entropy decoder routine consists of a first for loop (lines 3–41) cycling over all
macroblocks in the MPEG conformance string, a second for loop (lines 4–40) cycling
over all blocks in a macroblock, and an inner (infinite) loop labeled loop (lines 10–
39), cycling over all DCT coefficients in a block. The inner loop is left only when an
end of block is encountered (lines 27–29).
The initializations for block-level decoding are performed at lines 5–8. Table lookup, i.e., variable-length decoding, is carried out at lines 11–13. Lines 15–18 implement
run-length decoding, which, as we already mentioned, is folded into the loop in order
to employ loop pipelining. Field extraction is performed at line 20. The barrel-shifting
(line 11) is done on an 128-bit field, by means of a TriMedia–specific operation:
bitfunshift Rsrc 1 Rsrc 2 Rsrc 3

!

Rdest 1 Rdest 2

where Rsrc 1 and Rsrc 2 are the two 64-bit registers storing the leading 128 bits of
the VLC string to be shifted, the Rsrc 3 defines the shifting value, and Rdest 1 and
Rdest 2 are the two 64-bit registers storing the 128-bit shifted field. Obviously, only
the value stored into Rdest 1 register will be used for the look-up procedure. It should
be mentioned that since acc code length is updated modulo-64 (lines 30–33), at least
47 bits are available in Rdest 1 for the next decoding iteration in the most defavorable
case (this can be easily verified by assuming that acc code length = 63 at line 34).
A particular optimization technique has been used in order to keep the most likely
iteration (that is when no more incoming bits from the MPEG string are needed, and
none of the escape, end of block, and error conditions is raised), as short as possible.
According to this technique, the escape flag is also set to ’1’ when any of the escape,
end of block, or error conditions occurs. In this way, a jump to the beginning of the
inner loop is taken when none of the above mentioned conditions is raised (lines 24–
26). All the exceptional cases are managed after this jump: end of block at lines 27–
29, modulo-64 updating and advancing the VLC string at lines 30–33, and escape at
lines 34–38. It should be mentioned that there is no flag to indicate an error condition.
When an error is encountered, end of block = 1 and valid decode = 0 simultaneously.
Therefore, the loop will be left because the end of block flag is set. However, it is the
responsibility of the entropy decoder calling routine to detect if a valid end of block
has been detected or an error has occured. Since this subject is beyond the goal of the
paper, it will not be analyzed in the sequel.
In connection to the efficiency of the reference implementation, we would like to
specify that the major drawback of the software pipeline is that only variable-length
decoding for the first DCT coefficient will be performed during the first iteration, the
code associated with run-length decoding being dummy. That is, the method penalty is
the overhead needed to fire-up the software pipeline. Since the number of non-zero DCT
coefficients in a block is rather small, ranging, for example, between 3.3 and 5.8 for nonintra macroblocks [7], the number of iterations per block is also small. Consequently,
this overhead can be significantly large.
In the sequel, we will discuss the improvements that we propose with respect to
decoding of non-intra macroblocks. That is, the VLC table will be the B14 table defined
by the MPEG standard if we will not state otherwise.

To improve the performance of the entropy decoder, we propose the following
changes in respect with the reference implementation:
– The prologue of the pipelined loop [14] is exposed to the compiler. Since the
VLC table does not have “holes” in the region of short code-length coefficients
(i.e., each and every entry in the VLC table in that region corresponds either to a
short codeword which can be decoded in a single iteration, or to a long codeword
which will be decoded in two or more iterations), there are no incoming bit combinations which do not have a meaning within the prologue. Therefore, an error
condition will never be raised. Moreover, since an end of block symbol is not allowed for the first coefficient in a block, an end of block condition will never be
encountered, too. Consequently, testing the end of block flag (lines 27–29 in Algorithm 1) within the prologue becomes superfluous and can be eliminated. For this
reason, a very simple code consisting of a first-level look-up, folowed by an extraction of the code length, run, level, lookup address width, table offset, escape,
valid decode (and, notable, no extraction of the end of block flag) can efficiently
fire-up the software pipeline.
– Barrel-shifting is carried out by means of an extended bitfunshift TriMedia specific operations.
bitfunshift 3 Rsrc 1 Rsrc 2 Rsrc 3 Rsrc 4

!

Rdest 1 Rdest 2

The main idea is to gain flexibility over the modulo-64 operation by performing
bits instead of 
bits. In
the barrel-shift operation on 
this way, the modulo-64 operation can be postponed, since additional 64 bits are
available for decoding over the standard implementation.
– The lookup returns a 64-bit value instead of a 32-bit value. The main idea is to
store each of the code length, run, level, lookup address width (which defines the
chunk size of the next look-up), table offset, escape, valid decode (signals a hit),
and end of block fields within the boundaries of a byte (that is, in an unpacked way
instead of a packed one). Since extracting a byte from a 64-bit value takes only 1 cycle on TriMedia, our solution is two times faster than using a pair of masking and
shifting operations required by the 32-bit approach. The cost of such approach is a
double-size look-up table. It is still an open question which approach is better with
respect to a particular TriMedia cache size, as the cache misses may become a bottleneck when the performance evaluation is made for a complete MPEG decoder.
The new format of the VLC table format is presented in Table 3.
– The chunk size is variable, which leads to a more compact look-up table. According to our experiments, there are enough empty slots in the TriMedia instruction
format for an entropy decoding task. Consequently, a variable chunk size does not
introduce real dependencies.

3 64 = 192

2 64 = 128

In connection with the Table 3, several comments should be provided. The VLC
table is a one-dimensional array of vectors, where each vector contains eight unsigned
bytes. In order to keep the number of instructions as low as possible, we propose to
store the sign bit of each and every codeword into the lookup table.

Table 3. The proposed VLC table format.

No. of bits
Position

code-length run level table offset lookup address width escape valid decode EOB
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
63-56
55-48 47-40 39-32
31-24
23-16
15-8
7-0

40 + 40

7

According to Table B14, the level value ranges between
   . Thus, bits
(less than 1 byte) are sufficient to represent all the values. However, precautions have to
be taken to convert level to a signed integer after extraction (Algorithm 2).
Algorithm 2 Converting the level from 8-bit unsigned integer to a 16-bit signed integer
#define LEVEL FIELD 5
int16 level;
retrieved vec64ub = VLC table[ lookup address];
level = (int16) ub get( retrieved vec64ub, LEVEL FIELD);
level = (int16)((level
24)
24); / 32-bit processing /









The least significant byte has been allocated for end of block (EOB) flag. Since the
TriMedia C compiler recognizes expressions of the form E 1
, the least significant
bit of this byte is set to ‘1’ when an end of block condition is raised. This way, the
condition for leaving the loop can be written as follows:

( &1)

Algorithm 3 TriMedia-specific code for testing the end-of-block condition
#define END OF BLOCK FIELD 0
uint8 end of block;

f

for (;;)
retrieved vec64ub = VLC table[ lookup address];
end of block = ub get( retrieved vec64ub, END OF BLOCK FIELD);
if ( end of block & 1)
break;

g

The table offset field defines the partitioning of the B14 into smaller lookup tables.
The B14 table has been splitted in eight tables (first, second, third, forth, fifth, sixth,
seventh, eighth) which are presented subsequently. We mention that, in order to improve
the readness, we preserved the order of the rows as in the MPEG standard.

VL code
Run Level
1s
0
1
011s
1
1
0100 s
0
2
0101 s
2
1
0010 1s
0
3
0011 1s
3
1
0011 0s
4
1
0001 10s
1
2
0001 11s
5
1
0001 01s
6
1
0001 00s
7
1
0000 110s 0
4
0000 100s 2
2
0000 111s 8
1
0000 101s 9
1
0000 01 Escape
Table 4. First table

VL code
Run
Level
10
End of Block
11s
0
1
011s
1
1
0100 s
0
2
0101 s
2
1
0010 1s
0
3
0011 1s
3
1
0011 0s
4
1
0001 10s
1
2
0001 11s
5
1
0001 01s
6
1
0001 00s
7
1
0000 110s
0
4
0000 100s
2
2
0000 111s
8
1
0000 101s
9
1
0000 01
Escape
Table 5. Second table

1st prefix VL code
0010 0 110 s
001 s
101 s
100 s
111 s
011 s
010 s
000 s

Run Level
0
5
0
6
1
3
3
2
10
1
11
1
12
1
13
1

Table 6. Third table

1st prefix VL code
0000 001 0 10s
1 00s
0 11s
1 11s
0 01s
1 10s
1 01s
0 00s

Run Level
0
7
1
4
2
3
4
2
5
2
14
1
15
1
16
1

Table 7. Forth table

1st prefix
VL code
0000 0001 1101 s
1000 s
0011 s
0000 s
1011 s
0100 s
1100 s
0010 s
1110 s
0101 s
0001 s
1111 s
1010 s
1001 s
0111 s
0110 s

Run Level
0
8
0
9
0
10
0
11
1
5
2
4
3
3
4
3
6
2
7
2
8
2
17
1
18
1
19
1
20
1
21
1

Table 8. Fifth table

1st prefix
VL code
0000 0000 1101 0s
1100 1s
1100 0s
1011 1s
1011 0s
1010 1s
1010 0s
1001 1s
1001 0s
1000 1s
1000 0s
1111 1s
1111 0s
1110 1s
1110 0s
1101 1s
0111 11s
0111 10s
0111 01s
0111 00s
0110 11s
0110 10s
0110 01s
0110 00s
0101 11s
0101 10s
0101 01s
0101 00s
0100 11s
0100 10s
0100 01s
0100 00s

Run
0
0
0
0
1
1
2
3
5
9
10
22
23
24
25
26
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Table 9. Sixth table

Level
12
13
14
15
6
7
5
4
3
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31

1st prefix
2nd prefix VL code
0000 0000 001
1 000s
0 111s
0 110s
0 101s
0 100s
0 011s
0 010s
0 001s
0 000s
1 111s
1 110s
1 101s
1 100s
1 011s
1 010s
1 001s

Run
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Level
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

Run
1
1
1
1
6
11
12
13
14
15
16
27
28
29
30
31

Level
15
16
17
18
3
2
2
2
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
1

Table 10. Seventh table

1st prefix
2nd prefix VL code
0000 0000 0001
0011 s
0010 s
0001 s
0000 s
0100 s
1010 s
1001 s
1000 s
0111 s
0110 s
0101 s
1111 s
1110 s
1101 s
1100 s
1011 s
Table 11. Eighth table

All eight tables are stored into memory one after another, i.e., in a concatenated
way. The number of address bits for each table is related to the maximum length of the
variable-length codes. That is, Tables first and second have each 8 address bits, Table
sixth has 7 address bits, Tables third and forth have each 4 address bits, and Tables fifth,
seventh, and eighth have each 5 address bits. Thus, the sizes of the tables are as follows:
No. of address lines
Size
table offset
(lookup address width ) (64-bit words)
first
8
28 =
256
0
second
8
28 =
256 0x100
third
4
24 =
16 0x200
forth
4
24 =
16 0x210
fifth
5
25 =
32 0x220
sixth
7
27 =
128 0x240
seventh
5
25 =
32 0x2c0
eighth
5
25 =
32 0x2e0
Table

Table 12. Number of address lines, size, and offset for each VLC table

with a total of 768 64-bit words, which means 6 KB.
The decoding procedure can be exemplified on Figure 5. Let us suppose that the
following string is to be decoded: 10000000000011000110.... The table offset
is initialized to 0, that is the first table is being pointed to. Also, lookup address width
is initialized to 8, which means that the first 8 bits of the string, i.e., 10000000, will be
regarded as address into the first table. The following values are retrieved: code length
= 2, run = 0, level = 1, table offset = 0x100, and lookup address width = 8. Which
means that the second table will be accessed during the second iteration.
After shifting out the two bits decoded at the previous iteration, the leading eight
bits, i.e., 00000000, will be regarded as address, this time into the second table. By
looking-up, code length = 8, table offset = 0x240, and lookup address width = 7.
That is, the sixth table will be accessed. No valid run-level pair has been detected.
At this moment the accumulated code length is 10. Therefore, the leading 10 bits
have to be shifted out from the input string. Then, the next seven bits, i.e., 0011000, are
regarded as address into the sixth table. Again, no valid run-level pair is detected. The
code length = 3, table offset = 0x2c0, lookup address width = 5. That is, the seventh
table will be accessed.
After incrementation, the accumulated-code-length = 13. After shifting out the leading 13 bits, the next five bits, i.e., 10001 are the address into the seventh table. The
look-up procedure retrieves the following values: code length = 5, run = 0, level = 32, lookup address width = 8, table offset = 0x100 bypassing the first table. That is,
all subsequent coefficients of the  block will use only the Tables second - eighth.
Finally, the accumulated-code-length is 18. The next eight bits to be sent as address
to the second table are: 10xxxxxx. An end of block symbol is detected, and the tableoffset = 0 ; that is, the first table is to be accessed for decoding of a new block.

8 8

0x24
0x22
0x21
0x10
0x10
0x10
0x10
0x20
0x10
0x10
0x10
0x10

0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0001
0011
0010
0010
010X
011s
11sx
10xx
1st

0000
0001
001x
01xx
1XXs
XXsx
Xsxx
0xxx
1sxx
sxxx
xxxx
xxxx
xxxx

8
8
7
6
8
7
6
5
6
5
4
3
2
2nd

3rd

6th
5th
4th

3rd

6th
5th
4th

5th

xxx
xxx
xxx
XXs
Xsx

2nd

1 11s

0 00s

Address

3rd

1 11s

0 00s

Address

4th

1111 s

0000 s

Address

0000
0001
001x
01XX
1XXX

Address

6th
Look−up Table

n/a
n/a
n/a
...
...

n/a

0x2e
0x2c
0x10
0x10

5

0x10

...

4

0x10

4
4

0x10
0x10

...
...

CL R/L Offset

Look−up Table

4

0x10

...

...

CL R/L Offset

Look−up Table

5

0x10

...

CL R/L Offset

Look−up Table

n/a
4
3
7
6

CL R/L Offset
8th
7th

ERROR

Address

8th

1 111s

0 000s

Address

7th

1111 s

0000 s

Fig. 5. The flowchart of the variable-length decoding procedure.

0x24
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n/a 0x20
...
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...
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n/a
ESC
...
...
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CL R/L Offset
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...
...
...
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n/a
n/a
n/a
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...
...
...
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8
8
7
6
8
7
6
5
6
5
4
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Look−up Table

0000
0001
001x
01xx
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XXsx
Xsxx
0xxx
1sxx
sxxx
xxxx
xxxx
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0000
0000
0000
0000
0001
0011
0010
0010
010X
011s
1sxx

CL R/L Offset

Address

NO ERROR OR EOB !

...
...
...

5

0x10

...

0x10

5

2nd

5

0x10
0x10

...
...

CL R/L Offset

Look−up Table

5

...

CL R/L Offset

Look−up Table

...
...

Look−up Table

...
...
...

...
...

1st

...
...
...

...
...
...

...
...

...
...

The entropy decoder implementation we propose is presented in Algorithm 4. As it
can be observed, the prologue of the inner (infinite) loop (lines 17–45) has been exposed
to the compiler (lines 4–15). Since an end of block or error condition will never occur
on the first table lookup (line 7), testing the end of block condition during the prologue
becomes superfluous and, therefore, has been eliminated.
Special considerations have to be provided with respect to modulo-64 operation.
As me already mentioned, since the extended bitfunshift TriMedia-specific operation is used, more flexibility in postponing the modulo-64 operation is gained. Indeed,
there is no such operation within the prologue. However, from the MPEG syntax point
of view this is not entirely correct. Assuming that acc code length is 63 at line 36,
it will become 81 at line 45. Considering that an end of block is encountered, then
acc code length = 83. If this situation occurs during the decoding of the first block
in a macroblock, and if the subsequent five coded blocks in the same macroblock
include each an escape sequence followed by an end of block, then acc code length


, that is more than the limit of 192 bits. Fortunately, this
case is not statistically relevant (we did verify it on all MPEG conformance strings
mentioned in the subsequent section). Fortunately, this exceptional situation can be
overcomed without much penalty by augmenting the escape handling code within the
prologue (lines 11–15) with a modulo-64 operation.
The same strategy of exposing the prologue of the loop to the compiler can be
applied for decoding of intra blocks, since an end of block can never occur during the
decoding of an DC coefficient. However, special precautions have to be taken in order
to deal with errors.
Finally, it should be mentioned that standard optimization techniques such as loop
unrolling or grafting [15] cannot be applied, because that would introduce awkward
escape code and/or barrel-shifting processing.

= 83 + 5 24 + 5 2 = 213

4 Experimental results
The testing database for our entropy decoder consists of a number of pre-processed
MPEG conformance strings, or scenes, from which all the data not representing DCT
coefficients have been removed. Therefore, such strings include only run -level and endof-block symbols.
For all experiments described subsequently, the MPEG-compliant bit string is assumed to be entirely resident into the main memory. In this way, side effects associated
with bit string acquisition such as asynchronous interrupts, trashing routines, or other
operating system related tasks, do not have to be counted. Moreover, saving the reconstructed  matrices into memory, as well as zeroing these matrices in order to
initialize a new entropy decoding task are equally not considered. Since both procedures can be considered parts of adjacent tasks, such as IDCT or motion compensation,
they are subject to further optimizations at the complete MPEG decoder level. Thus, in
our experiments, the run-length decoder will overwrite the same  matrices again
and again. With these assumptions, the only relevant metric is the number of instruction
cycles required to perform strictly entropy decoding. Therefore, the main goal was to
minimize this number.

8 8

8 8

Algorithm 4 Entropy decoder routine with the prologue exposed to the compiler

i

1: for = 1 to NO OF MACROBLOCKS do
2: for = 1 to NO OF BLOCKS IN MACROBLOCK do
0
3:
nz coeff pos ZZ
4:
barrel-shifting the VLC string
5:
lookup address
the leading FIRST LOOKUP ADDRESS WIDTH bits from VLC string
lookup address + (FIRST TABLE OFFSET
4)
6:
lookup address
VLC table[lookup address]
7:
retrieved vec64ub
8:
9:
extract code length, run, level, table offset, lookup address width, escape,
valid decode from retrieved vec64ub end of block field is not extracted!
10:
acc code length
acc code length + code length
11:
if escape flag is raised then
run
next 6 bits from VLC string
12:
level
next 12 bits from VLC string
13:
acc code length + 6 + 12
14:
acc code length
15:
end if
16:
17:
loop
18:
barrel-shift the VLC string
19:
lookup address
the leading lookup address width bits from VLC string
lookup address + table offset
20:
lookup address
21:
retrieved vec64ub
VLC table[lookup address]
22:
nz coeff pos ZZ + Run
23:
nz coeff pos ZZ
24:
nz coeff pos
invZZ table[nz coeff pos ZZ]
8 8 matrix[nz coeff pos]
Level
25:
26:
nz coeff pos ZZ
nz coeff pos ZZ + valid decode
27:
28:
extract code length, run, level, table offset, lookup address width, escape,
valid decode, end of block from retrieved vec64ub
acc code length + code length
29:
acc code length
30:
if acc code length 64 and not(escape ) then
31:
continue —————————- go to loop
32:
end if
33:
if end of block flag is raised then
34:
break ——————————- initiate the next for iteration (block-level)
35:
end if
36:
if acc code length 64 then
37:
advance the VLC string by 64 bits
acc code length - 64
38:
acc code length
39:
end if
40:
if escape flag is raised then
run
next 6 bits from VLC string
41:
level
next 12 bits from VLC string
42:
acc code length + 6 + 12
43:
acc code length
44:
end if
45:
end loop
46:
end for
47: end for
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Table 13. Entropy decoding experimental results.
Scene

Block Workload Scene
Reference
Proposed
Improvement
type
profile implementation
implementation
(*.m2v)
(coeff.) (bit/coeff.) (cycle/coeff.) (cycles) (cycle/coeff.)
batman I (B15) 172,745
5.5
21.85
2,843,376
16.5
22.5 %
NI
266,485
4,592,358
17.2
popplen I (B15) 47,003
5.3
20.19
777,553
16.5
17.3 %
NI
28,069
475,326
16.9
sarnoff2 I (B14) 80,563
5.1
21.9
1,387,489
17.2
23.3 %
NI
36,408
577,388
15.9
tennis I (B14) 12,345
6.1
21.77
210,011
17.0
20.7 %
I (B15) 120,754
1,937,808
16.0
NI
137,756
2,527,395
18.3
ti1cheer I (B15) 80,818
5.1
20.75
1,311,687
16.2
21.9 %
NI
51,680
836,082
16.2

The results for entropy decoder are presented in Table 13. The figures indicate the
number of instruction cycles needed to decode the pre-processed MPEG string. The last
column of the table specifies the relative improvement of the proposed entropy decoder
versus its reference counterpart. Unfortunately, only the average number of cycles per
coefficient has been disclosed for the reference implementation [7].
It is also worth mentioning that the absolute performance of the proposed entropy
decoder ranges between :  : cycles/coeff., with the mean : cycles/coeff.
This is a very good result with respect to both : cycles/coeff. needed for variablelength decoding and Inverse Quantization (IQ) on a Pentium processor with MultiMedia eXtension (MMX) claimed by Ishii et. al [8], and : cycles/coeff. achieved on an
TMS320C80 media video processor by Bonomini et al. [9]. The additional IQ functionality considered by the referred papers is not a real concern for us, since our preliminary
results indicate that a significant number of operations related to inverse quantization
can be still scheduled in the delay slots of the table lookup.

15 9 18 3

16 9

33 0

26 0

To make an absolute estimation of the performance we achieved, we mention that
the maximum MPEG-2 compressed bit rate for Main Profile – Main Level (MP@ML)
is 15 Mbit/s. For 16.9 cycle/coefficient, and an average of 5.4 bit/coefficient [7], the
following rate can be processed in real-time by our implementation:
bit
5 4 coefficient
 200  106 cycle
 161 9 coefficient
 64 Msec
sec
cycle
:

bit

:

That means that less than one-quarter of the computing power of the processor is used,
or, equivalently, four MP@ML strings can be simultaneously (entropy) decoded.

5 Conclusions
We proposed a new entropy decoder implementation on TriMedia/CPU64 processor
VLIW core which has the prologue exposed to the compiler. The VLC tables are organized in a special way such that an end of block or error will never be encountered
during the prologue. By running preprocessed MPEG-2 conformance strings including
only run-level and end of block symbols, we determined that the proposed entropy defaster than its reference counterpart. In future work, we
coder is approximately
intend to evaluate the performance improvement for a complete MPEG decoder.

20%
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Fig. L. Interleaved memory systems: (a) time-multiplexed and (b) space.multiplexed.
M6: Memory module. PEp: Processing element.

method to distribute data over the memory modules in such a way that conflicts
are avoided. For this research problem several solutions have been proposed,
which assume that parallel accesses are most likely to be made to subsections
of matrices such as rows, columns, or diagonals. The developed methods try to
support as many access patterns as possible or provide conflict-free access to
specific access patterns.
The method distributing data over modules is referred to as an access scheme,
which is a function mapping addresses into storage locations. since the memory
system contains Q memory modules, a storage scheme performs two mappings;
it maps an.l{:2"-bit address a: (on_r,on_z,...,o0)" into a flogel-bit
module address rn and into a row address r defining the storage location in the
selected memory module.

The most simple access scheme is to obtain row and module addresses by
extracting fields from the address @, i.e., n-L : a mod Q; , : l"/e. Such a
scheme, low order interleaving, is illustrated in Fig. 2(a). This scheme performs
well in linear access but the performance is degraded when other type of access
patterns are used [1]. Row-rotation (alternatively skewed) scheme was introduced

in [2] to support larger set of access patterns. In principle, the row address r is
generated as earlier but the module address is formed by extracting two log
ebit fields from the address a. The two fields are added to obtain the module
address, *:
(omodQ) +I"/Ql modQ) as shown in Fig. 2(b). In [3], rowrotation scheme was generalized as a periodic storage scheme, which supporrs
irregular and overlapped access patterns. Several improvements for this scheme
has been proposed; in [4], a scheme supporting rows, columns, diagonals, coils,
band diagonals, block diagonals, etc. is proposed.
In [5], the adder used in module address generation in row-skewing schemes
was replaced by bit-wise exclusive.oR (xoR) operation as depicted in Fig. 2(c).
such a scheme is a linear transformation and sometimes called as a XoR scheme.
The linear transformations have two advantages over row-rotation schemes: computation of module address is independent on the number of memory moduies
and it has flexibility in performing address mappings [rj. The flexibility of the
interleaved memory system is even improved if the number of memory modules is larger than the number of parallel accesses. Especially prime numbers of
modules are powerful [6].
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needs to be greater than the number of parallel accesses. However, the scheme
supports strides of form a2". In [9], Iinear transformations has been discussed

both in matched and unmatched systems.
While the memory interleaving has been studied in supercomputer area, it
has received a little consideration in embedded systems. In [10], a memory synthesis method supporting interleaved memories is proposed. The address generation is based on look-up tables containing the access vectors present in the
given appiication. In [11], a method is proposed for reducing the number of conflicts in given application and reordering the accesses such that the number of
memory modules is minimized. An alternative approach is taken in [12], where
the objective is to reschedule the order of accesses such that the data can be
distributed over several memories.
In this paper, a linear transformation scheme for a specific access pattern,
stride permutation access, is proposed. The scheme provides conflict-free access to all the strides of powers-of-two for an array of a power-of-two length.
The address computation consists of bit-wise XOR operations and results in
Iess complex implementation

than the previously reported schemes supporting

several strides.

The organization of the paper is the following. In Section 2, stride permutation is defined and some of its properties are given. Motivation for developing
an access scheme for this access pattern is provided by describing some applications exploiting stride permutations. In Section 3, constraints for stride access
schemes are given. The proposed access scheme is described in detail and its
implementation is discussed. Conclusions are provided in Section 4.

2

Stride Permutation

Stride permutations can be described with the aid of matrix transpose; stride.
by-S permutation of an N-element vector can be performed by dividing the
vector into ,S-element sub vectors, organizing them into S x (N/S) matrix form,
transposing the obtained matrix, and rearranging the result back to the vector
representation [13]. This interpretation implies that the stride ^9 has to be a
factor of vector length, i.e., N rem ,S : 0 where rem denotes remainder after
division. Another interpretation is to use indexing functions as used in the following formal definition.
Let us assurne a uector X : (co, nr,. . . ,
X as Y : (r.riv,s(g), ofrv,s(1), . . .,
funct'i,orz fN,s(i) is giuen as

Definition 1 (Stride Permutation),

rN-l).

Stride-bg-S perrnutation reorders

cyN,slJv-r;)" where the i,nd,ea

/,v,s(i): (i^9modN) + l;SlNl lN
where l') i.s the fl.oor function.

rem

S:0, i:0,1,...,.|iI- 1

The stride permutation can also be expressed in matrix form as Y
where Ply,s is stride-.by-S permutation matrix of order N defined as
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Fig' 3. Signal flow graphs of FFT algorithrns: (a) radix-2 and (b) radix-4 algorithm.
Fp: ,t-point FFT.

matrix stored into a memory array can be transposed by accessing its elements
in stride-by-N order.
The well known perfect shuffie permutation is a special case of stride permutation, namely strid+.by-N/2 permutation of an .lf-point sequence, px,x/2.
Perfect shuffie has close relation to several practical algorithms; e.g., cooleyTbkey radix-2 fast Fourier transform (FFT) algorithm can be scheduled into a
form where the interconnections between the processing columns of the signal
flow graph are perfect shuffies. Radix-2 algorithms can also be derived into a
form where the topology is according to stride-by-2 permutation as illustrated
in Fig. 3(a). In radix-4 FFT algorithms, the interconnections can be stride.by-4
permutations as depicted in Fig. 3(b). Fast algorithms for other discrete trigonometric transforms with corresponding topology exist, e.g., for discrete sine,
cosine, and Hartley transforms [15, 16].
stride permutations can be found also in trellis coding and especially in viterbi algorithm used for decoding ofconvolutional codes. Convolutional encoders
are oflen described with the aid of a shift register model illustrated in Fig. 4.
The state of the encoder x1 at a given time instant t is defined by the contents
of the shift register. In l/n-rate codes, a single bit is fed into the shift register
at a time, thus there are two possible state transitions. This results in a trellis diagram where the transitions form perfect shuffie as depicted in Fig. 4(a).
rn 2fn-rate codes, two bits enter the shift register at a time, thus four state
transitions are possible, which results in a stride.by-4 permutation in the interconnection as shown in Fig. (b).
The previous examples show that stride permutations have practical and
important applications in digital signal processing and telecommunications. Ap
plications in these areas are often hard real-time constrained and realized in
systems with relatively low clock frequencies, e.g., for extending battery life.
Therefore, parallel implementations are preferred, which implies also need to
access several operands simultaneously to increase the memory bandwidth.
Tlpical realizations for all the previous applications are recursive, i.e., small
kernels operate over an data array and the results of an iteration are used as op-
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ported access schemes, stride access has been defined to access every kth element
while in perfect shuffie access P1y,1y72 elements with distances of 1 and N/2 need
to be accessed. This example illustrates the principal difference of the stride
access and stride permutation access.

3

Conflict-Flee Parallel Memory Access for Stride
Permutation

The previous discussion shows that there is need to perform several memory
accesses in parallel. In addition, it was found that when an N-element data array
is accessed according to a stride permutation, there will be need to support all
the strides from 1 to N/2. The solution proposed in this paper will be based on
Iinear transformations discussed in the following.

3.1 Linear

Address Tlansformations

Linear transformations are based on modulo.2 arithmetic, thus the transformation can be expressed with binary matrices as

r : In-q(an-ltan-2r... ron-c)T;
m:Ta: (TslT7)a

(6)
(7)

: (arr-I, &n-2t .. . , a,o)" is the index address referencing the element to
be accessed, ? is a module transformation matrix, ft, is the rightmost q x q
square matrix in ? and ?r is the remaining q x n - g matrix in ?. It should be
noted that in this representation t'he least significant bit of a is in the bottom
of the vector. As an example, the matrix ? used in Fig. 2(c) is

where o

rr_

/oroto\
\ooror/'

In [17], the basic requirement for the data distribution has been derived

(8)
as

follonrs.

Theorern 2, An'i,nterleaued rnemory system has a unique storage locati,on for
each ad&esseil element iff the matrin A1 has full rank.
that ? should have full rank and, in particular, the
main diagonal of ? should consists of 1.'s. Missing 1's in the main diagonal may
result in poor performance for linear access, PN,r. In addition, off-diagonal L's

In [8], it is even

suggested

complicate the construction of address generators.
In [1], stride accesses have been investigated with the aid of transformation
periodicity referring to the minimum period of the sequence of module numbers generated when consecutive addresses are used as the input sequence. This
results in the following requirement.
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Fig.5.

Access scheme

transformation matrix

for 64-element array on 4-memory system corresponding to

in (10): (a) module address generation and (b)

contents of

memory modules.

matrix T2^2 is a vector of n elements of L's. This implies that the additional
bits should be included into the bit-wise XOR operations, i.e., each row in ?w,e
should contain multiple 1's.
The use of diagonals have been suggested in [8] thus the obvious solution
would be to add diagonals to ?. Let us illustrate this approach with an example
where 64element axray is distributed over four memory banks. In such a ca.se,
the transformation matrix T6a,a would be the following:
Taa,a:

/rororo\

\ororor/'

(10)

This will result in the storage depicted in Fig. 5 and it is easy to see that
all the stride permutation accesses with power-of-two strides from I to 32 are
conflict-free. Performed computer simulations verified that the transformation
matrix can be designed by filling the matrix with q x q diagonals in cases where
t?

rem

g:0;

transformation matrices Tp2o,2t can be obtained by concatenating

k identity matrices ,[0.
The next question is how the matrix is formed when n. rcm q f 0. For this
purpose, additional l's need to be included into ?N,O. h [8], such l's where
added as diagonals or antidiagonals off from the main diagonals. In [17], the
main diagonals may contain 0's thus the additional l's are spread over the matrix
for fulfilling the full rank requirement. This results in the fact that rows may
contain large number of ones, thus the number of bits needed in XOR-operations
is increased. The effect is even worse in approach used in [7] where the rows may
contain different number of lts; one row is full of 1's. another contains only a
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of memory modules when a 64-element array is stored into a 4-memory
system corresponding to transformation matrix in (12).

Fig. 6. Contents

3.3

Address Generation

Before going into implementations, we may investigate the structure ?rv,g when
N is varied. In practical systems, Q is constant; the number of memory modules
is only a design time parameter. As an example transformation matrices for 64module systems are illustrated in Fig. 7 and few observations can be made from
the structure of the matrices.
First, the matrices contain two principal diagonal structures: concatenated
diagonals from the bottom-right corner to left and additional off-diagonals. The
concatenated diagonals imply that the address a should be divided into g-bit
fields and bit-wise XOR is performed between these fields. Since the concatenated
diagonals in matrix for a shorter array is included in matrix for longer arrays,
several array lengths can be supported easily; shorter arrays can be supported
by feeding 0's to the most significant address bits.
The second observation is that the off-diagonals affect at most the q - 1
least significant bits of the address o. In fact, (11) dictates that the number
of 1's in off-diagonals is g - gcd(q,n,modq). In addition, the structure of offdiagonals depends on the relation between n and g but, since, in practice, q
is constant, the structure depends on array length. However, there are only q
different structures; the off-diagonal structure has periodic behavior when the
array length is increasing. In Fig. 7, one complete period is shown and Tergz,o+
would have the same off-diagonal structure as ?rze,oa.
The structure of off-diagonals implies that several array lengths can be sup
ported if a predetermined control word configures additional hardware to perform the functionality of the off-diagonals. Such a configuration is actually simple
by noting that the form of off-diagonals in different array lengths indicates rotation of least significant bits in a. The number of bits rotated is dependent on
the relation between n, and q.
According to the previous observations, the computation of the module address rn can be interpreted as follows. First, the address a is divided into g-bit
fields Fi starting from the least significant bit of o, i.e., Fi : (oiq1q-r, aiq+q-2,
..., &iq+r,aao)T.If e: nmodq ) 0, the e most significant bits of a exceeding
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Fig. 8. Principal block diagram of module address generation. Rctrl: rotation control.
FSctrl: field selection control.

significant bits;

X:(0,...,0,os_gcd(q,e)_lr...,ot,or)T.
(14)
The bit vector X is rotated g : (n - g mod q) bits to the left to obtain a bit
vector O - (oq-r,...,o6)?, i.e.,
O : rotln-q;
(1S)
-"a q (X)
where rotn(') denotes g-bit left rotation (circular shift) of the given bit vector,
i.e.,

rot,

((41-1, ek-2,. .. , oo)T)

:

(o*-n-trak-g-2r...,

&k-lt, ., t ak-g*lt ax-g)r

ae,

(16)

.

Finally the module address rn is obtained by performing bit-wise XOR
eration between the vectors Ft, X, and ,L:

-' :

[

I

,'n (g\!-f'-'
J,

o

,

i

]

e

o,n*n)

,i

<

e

oro*.)

o (o I!oot-'
";

op

(17)

A principal block diagram of the module address generation according to the
previous interpretation is illustrated in Fig. 8. This block diagram contains a
rotation unit shown in Fig. 9, which computes the vector o. This unit obtains
q-l least significant bits of o as an input and the gcd(q, e)-l most significant bits
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different initiai addresses but arrays need to stored into n-word
boundaries.
However, this is not a strict requirement and such a restriction
is already present
in some addressing modes in commercial DSp processors.
stride permutations are found in several DSp applications where smail
ker_
nels are iterated thus a special addressing scheme supporting
the access pattern
provides advantage especially when rong arrays are used,
e.g., in FFT. The access
scheme can also be used in application-specihc
p.o."=rsors where operands
".ruy In such
need to be reordered according to stride permutation.
cases, multi-ported
memories can be avoided when an interleaved memory system
is used. F\rrther_
more, the proposed scheme can provide memory-efficiency since double
buffering
is avoided.
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Fig. 1, Tlee-structured flowgraph representation of a l-D DWT

frequency twice smaller from a stage to stage (see, e.g., [23]-[2b]). As a consequence of under-utilization of processing elements (PEs), the typical efficiency
(i.e. hardwa,re utilizs,trien) for these architectures strongly decreases with the
number of decomposition levels. Approximately 100% of efficiency is achieved
only in conventional architectures based on lifting scheme (see [a]) which, however, a.re either non-pipelined or employ only a restricted (two stage) pipelining
[17], [18] and, in addition suffer from extensive either memory (chip area) or
control requirements. The highest throughput achieved in known architectures
is .Ay' clock cycles per N-point Dwr. Twice faster performance is achieved in
highly (about 100%) effcient architectures developed in [22]-[28] by including
approximately twice lower number of PEs from a stage to stage.
In [29]-[30], fl,owgraph representation of DWTs (see examples on Figs. 2 and
3) has been suggested as a useful tool in designing pa.rallel/pipelined DWT architectures. In particula,r, this representation fully reveals para,llelism inherent to
every octave as well as it clearly demonstrates data tra.nsfers within and between
octaves. This allows to combine pipelining and parallelism to achieve a higher
cost-efficient performance. This means implementing octaves in a pipelined mode
where pipeline stages are parallelized at varying from stage to stage level. Incorporating varyrng level parallelism within pipeline stages allows to design parallelpipelined devices with perfectly balanced pipeline stages.
In this work, general architectures of several DWT architectures operating at
approximately 100% hardwa,re utilization are proposed based on the flowgraph
representation of DWTs shortly described in Section 2. The proposed structures
may be implemented in different ways. In particular, they are scalable meaning
that they can be implemented with va.rying level of parallelism giving opportuniby to trade-off between the hardware complexity and performance. several
possible realizations of the proposed general structures are discussed in Section
3. The resulting a,rchitectures demonstrate excellent time and moderate area performance as compared to the conventional DWT architectures as follows from
the discussion in section 4. Throughputs of the a.rchitectures may vary between
NL/2J time units (at the minimum level of paralletism) up to even one time
unit (at the theoreticar maxim'm level of paraltelism) per an N-point DWT
with J octaves and filters of the length ,t. The proposed a.rchitectures axe regular and modular, easy controlled, and free of a feedback or a switch. Thev can
be implemented as semisystolic arrays.
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: f"fltol, ...,rf)r1z*-i - r)]" 'od

,E)r: f"f;lfol, ...,"f)r1z*-i - r)]", *h"."

lk*)', ("sr)'j' : Dj'r9;'),

(3)

or, equivalently,

2b. For i :0, ..., 2*-i - I,
Form the vector //* a subvector of length
e

:

frf;t)tzt1,af;l)1zt*

1),...,

,L of

,(;;D11zt+,

the vector rf),

-

1) mod

*

/

/

2--r+1)).|".

Compute

"f\tr.l

:

Lp .6;

3. trbrm the output vector

"!if

(r)

: Hp.ni

y: l"':),
.,"!}?,"!l?]t
"'i'" , "'i;" ,

computation of the Algorithm 1 with the matrices Di of (2) can be clearly
demonstrated using a flowgraph representation. An example for the case -|y' :
f; : 8, L : 4,J : 3 is shown in Flg. 2. The flowgraph consists of J stages,
the j-th stage, j : 1, ..., J, having 2*-i nodes (depicted as boxes on Fig. 2).
Each node represents a basic DWT operation (see Fig. 2(b)). The ith node,
i : 0, ..., zm-i - 1, of the stage j : 1, ..., J has incoming edges from .L circularly
consecutive nodes 2i,2i+1,(2i * 2) mod Z*-i+t...,(2i, + L 1) mod yn-i+r of
the preceding stage or (for the nodes of the first stage) from inputs. Every node
has two outgoing edges. An upper (lower) outgoing edge represents the value of
the inner product of the vector of low-pass (high-pass) filter coefficients with the
vector of the values of incoming edges. Outgoing value of a stage are perrnuted
according to the perfect unshufle operator so that all the low-pass components
are collected in the first half and the high-pass components a.re collected at the
second half of the permuted vector. Low pass components are then forming the
input to the following stage or (for the nodes of the last stage) represent output
values. High-pass components represent output values at a given resolution.
Essentially, the flowgraph representation give an alternative, rather demonstrative and easy-to-understand definition of discrete wavelet transforms. It has
several advantages, at least from implementation point of view, as compared to

the conventional DWT representations such as tree-structured filter bank,
scheme or lattice structure representation [30].
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2 core DWT architecuures

blocks are responsible for steps 2.1, and blocks of pEs a,re for computatious
of
the steps 2.2. The two types mainly difier by the possibility of daia exchange
between PEs of the same pipelins stage which are possible in Tlpe 2
but not in

Tlpe

1 architectures.

The data input block of the core DWT architectures of both types may
be

realized as word-serial as yell as word-parallel. In the former case the
data input
d.lrTet _(word-serial) inpur porr wbich is connected to a length_
ll.*.::*tt:
2" shift register (dashed lined box on Fig. 4) having a word-parallel output
from
its every cell. In the latter .9"e the data input block simply consists of 2i pa,railei
input ports. In both cases the data input brock has zJ paraltet outputs connected
to the 2r inputs of the data routing tlo.k or the first pipetio"

"tig;

3.t

TVpe 1 Core DWT Architecture

The basic operation of the Algorithm B (Step 2.2) is equivalent to
vector-vector inner products:
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complete their one operation (which is equal to the period between successive
goups ofp data to enter to the PE) and let us consider an operation step ofthe
architecture to consist of .Lo time nnits.
The data iaput block serially or in parallel accepts and in parallel outputs
a, group of components of the input vector at the rate of 2J componenw per

operation step. Thus, the vector
ir formed ou the outputs of the data
input block at the step 3 : 0, ..., 2"lt;")
-J - I.
The data routing block of the stage j:1,...,J, iE a circuitry which at the
first time unit n : 0 of its every operation step accepts in parallel a vector
of 2J-i+t components, and then at every time unit n : 0,.1.,L, I of that
operation step it outputs in parallel a vector of 2J-i+t + p i componenrs
rw,np + 1, ..., (n + 1)p + 2J-j+t - 3 of a vector being the. concatenation (in the
chronological order) of the vectors accepted at previous Qi
-l steps, where

A

: f(r-*

-2)

/2t-i+tl i : r,...,J.

(8)

The functionality of the PEs us€d in the Tlpe 1 core DWT architecture is to
compute two inner products (6) and (7) of the vector on its p inputs with two
vectors of predetermined coeffi.cients during every time unit and to accumulate
the results of both inner products computed during one operation step. At the
end ofevery operation step, the two accumulated results pass to the two outputs
of the PE and new accumulation starts. Possible structures of pEs for the Tlpe
1 core DWT architectures are presented on Fig. b for the case of arbitrary p

,p:l,p:2, a,ndp: trm,*, (Frg.5, (u), (b), (c), and (d), respectively). These

a.re for the "generic" Dwr implementation independent of the filter
coefficients. They can be easily optimized for specific filter coefficients.
It is easy to show that the architecture implements computations according
to Afuorithm 3.1 though with extra delay when L 1L^o*. The extra delay is
the consequence of the flexibility of the architecture for being able of implementing DWTs with arbitra.ry filter length L s L^o while Algorithm 3.1 presents
computation of a DWT with a fixed filter length tr. In fact, the a.rchitecture
is designed for the filter length I.* but also implements DWTs with shorter
filters with s slighfly increa.sed time delay but without loosing in time period.
Denote

structures

s(o)

:0,

3(r)

: I',:,0", j :

t,...,J.

(e)

The delay between input and corresponding output vectors is equal to

rd@r): (z*-t + seDll,lel

(10)

time units. The throughput or the time period (mea^sured as the the intervals
between time units when successive input vectors enter to the architecture) is
equal to fpQI) time units, where

rp@D

:2^-r

lL/pl

(11)
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connections of the maximum of
semisystolic array.

3.2 fype

Iength. Thus,

it

can be implemented as a

2 Core DWT Architecture

when implementing the basic operations (6) and (z) of Algorithm 8.1, multiplicands needed for the time unit n: !,...,Lp 1 within the branch i :
0,...,2J-i - p/2 - 1 can be obtained from the results obtaingd at step n I
within the branch i + plz.With this observation, the following modification of
the basic algorithm may be derived. Denote

,l

: {j:,tll"5l; -";i ,,_,

'

h'x: 1t 1 for rb=0,...,p-1
for A:p,...,L-r
tr,n/t.-o,

Algorithrn 3.2.
1. For s:0,...,2^-r-l-set
(s*1) .rt -t),
"fP:x@.2r:
2. For I :.i* (1),.,,,?-*' +s*
(J) - 1, For j : Jt,..,,J2 do in parallel
2.1. Set 6U-1,s-a+(j)) according to (4)
2.2. For i :0,...,zJ-i - 1 do in parallel
For /r : 0,...,p - I
{ set z(i,0, k) : l;f0-1,4-a*1i))Ql + k);
p-l
P-t
Compute Sw(i) - Iozz,.e(i,0,k); Ssp(i) :'F.-trr(i,0,k); )
For n

:

1,..., Lo

-

L do sequentially

set z7p(i,n, k)

:

{ t.o1;etr'-

For&:0,...,p-1
{

-

t.'^*r:\i.+:/2'n-r'k) rt kzr-i

I

r,"

-p1z

:
-'*(j)) (zi*,b) tL t> Zt - i -p / z,

if t<zr-i -p/2
set z6p(i,n,le) : {n'^'*oz(;+p1z'n-1'tc)
t,o-'ru))
f.

Compute

S

i.o**

(zi*})

a{"i-

rc (i) : Sr, (4 +o.il z p

:

,t:0

7f

t>z' - i -p / z

(i, n, k) ; S u p (i)

:

set cfE-".(r))(i) st p(i); rf,f-".o))1;; :,snp(i)
3. Form the output vector (see Step 3 of Algorithm

1

I

s;;p

(i)+pf
ft:O

z y1

p

(i, n, k) ;

2)

The general structure of the Type 2 core DWT architecture is preented
on Fig. 4 where now the dashed lines showing connections between pEs of one
stage are valid. Except for p inputs and two outputs (later on called main inputs
and main outputs) every PE has now additional p inputs and p outputs (tater on
called intermediate inputs and outputs). Thep intermediate outputs of. pEi3aplz
a.re connected to the p intermediate inputs of pEii., ,i : O,...,2J-i _
Oii :'t.
other connections nrithin the Type 2 core DWT architecture are similar to those

within the Tlpe 1 core DWI a.rchitecture.
F\rnctionalities of the blocks of the Type 2 core DWT a.rchitecture are also
similar to those of the Tlpe 1 core DWT a.rchitecture. The difference is only
in the functionality of PEs which at every time unit n:0, ...,Lo_ 1of every
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Ftg.7. The variable resolution DWT architecture: (a) based on a single core DWT
a,rchitecture; (b) based on a multi-core DWT a.rchitecture.
The both types of multi-core DWT architectures a,re r times faster than the
(single-)core DWT architectures, that is a linea.r speed-up with respect to the
pararneter r is achieved. The delay between input and corresponding output
vectors is equal to

Td(cr): (z*-t +,s(J))

lL/pl

/,

(12)

time units and the throughput or the time period is equal to

rpPI) :zm-r

[Llpl

/,

(13)

time units. Thus further speed-up and flexibility for trade.off between time and
ha,rdware complexities is achieved within multi-core DWT architectures. Architectures are modular and regular and may be implemented as semisystolic
axrays. As a possible realisation of the multi-core DWT architecture for the case
of p : 7: tr** and r : 2*-J one can consider the DWI flowgraph itself (see
Frc. 2) where n.des (rectangles) should be considered as pEs and small circles
as latches. This example of reaJ.ization has been reported in
[2g]-[B0l where it
was referred to as fully-parallel pipelined (Fpp) architecture.

3.4 Variable Resolution

D.WT Architectures

The above-described architectures implement DWrs with the number of octaves
not exceeding a given number J. They may implement DWTs with smaller than
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Table 1. compa.rative performance of some DWT architectures
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a'rea of the architectures was counted as the number of
used multiplier-adder pairs
which are the basic units (BUs) in DWT architectures.
The time unit is counted as time
period of one mr'rltiplication since this is the critical pipeline
stage. Cha.racteristics of the
DWT architectures proposed in this paper (the last seven row'
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Abstract. This paper describes a Java-based tool that automatically
generates structural level VHDL models of FIR Filters. Automatic generation of VHDL models allows the designer to rapidly explore the design
space and test the impact of parameters on the design. The tool is based
on a general purpose computer arithmetic component package developed
at Lehigh University and can easily be extended to enable rapid prototyping of other hardware accelerators used in embedded systems. In this
paper, we describe the effects of truncated multipliers in FIR filters. We
show that a 22.5 % reduction in area can be achieved for a 24-tap filter
with 16-bit coefficients, and that the reduction error SNR is only 2.4 dB
less than the roundoff error SNR of the same filter with no truncation.
Using the techniques presented in this paper, the average reduction error
of the filter is several orders of magnitude less than the average reduction
error of the individual multipliers.

1

Introduction

The design of hardware accelerators for embedded systems presents many design
tradeoffs that are difficult to quantify without bit-accurate simulation and area
and delay estimates of competing alternatives. Structural level VHDL models
can be used to evaluate and compare designs, but require significant effort to
generate.
This paper presents a tool that was developed to evaluate the tradeoffs involved in using truncated multipliers in FIR filters. The tool is based on a package
of Java classes that models the building blocks of computational systems, such
as adders and multipliers. These classes generate VHDL descriptions, and are
used by other classes in hierarchical fashion to generate VHDL descriptions of
more complex systems. This paper describes the generation of truncated FIR
filters as an example.
Previous techniques for modeling and designing digital signal processing systems with VHDL are presented in [1–5]. The tool described in this paper differs
from those techniques by leveraging the benefits of object oriented programming
(OOP). By subclassing existing objects, such as multipliers, the tool is easily extended to generate VHDL models that incorporate the latest optimizations and
techniques.

Sections 1.1 and 1.2 provide background necessary for understanding the
two’s complement truncated multipliers used in the FIR filter architecture, which
is described in Section 2. Section 3 describes the tool for automatically generating
VHDL models of those filters. Synthesis results of specific filter implementations
are presented in Section 4, with concluding remarks given in Section 5.
1.1

Two’s Complement Multipliers

Parallel tree multipliers form a matrix of partial product bits, which are then
added to produce a product. Consider an m-bit multiplicand, A, and an n-bit
multiplier, B. If A and B are integers in two’s complement form, then
A = −am−1 2m−1 +

m−2
X

ai 2i

B = −bn−1 2n−1 +

and

i=0

n−2
X

b j 2j .

(1)

j=0

Multiplying A and B together yields the following expression:
A · B = am−1 bn−1 2m+n−2 +

m−2
X n−2
X

ai bj 2i+j

i=0 j=0

−

m−2
X

i+n−1

bn−1 ai 2

i=0

−

n−2
X

(2)
j+m−1

am−1 bj 2

.

j=0

The first two terms in (2) are positive. The third term is either zero (if bn−1 =
Pm−2
0) or negative with a magnitude of i=0 ai 2i+n−1 (if bn−1 = 1). Similarly, the
fourth term is either zero or a negative number. To produce the product of
A × B, the first two terms are added “as is”. Since the third and fourth terms
are negative (or zero), they are added by complementing each bit, adding ‘1’ to
the LSB column, and sign extending with a leading ‘1’. With these substitutions,
the product is computed without any subtractions as:
P = am−1 bn−1 2m+n−2 +

m−2
X n−2
X
i=0 j=0

+

n−2
X

ai bj 2i+j +

m−2
X

bn−1 ai 2i+n−1

i=0

(3)

am−1 bj 2j+m−1 + 2m+n−1 + 2n−1 + 2m−1 .

j=0

Figure 1 shows the multiplication of two 8-bit integers in two’s complement
form. The partial product bit matrix is described by (3), and is implemented
using an array of and and nand gates. The matrix is then reduced using techniques such as Wallace [6], Dadda [7], or Reduced Area reduction [8].
1.2

Truncated Multipliers

Truncated m × n multipliers, which produce results less than m + n bits long,
are described in [9]. Benefits of truncated multipliers include reduced area, delay, and power consumption [10]. An overview of truncated multipliers, which

A
×B
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Fig. 1. 8×8 partial product bit matrix (two’s complement)

discusses several methods for correcting the error introduced due to unformed
partial product bits, is given in [11]. The method used in this paper is constant
correction, as described in [9].
Figure 2 shows an 8 × 8 truncated parallel multiplier with a correction constant added. The final result is l-bits long. We define k as the number of truncated
columns that are formed, and r as the number of columns that are not formed.
In this example, the five least significant columns of partial product bits are not
formed (l = 8, k = 3, r = 5).

Fig. 2. 8×8 truncated multiplier with correction constant

Truncation saves an and gate for each bit not formed and eliminates the full
adders and half adders that would otherwise be required to reduce them to two
rows. The delay due to reducing the partial product matrix is not improved because the height of the matrix is unchanged. However, a shorter carry propagate
adder is required, which may improve the overall delay of the multiplier.

The correction constant, Cr , and the ‘1’ added for rounding are normally
included in the reduction matrix. In Figure 2 they are explicitly shown to make
the concept more clear.
A consequence of truncation is that a reduction error is introduced due to
the discarded bits. For simplicity, the operands are assumed to be integers, but
the technique can also be applied to fractional or mixed number systems. With
r unformed columns, the reduction error is
Er = −

r−1 X
i
X

ai−j bj 2i .

(4)

i=0 j=0

If A and B are random with a uniform probability density, then the average
value of each partial product bit is 14 , so the average reduction error is
r−1

Er

avg

=−

1X
1
(q + 1)2q = − ((r − 1) · 2r + 1) .
4 q=0
4

(5)

The correction constant, Cr , is chosen to offset Er avg . After rounding,
³
´
Cr = −round(2−r Er avg ) · 2r = round (r − 1) · 2−2 + 2−(r+2) · 2r ,
(6)
where round(x) indicates x is rounded to the nearest integer.

2

FIR Filter Architecture

This section describes the architecture used to study the effect of truncated
multipliers in FIR filters. Little work has been published in this area, and this
architecture incorporates the novel approach of combining all constants for two’s
complement multiplication and correction of reduction error into a single constant added just prior to computing the final filter output. This technique reduces
the average reduction error of the filter by several orders of magnitude, when
compared to the approach of including the constants directly in the multipliers.
Section 2.1 presents an overview of the architecture, and Section 2.2 describes
components within the architecture.
2.1

Architecture Overview

An FIR filter with T taps computes the following difference equation [12],
y[n] =

T
−1
X

b[k] · x[n − k] ,

(7)

k=0

where x[ ] is the input data stream, b[k] is the k th tap coefficient, and y[ ] is
the output data stream of the filter. Since the tap coefficients and the impulse
response, h[n], are related by
½
b[n], n = 0, 1, . . . , T − 1
h[n] =
(8)
0, otherwise,

Equation (7) can be recognized as the discrete convolution of the input stream
with the impulse response [12].
Figure 3 shows the block diagram of the FIR filter architecture used in this
paper. This architecture has two data inputs, x in and coeff, and one data output, y out. There are two control inputs which are not shown, clk and loadtap.

Fig. 3. Proposed FIR filter architecture with T taps and M multipliers

The input data stream enters at the x in port. When the filter is ready to
process a new sample, the data at x in is clocked into the register labeled x[n]
in the block diagram. The x[n] register is one of T shift registers, where T is
the number of taps in the filter. When x in is clocked into the x[n] register, the
values in the other registers are shifted right in the diagram, with the oldest
value, x[n − T + 1] being discarded.
The tap coefficients are stored in another set of shift registers, labeled b[0]
through b[T −1] in Figure 3. Coefficients are loaded into the registers by applying
the coefficient values to the coeff port in sequence and cycling the loadtap
signal to load each one.
The filter is pipelined with four stages: operand selection, multiplication,
summation, and final addition.
Operand Selection: The number of multipliers in the architecture is configurable. For a filter with T taps and M multipliers, each multiplier performs

dT /M e multiplications per input sample. The operands for each multiplier
are selected each clock cycle by an operand bus and clocked into registers.
Multiplication: Each multiplier has two input operand registers, loaded by an
operand bus in the previous stage. Each pair of operands is multiplied, and
the final two rows of the reduction tree (the product in carry-save form) are
clocked into a register where they become inputs to the multi-operand adder
in the next stage. Keeping the result in carry-save form, rather than using
a carry propagate adder (CPA), reduces the overall delay.
Summation: The multi-operand adder has carry-save inputs from each multiplier, as well as a carry-save input from the accumulator. After each of
the dT /M e multiplications have been performed, the output of the multioperand adder (in carry-save form) is clocked into the CPA operand register
where it is added in the next pipeline stage.
Final Addition: In the final stage, the carry-save vectors from the multioperand adder and a correction constant are added by a specialized carry
save adder and a carry propagate adder to produce a single result vector.
The result is then clocked into an output register, which is connected to the
y out output port of the filter.
The clk signal clocks the system. The clock period is set so that the multipliers and the multi-operand adder can complete their operation within one
clock cycle. Therefore, dT /M e clock cycles are required to process each input
sample. The final addition stage only needs to operate once per input sample,
so it has dT /M e clock cycles to complete its calculation and is generally not on
the critical path.
2.2

Architecture Components

This section discusses the components of the FIR filter architecture.
Multipliers. In this paper, two’s complement parallel tree multipliers are used
to multiply the input data by the filter coefficients. When performing truncated
multiplication, the constant correction method [9] is used. The output of each
multiplier is the final two rows remaining after reduction of the partial product
bits, which is the product in carry-save form [13]. Rounding does not occur at
the multipliers, each product is (l + k)-bits long. Including the extra k bits in
the summation avoids an accumulation of roundoff errors. Rounding is done in
the final addition stage.
As described in Section 1.1, the last three terms in (3) are constants. In
this architecture, these constants are not included in the partial product matrix.
Likewise, if using truncated multipliers, the correction constant is not included
either. Instead, the constants for each multiplication are added in a single operation in the final addition stage of the filter. This is described later in more
detail.

Multi-operand Adder and Accumulator. As shown in (7), the output of an
FIR filter is a sum of products. In this architecture, M products are computed
per clock cycle. In each clock cycle, the carry-save outputs of each multiplier
are added and stored in the accumulator register, also in carry-save form. The
accumulator is included in the sum, except with the first group of products for
a new input sample. This is accomplished by clearing the accumulator when the
first group of products arrives at the input to the multi-operand adder.
The multi-operand adder is simply a counter reduction tree, similar to a
counter reduction tree for a multiplier, except that it begins with operand bits
from each input instead of a partial product bit matrix. The output of the multioperand adder is the final two rows of bits remaining after reduction, which is
the sum in carry-save form. This output is clocked into the accumulator register
every clock cycle, and clocked into the CPA Operand Register every dT /M e
cycles.
Correction Constant Adder. As stated previously, the constants required
for two’s complement multipliers and the correction constant for unformed bits
in truncated multipliers are not included in the reduction tree but are added
during the final addition stage. A ‘1’ for rounding the filter output is also added
in this stage. All of these constants for each multiplier are precomputed and
added as a single constant, CT OT AL .
All multipliers used in this paper operate on two’s complement operands.
From (3), the constant which must be added for an m × n multiplier is 2m+n−1 +
2n−1 +2m−1 . With T taps, there are T multiply operations (assuming T is evenly
divisible by M ), so a value of
CM = T (2m+n−1 + 2n−1 + 2m−1 )

(9)

must be added in the final addition stage.
The multipliers may be truncated with unformed columns of partial product
bits. If there are unformed bits, the total average reduction error of the filter is
T · Er avg . The correction for this is
³
´
CR = round T · (r − 1) · 2−2 + T · 2−(r+2) · 2r .
(10)
To round the filter output to l bits, the rounding constant that must be used is
CRN D = 2r+k−1 .

(11)

Combining these constants, the total correction constant for the filter is
CT OT AL = CM + CR + CRN D .

(12)

Adding CT OT AL to the multi-operand adder output is done using a specialized carry-save adder (SCSA) which is simply a carry-save adder optimized for
adding a constant bit vector. A carry-save adder uses full adders to reduce three

bit vectors to two. SCSA’s differ in that half adders are used in columns where
the constant is a ‘0’ and specialized half adders are used in columns where the
constant is a ‘1’. A specialized half adder computes the sum and carry-out of
two bits plus a ‘1’, the logic equations being
si = ai ⊕ bi

and

ci+1 = ai + bi .

(13)

The output of the SCSA is then input to the final carry propagate adder.

Final Carry Propagate Adder. The output of the specialized carry-save
adder is the filter output in carry-save form. A final carry propagate adder (CPA)
is required to compute the final result. The final addition stage has dT /M e clock
cycles to complete, so for many applications a simple ripple-carry adder will be
fast enough. If additional performance is required, a carry-lookahead adder may
be used. Using a faster CPA does not increase throughput, but does improve
latency.

Control. A filter with T taps and M multipliers requires dT /M e clock cycles
to process each input sample. The control circuit is a state machine with dT /M e
states, implemented using a modulo-dT /M e counter. The present state is the
output of the counter and is used to control which operands are selected by each
operand bus. In addition to the present state, the control circuit generates four
other signals: 1) shiftData, which shifts the input samples, 2) clearAccum,
which clears the accumulator, 3) loadCpaReg, which loads the multi-operand
adder output into the CPA operand register, and 4) loadOutput, which loads
the final sum into the output register.

3

Filter Generation Software
(FGS)

The architecture described in Section 2 provides a great deal of flexibility in terms
of operand size, the number of taps, and the type of multipliers used. This implies
that the design space is quite large. In order to facilitate the development of a
large number of specific implementations, a tool was designed that automatically
generates synthesizable structural VHDL models given a set of parameters. The
tool, which is named FGS, also generates test benches and files of test vectors
to verify the filter models.
FGS is written in Java and consists of two main packages. The arithmetic
package, discussed in Section 3.1, is suitable for general use and is the foundation
of FGS. The fgs package, discussed in Section 3.2, is specifically for generating
the filters described previously. It uses the arithmetic package to generate the
necessary components.

3.1

The arithmetic Package

The arithmetic package includes classes for modeling and simulating digital components. The simplest components include D flip-flops, half adders, and full
adders. Larger components such as ripple-carry adders and parallel multipliers
use the smaller components as building blocks. These components in turn are
used to model complex systems such as FIR filters.
Common Classes and Interfaces. Figure 4 shows the classes and interfaces
which are used by arithmetic subpackages. The most significant of these are
VHDLGenerator, Parameterized, and Simulator.

Fig. 4. The arithmetic package

VHDLGenerator is an abstract class. Any class that represents a digital component and can generate a VHDL model of itself is derived from this class. It
defines three abstract methods which must be implemented by all subclasses.
genCompleteVHDL() generates a complete VHDL file describing the component. This file includes synthesizable entity-architecture descriptions of all
subcomponents used. genComponentDeclaration() generates the component
declaration which must be included in the entity-architecture descriptions of
other components which use this component. genEntityArchitecture() generates the entity-architecture description of this component.
Parameterized is an interface implemented by classes whose instances can be
defined by a set of parameters. The interface includes get and set methods
to access those parameters. Specific instances of Parameterized components
can be easily modified by changing these parameters.

Simulator is an interface implemented by classes that can simulate their operation. The interface has only one method, simulate, which accepts a vector of
inputs and returns a vector of outputs. These inputs and outputs are vectors
of IEEE VHDL std logic vectors [14].
The arithmetic.smallcomponents Package. The arithmetic.smallcomponents
package provides fundamental components including D flip-flops and full adders
which are used as building blocks for larger components such as registers, adders,
and multipliers. Each class in this package is derived from VHDLGenerator, enabling each to generate VHDL for use in larger components.
The arithmetic.adders Package. The classes in this package model various
types of adders including carry propagate adders, specialized carry-save adders,
and multi-operand adders. All components in these classes handle operands of
arbitrary length and weight. This flexibility makes automatic VHDL generation
more complex than it would be if operands were constrained to be the same
length and weight. However, this flexibility is often required when an adder is
used with another component such as a multiplier.
Figure 5 shows the arithmetic.adders package, which is typical of many of
the arithmetic subpackages. CarryPropagateAdder is an abstract class from which
carry propagate adders such as ripple-carry adders and carry-lookahead adders
are derived. CarryPropagateAdder is a subclass of VHDLGenerator and implements
the Simulator and Parameterized interfaces. Using interfaces and an inheritance
hierarchy such as this help make FGS both straightforward to use and easy to
extend. For example, a new type of carry propagate adder could be incorporated
into existing complex models by subclassing CarryPropagateAdder.

Fig. 5. The arithmetic.adders package

The arithmetic.matrixreduction Package. This package provides classes that
perform matrix reduction, typically used by multi-operand adders and parallel
multipliers. These classes perform Wallace, Dadda, and Reduced Area reduction
[6–8]. Each of these classes are derived from the abstract class ReductionTree.
The arithmetic.multipliers Package. A ParallelMultiplier class was implemented
for this paper and is representative of how FGS functions.
Parameters can be set to configure the multiplier for unsigned, two’s complement, or combined operation. The number of unformed columns, if any, and the
type of reduction, Wallace, Dadda, or Reduced Area, may also be specified. A
BitMatrix object, which models the partial product matrix, is then instantiated
and passed to a ReductionTree object for reduction. Through polymorphism (dynamic binding), the appropriate subclass of ReductionTree reduces the BitMatrix
to two rows. These two rows can then be passed to a CarryPropagateAdder object
for final addition, or in the case of the FIR filter architecture described in this
paper, to a multi-operand adder.
The architecture of FGS makes it easy to change the bit matrix, reduction
scheme, and final addition method. New techniques can be added seamlessly by
subclassing appropriate abstract classes.
The arithmetic.misccomponents Package. This package includes classes that
provide essential functionality but don’t logically belong in other packages. This
includes Bus, which models the operand busses of the FIR filter, and Register
which models various types of data registers. Implementation of registers is done
by changing the type of flip-flop objects which comprise the register.
The arithmetic.firfilters Package. This package includes classes for modeling ideal FIR filters as well as FIR filters based on the truncated architecture
described in Section 2.
The “ideal” filters are ideal in the sense that the data and tap coefficients
are double precision floating point. This is a reasonable approximation of infinite
precision for most practical applications. The purpose of an ideal FIR filter
object is to provide a baseline for comparison with practical FIR filters and
allow measurement of calculation errors.
The FIRFilter class models FIR filters based on the architecture shown in
Figure 3. All operands in FIRFilter objects are considered to be two’s complement integers, and the multipliers and the multi-operand adder use Reduced
Area reduction. There are many parameters that can be set including the tap
coefficient and data lengths, the number of taps, the number of mulipliers, and
the number of unformed columns in the multipliers.
The arithmetic.testing Package. This package provides classes for testing components generated by other classes, including parallel multipliers and FIR filters.
The FIR filter test class generates a test bench and an input file of test vectors.
It also generates a .vec file for simulation using Altera Max+Plus II.

The arithmetic.gui Package. This package provides graphical user interface
(GUI) components for setting parameters and generating VHDL models for all of
the larger components such as FIRFilter, ParallelMultiplier, etc. The GUI for each
component is a Java Swing JPanel, which can be used in any Swing application.
These panels make setting component parameters and generating VHDL files
simple and convenient.
3.2

The fgs Package

Whereas the arithmetic package is suitable for general use, the fgs package is
specific to the FIR filter architecture described in Section 2. fgs includes classes
for automating much of the work done to analyze the use of truncated multipliers
in FIR filters. For example, this package includes a driver class that automatically
generates a large number of different FIR filter configurations for synthesis and
testing. Complete VHDL models are then generated, as well as Tcl scripts to
drive the synthesis tool. The Tcl script commands the synthesis program to write
area and delay reports to disk files, which are are parsed by another class in the
fgs package that summarizes the data and writes it to a CSV file for analysis by
a spreadsheet application.

4

Results

Table 1 presents some representative synthesis results that were obtained from
the Leonardo synthesis tool and the LCA300K 0.6 micron CMOS standard cell
library. Additional data can be found in [15], which also also provides a more
detailed analysis of the FIR filter architecture presented in this paper, including
reduction and roundoff error. The main findings are:
1. Using truncated multipliers in FIR filters results in significant improvements
in area. For example, the area of a 16-bit filter with 4 multipliers and 24
taps improves by 22.5 % with 12 unformed columns and by 36.4 % with 16
unformed columns. We estimate substantial power savings would be realized
as well. Truncation has little impact on the overall delay of the filter.
2. The computational error introduced by truncation is tolerable for many applications. For example, the reduction error SNR for a 16-bit filter with 24
taps is 86.7 dB with 12 unformed columns and 61.2 dB with 16 unformed
columns. In comparison, the roundoff error for an equivalent filter without
truncation is 89.1 dB [15].
3. The average reduction error of a filter is independent of r (for T > 4),
and much less than that of a single truncated multiplier. For a 16-bit filter
with 24 taps and r = 12, the average reduction error is only 9.18 × 10−5
ulps, where an ulp is a unit of least precision in the 16-bit product. In
comparison, the average reduction error of a single 16-bit multiplier with
r = 12 is 1.56 × 10−2 ulps, and the average roundoff error of the same
multiplier without truncation is 7.63 × 10−6 ulps.

Filter

T
12
12
12
16
16
16
20
20
20
24
24
24

M
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

r
0
12
16
0
12
16
0
12
16
0
12
16

Synthesis Results
Total A · D
Area Delay Product
(gates) (ns) (gates·ns)
16241 40.80
662633
12437 40.68
505937
10211 40.08
409257
17369 54.40
944874
13529 54.24
733813
11303 53.44
604032
19278 68.00 1310904
15475 67.80 1049205
13249 66.80
885033
20828 81.60 1699565
17007 81.36 1383690
14781 80.16 1184845

Improvement

Area
—
23.4%
37.1%
—
22.1%
34.9%
—
19.7%
31.3%
—
18.3%
29.0%

Total A · D
Delay Product
—
—
0.3% 23.6%
1.8% 38.2%
—
—
0.3% 22.3%
1.8% 36.1%
—
—
0.3% 20.0%
1.8% 32.5%
—
—
0.3% 18.6%
1.8% 30.3%

Reduction Error
SNRR
(dB)
∞
89.70
64.22
∞
88.45
62.97
∞
87.48
62.00
∞
86.69
61.21

σR
(ulps)
0
0.268
5.040
0
0.310
5.820
0
0.346
6.508
0
0.379
7.143

EAV G
(ulps)
0
-4.57E-5
-4.57E-5
0
-6.10E-5
-6.10E-5
0
-7.60E-5
-7.60E-5
0
-9.18E-5
-9.18E-5

12 4 0 25355 20.40
517242 —
—
—
∞
0
0
12 4 12 18671 20.34
379768 26.4% 0.3% 26.6% 89.70 0.268 -4.57E-5
12 4 16 14521 20.04
291001 42.7% 1.8% 43.7% 64.22 5.040 -4.57E-5
16 4 0 26133 27.20
710818 —
—
—
∞
0
0
16 4 12 19413 27.12
526481 25.7% 0.3% 25.9% 88.45 0.310 -6.10E-5
16 4 16 15264 26.72
407854 41.6% 1.8% 42.6% 62.97 5.820 -6.10E-5
20 4 0 28468 34.00
967912 —
—
—
∞
0
0
20 4 12 21786 33.90
738545 23.5% 0.3% 23.7% 87.48 0.346 -7.60E-5
20 4 16 17636 33.40
589042 38.0% 1.8% 39.1% 62.00 6.508 -7.60E-5
24 4 0 29802 40.80 1215922 —
—
—
∞
0
0
24 4 12 23101 40.68
939749 22.5% 0.3% 22.7% 86.69 0.379 -9.18E-5
24 4 16 18950 40.08
759516 36.4% 1.8% 37.5% 61.21 7.143 -9.18E-5
Table 1. Synthesis results for 16-bit operands, output rounded to 16-bits (optimized
for area)

5

Conclusions

This paper presents a tool used to rapidly prototype parameterized FIR filters.
The tool is used to study the effects of using truncated multipliers in those filters. It is based on a package of arithmetic classes that are used as components
in hierarchical designs, and are capable of generating structural level VHDL
models of themselves. Using these classes as building blocks, FirFilter objects
generate complete VHDL models of specific FIR filters. The arithmetic package
is extendable and suitable for use in other applications, enabling rapid prototyping of other computational systems. As a part of ongoing research at Lehigh
University, the tool is being expanded to study other DSP applications, and will
be made available to the public in the near future.
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